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Acronym Dictionary 
  

ABS= Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene 

AGL= Above Ground Level 

AV = Avionics Bay 

B.E.A.R. = Ballooning, Engineering, And Rocketry  

CAD= Computer Aided Design 

CDR= Critical Design Review 

CG= Center of Gravity 

CNC= Computer Numerical Control 

CP= Center of Pressure 

FAA= Federal Aviation Administration 

FDM = Fused Deposition Modeling  

FEA= Future Excursion Area 

FN= Foreign National 

FRR= Flight Readiness Review 

LiPo= Lithium Polymer 

LRR= Launch Readiness Review 

LR= Lenoir-Rhyne 

LRRT= Lenoir-Rhyne Rocketry Team 

mAh= Milliamp Hours 

MSDS= Material Safety Data Sheet 

MSFC= Marshall Space Flight Center 

NASA= National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

NAR= National Association of Rocketry 

PDR= Preliminary Design Review 

PLAR= Post-Launch Assessment Review 

PPE= Personal Protective Equipment 

RFP= Request for Proposal 

ROCC= Rocketry of Central Carolina 

RSO= Range Safety Officer 

STEM= Science, Technology, Engineer, and Mathematics 

TRA= Tripoli Rocketry Association 

USLI= University Student Launch Initiative 
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1. Summary of CDR Report  
 

1.1 Team Name and Contact Information 
 

Team Name: Lenoir-Rhyne Rocketry Team 

Mailing Address: 625 7th Ave NE, Hickory, NC 28601 

Primary Contact: Douglas Knight (Email: Douglas.Knight@lr.edu; Phone: (336) 909-1711 

 

1.1.1 Mentor Information  

 

Name Douglas Knight, Ph.D Charles Cooke, Ph.D Joseph Johnson 

Professional Title 
Visiting Assistant 

Professor of Physics 
Professor of Physics 

Graduate Student & 

Assistant at NCSU 

Position in LRRT Mentor Adult Educator Adult Educator 

Contact Information 
Douglas.Knight@lr.edu 

(336) 909-1711 

Charles.Cooke@lr.edu 

(828) 328-7245  

jwjohns5@ncsu.edu 

(336) 613-2125 

TRA/NAR Number, 

Certification Level 

Level 2 Certified, 

TRA #10294, 

NAR #93831 

N/A N/A 

Figure 1: Mentor and Adult Educators 

1.1.2 Safety Officer  
 

The Team Safety Officer for the Lenoir-Rhyne Rocketry Team is Brett Haas. The 2018-19 

academic year is Brett’s second year involved in the NASA USLI Competition. Brett has 

completed all mandatory safety training and will implement safety protocols and procedures for 

all sub-teams. Contact information: Email: Brett.Haas@my.lr.edu Cell Phone: (828) 789-9785  

 

1.1.3 Student Leaders  

 

Name  Juan Leonel Hernandez Jackson Cook 

Title with 

LRRT  

Lead Engineer,  

Rover Team Leader 

Business Manager  

Contact 

Information  

Juan.Hernandez@my.lr.edu 

(336) 262-6205 

Jackson.Cook@my.lr.edu 

(828) 292-2776 

mailto:Douglas.Knight@lr.edu
mailto:Douglas.Knight@lr.edu
mailto:Charles.Cooke@lr.edu
mailto:jwjohns5@ncsu.edu
mailto:brett.haas@my.lr.edu
mailto:Juan.Hernandez@my.lr.edu
mailto:Jackson.Cook@my.lr.edu
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Team Leaders Aaron Kennedy Erik Carranza  Jake Robinson  Claire Niebergall 

Title with 

LRRT  

Co-LR Lander 

Leader 

Co-LR Lander 

Leader 

Launch Vehicle 

Team Leader 

Marketing & 

Comm. Leader 

Figure 2: Student Leaders 

1.1.4 Team Structure  

 

The Lenoir-Rhyne Rocketry Team is comprised of 19 team members, all except one member is 

affiliated with Lenoir-Rhyne University. The non-affiliated team member, Joseph Johnson 

(Adult Educator) & Alumni of Lenoir-Rhyne University, is currently a graduate student at North 

Carolina State University mentoring this year’s safety officer. The team is organized into four 

teams, within each team, a subteam is responsible for one or more mission for the project. The 

teams, subteams, and assignments are shown below.  

 

Launch Vehicle  

Subteam  Task  

Airframe Design  Design, construct, and test all vehicle 

airframes.  

Recovery  Determine parachute sizes, black powder 

calculations, shock cord lengths, and launch 

vehicle altimeters.  

Tracking  Track the two sections, fin can/altimeter bay 

and Payload, after dual deployment 

separation.  
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Lenoir-Rhyne Lander & Rover Deployment 

Subteam  Task  

Vertical Lander Design landing leg system to enable the 

payload section to land in a stable upright 

position. 

Electrical & Software Design electrical circuits and software for 

parachute releasement, lander door 

deployment, and releasement of rover from 

ramp.  

Communication  Establish radio frequency communication 

from ground station to lander for activation of 

systems.  

Parachute Detachment  Design electrical and mechanical system for 

parachute releasement from lander.  

Lander Door and Rover Deployment Design system for opening lander door and 

deployment of rover from ramp.  

 

Rover  

Subteam  Task  

Electrical & Software  Design electrical circuits and software for 

rover functionality. 

Rover Research and Development  Design the mechanical frame and bucket-

wheel system for excavation.  

 

Administrative  

Subteam  Task  

Business  Operate all business budgets, timelines, 

sponsorships, and organizing STEM outreach 

events that involve LRRT. 

Marketing & Communication  Advertise to the public and Lenoir-Rhyne 

University community about LRRT’s events 
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throughout the academic year. Additionally, 

responsible for all social media platforms and 

Teams website  

Figure 3: Team Structure  

 

 
Figure 4: Organizational Chart 
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1.2 Launch Vehicle Summary  

 

 
Figure 5: Launch Vehicle 

 

1.2.1 Size and Mass 

 

The rockets overall length will be 92” (233.7 cm) with a consistent diameter of approximately 

6.142” (15.6 cm). There will be no transition to change body tube diameter for the proposed 

rocket. The nose cone as designed is 8” (20.3 cm) long and has a power series shape. Roughly 

15’’ from the tip of our nose cone, we have three fin-like housings for our landing legs that will 

increase the drag force on our rocket. The dimensions for these fins are a height of 0.472” (1.2 

cm), a length of 18.5” (47 cm), a sweep length of zero, and the sweep angle will be zero as well. 

Four fins will be constructed on our fin can at the base of the rocket. The design for them will 

consist of a root chord of 10.75” (27.3 cm), tip chord of 3.5” (8.9 cm), height of 6” (15.2 cm), 

sweep length of 6” (15.2 cm) and the sweep angle of the leading edge of the fins are 45 degrees. 

The total weight of the rocket will be 27.1 lbs. 

 

1.2.2 Vehicle Rail Size  

 

We will be using an extruded aluminum launch rail that has a length of 8 ft from Apogee 

Rockets. This rail is meant for high powered rockets such as our own and accepts most standard 

sized rail buttons, which we will have attached onto our launch vehicle. This launch rail has a 

smooth surface that makes it easier for us to clean before and after launches. Knowing this we 

will be able to ensure that our launch vehicle can take off safely without any complications on 

the rail. 

 

1.2.3 Finalized Motor Choice 
 

The motor that we have decided on is the K1000T for our proposed rocket. This motor might 

have a shorter burnout time than its alternate choice but it does produce more thrust to send our 

vehicle a little past our target altitude. The projected altitude at apogee that we acquire from this 

motor is roughly 4,100 ft, which gives us an easier task of adding slightly more mass to reach our 

target altitude of 4,100 ft. The K1000T has a diameter of 75 mm, a length of 38.3 cm, a total 

mass of 5.73 lbs, and a post ignition mass of 2.72 lbs. 
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1.2.4 Recovery System 

 
Figure 6: Recovery System Diagram 

 

Before the vehicle is launched, the altimeters and trackers activated externally on the launch pad. 

Following, ignition we expect a smooth and stable flight towards the target apogee altitude. Once 

apogee is reached, the StratologgerCF will separate the fin can section from the rest of the rocket 

and release the drogue parachute, and the Marsa 54 acts as our fail/safe altimeter incase they’re 

anomalies with the StratologgerCF. Once the vehicle descends to 800 ft, the StratologgerCF shall 

separate the payload section from the rest of the launch vehicle and as a fail/safe; the Marsa 54, 

is programmed to deploy at 600 ft. Consequently, the landing legs are deployed in mid-air 

caused by the secondary charge, the payload lander will descend at safe rate and come to a rest in 

vertical position to allowing the deployment of the rover ramp. 
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1.2.5 Milestone Review FlySheet  
 

The “Milestone Review Flysheet” document was submitted separately and can be found online at 

https://lrurocketry.org/2018-2019/  

1.3 Payload Summary 
 

The payload section of the launch vehicle has many mission critical objectives following dual 

deployment at 800 feet. As a result, the legs of the lander legs must deployed at their correct 

orientation. Consequently, the payload parachute will open, bringing the launch vehicle safely to 

earth. Upon landing in its vertical position, a series of critical events will occur starting with the 

detachment of the payload parachute to prevent the payload from tipping over. The next event 

will use wireless communication to activate two servo motors to open the rover door, allowing 

the rover ramp to touch ground. Furthermore, a third servo motor will then be activated that shall 

deploy the rover from the rover ramp. The final event, which is initiated by the rover’s 

photoresistor, will enable the rover to begin traveling its projected path. 

 

1.3.1 Ares Payload Lander  
 

The Payload Lander has the objective of deploying three landing legs and safely landing the 

payload section in a vertical orientation with the nose cone closest to the ground. These three 

legs are fastened to the outside of the payload airframe with a 3D printed hinge towards the nose 

cone and the other end of the legs held down by a 3D printed legs holders that are attached to the 

parachute bay of the rocket.  The deployment of the legs will occur after dual deployment at 800 

feet; therefore, the legs ends are detached from the parachute bay, caused by the ejection charge, 

and begin to deploy to their nominal position at a 30o angle to the front of the payload. Once 

fully deployed, the payload section will slowly descend to the ground and the three legs will 

plant in the ground securing the payload section in a vertical orientation. 

 

  

https://lrurocketry.org/2018-2019/
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1.3.2 Plato Rover Experiment

 
Figure 7: LRRT Deployable Rover 

 

The Lenoir-Rhyne Rocketry Team has been accepted to partake in a mission of designing a 

deployable rover; with the deliverable of traveling a minimal distance of 10 feet and collecting, 

at a minimum, a 10 milliliter soil sample. The team has taken inspiration from two pieces of 

heavy machinery used in construction sites for their design. Therefore, the team is designing a 

rover with similar characteristics of a Lull Forklift. The Lull can operate in almost any type of 

terrain due to its four wheel drivetrain. In addition, the Lull has an extendable arm, which moves 

vertically for lifting objects. The team will implement a four wheel drivetrain and the capability 

of using a non-extendable arm for excavation. However, from the perspective of using a Lull for 

excavation, this is not a task a Lull is capable of doing. Therefore, the team plans to replace the 

forklift end with a bucket-wheel excavator. The team believes this system is sufficient for 

collecting a soil sample. The inspiration of using a bucket-wheel excavator came from the 

Bagger 293 used in Hambach, Germany. The colossal machine uses a continuous pattern of 

chain buckets to penetrate the ground to collect soil. Additionally, the buckets ends have a 

colander tray type design which allows the dirt from adhering to the corners and bottom. The 

bucket-wheel system has enough inertia from the motors that the soil is able to reach its 

designation. Once the buckets reaches the peak of wheel, an opening allows the soil to slide 

downward into a collection repository. This system has proven to work efficiently in the mining 

industry and we strongly believe a similarly inspired system can accomplish the competition 

deliverable. As currently designed, the rover has a total length of 13 Inches, 4.18 inches wide, 

height of 4.73 inches, and weight 3.5 lbs.; Most of the body frame and some mechanical 
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2. Changes Made Since PDR 
 

2.1 Change Made to Launch Vehicle  
 

I. The launch vehicle has changed in weight from 25.3 pounds to 27.1 pounds. 

II. The recovery team has changed the main parachute from 96” to 84” due to weigh change 

of the launch vehicle. 

III. The finalized motor choice is of the launch vehicle is the Aerotech K1000T  

 

2.2 Changes Made to Payload  

 

A. Changes Made to Payload 

 

I. The payload door deployment method has been updated and modified to utilize a linear 

servo actuator which will replace the hook servo design that was proposed previously. 

II. The rover platform and payload door has been integrated into one 3d printed component 

as opposed to two separate pieces requiring attachment. 

 

B. Changes Made to Rover 
 

I. The rover dimensions have changed from 14.2” in length, 4.17” in width, 4.73” in height, 

3.0 lbs. in weight to 13”, 4.18”, 4.73”, and 3.5 lbs. respectively.  

II. The rover body frame has been modified to have electrical raceways. See section 6.4. 

III. The proposed mechanical arm system was designed to have horizontal beam supports. 

This has changed to diagonal support increasing the arms lateral integrity. See section 6.8 

IV. In PDR, the team had two solutions to sealing the soil collection sample. The team has 

now decided that it shall use a heating element to seal the sample. See section 6.10.  

 

2.3 Changes made to Project Planning 
 

I. Changes to the team-derived deliverables have been updated as the team completes the 

design phase, deadlines, and milestones. 

II.  Since the CDR, the budget has been changed in the following areas: rocket, travel, 

payload, and electronics (see section 7.5 for further details).  

III. Various events proposed in the PDR timeline have also been adjusted to conform with 

team deliverables and schedule (see section 7.7).  
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3. Launch Vehicle Design 
 

3.1 Mission Statement  
 

The Launch Vehicle Team’s mission is to design, construct, and test a safe and reusable rocket; 

therefore, the launch vehicle can reach its calculated altitude of 4,100 ft. The launch vehicle is 

responsible for withstanding any conditions experienced during tests and flights. Furthermore, 

the vehicle's integrity must protect all payload component such as the mechanical/electrical 

systems, lander legs, and rover. This is accomplished by having a robust and reliable recovery 

system bringing the launch vehicle down safely to earth. During the time of this mission, the 

LRRT will educate other new members concerning hobby rocketry while following safety 

protocols.  

 

3.2 Mission Success Criteria 
 

I. Design and construct a reusable launch vehicle 

II. All components, system and sections of the launch vehicle must be attached securely 

III. Components of the launch vehicle must pass safety tests 

IV. Recovery system components must pass safety tests 

V. Altimeters and electronics found within the launch vehicle must function normally 

VI. Launch vehicle sustains multiple stable flights 

VII. Launch vehicle reaches calculated target apogee with an error of less than 200ft 

VIII. Recovery system deploys normally at target altitudes 

IX. All sections of the launch vehicle separate accordingly 

X. All parachutes are deployed at calculated altitudes 

XI. Kinetic energy of launch vehicle upon landing is below 75 ft-lbs 

XII. The launch vehicle lands and is recoverable without significant damages, which ensures 

its reusability. 
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3.3 Launch Vehicle Summary 
 

 

 
Figure 8: LRRT Launch Vehicle  

 

 

3.3.1 Airframe 

       

 
Figure 9: LRRT Kraft Phenolic Airframe 

 

We decided upon remaining with the more optimal material, Kraft phenolic, for our airframe. 

The reason that phenolic remains as our best choice is due to its inexpensive price compared to 

other materials. In addition, working with phenolic is much easier, has minimal health concerns 

to the user, and is lighter in weight. The only cons to using this material for our airframe is how 

low it is in strength and depending on the environmental impact it can be brittle and may absorb 

water. 

 
Figure 10: Airframe Dimensions 
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Public Missiles provides an airframe that consists of the following dimensions: an outer diameter 

of 6.188” and an inner diameter is 6.0”. The fin can as designed has an airframe length of 36”, 

the avionics and parachute bay has a length of 26”, and the payload section is 22” in length.  

 

To further verify the team's usage of the Kraft phenolic as the airframe, and whether it can 

withstand the maximum thrust force produced by Aerotech K1000T; the team shall find the 

compressive stress of the airframe, the following equation is used: 

 

 
 

Where 𝜎𝑠the compressive stress through the airframe is, 𝐹𝑇 is the maximum thrust produced by 

the motor, and 𝐴𝐶is the cross-sectional area of the phenolic. The Aerotech K1000T produces 

1140 N, which is equivalent to 256.3 lb (see section 3.5.3 C.). In addition, the airframe has an 

outer diameter of 6.188” and an inner diameter of 6.0”. Given the information above and the 

equation of compressive stress, the calculated compressive stress is shown below:  

 

 
 

The results show that the maximum compressive stress is 142.4 psi. As for Kraft phenolic, its 

compressional strength is approximately 2,200 psi. If considered the max compressive stress due 

to thrust and a safety factor of 2 to calculate the margin of safety (MOS), the results indicate the 

following:  

 

 
 

The margin of safety of the Kraft phenolic airframe is 6.73; therefore, the team believes that this 

material will be sufficient enough to withstand loads caused by the Aerotech K1000T thrust.  
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3.3.2 Motor System Design 

 
Figure 11: Motor System Components 

 

The motor system is comprised of a Kraft Phenolic motor mount tube with three centering rings 

made from birch plywood. In addition, two ¼” threaded rods running through the centering 

rings, as shown in figure 11. Using this system results in a stronger, sturdier, and load-resistant 

design. The aft centering ring is ½” thick while the center and fore centering rings are ¼” thick. 

The reason the team designed the aft centering ring to be thicker was to reduce instability of fin 

can. Also, having a thicker bulkhead creates a larger surface area for adhesion to the inner 

airframe diameter.  

 

The vehicles fins will have “fin tabs” with an insert cutout for mounting purpose. The fins must 

have inserts so that the middle centering ring can be adhered together; therefore, increasing the 

stability of the fins by reducing possible fin flutter. Each fin tab insert is located 90 degrees apart 

from the surface of the ring; thus, four fins are mounted the launch vehicle. Furthermore, they 

are adhered using epoxy to the middle centering ring, and shall also be epoxied to inner & outer 

airframe diameter. Additionally, the fins are filleted using epoxy putty.  
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Figure 12: Centering Ring 
 

Figure 12, shows one of top view of a centering ring that will support the motor mount tube. The 

centering rings a 3.62” inner diameter and 6” outer diameter. In conclusion, each ring will be 

made from birch wood plywood purchased from Lowe’s Hardware. 

 
Figure 13: Motor Mount Tube & Rings 
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The aft centering ring is mounted flush to the bottom of the motor mount tube with the retainer 

attached directly to it. The distance from the aft centering ring to the middle centering ring is 6 

inches. From the middle centering ring to the fore centering ring there is a distance of 6.35 

inches; therefore, the total distance is 13 inches. The motor mount tube is 16 inches long and has 

75 mm inner diameter. The motor mount system is 16.6 inches in overall length. 
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3.3.3 Fin Design 

 

 
Figure 14: Clipped Delta Fin 

 

The Launch Vehicle Team, thoroughly reviewed three possible fin style designs Trapezoidal, 

Clipped Delta, and Elliptical. The following fin styles were each reviewed based off a decision 

matrix in the PDR. The matrix evaluated each alternative design for structural strength, ease of 

fabrication, and performance. Structural strength would involve how strong the fins would be 

during flight and durability at ground impact. Ease of fabrication emphasizes the effortless 

creation of each fin style, and the performance score would be found through testing systems in 

simulation. The results suggested that the clipped delta fins are the favorable choice for the 

launch vehicle, scoring a 25/30. Followed by Trapezoidal scoring 23/30 and Elliptical scoring 

21/30. In addition, the team created a pros and cons table of each alternative design, however, the 

team will only review the pros and cons of the clipped delta. The pros of choosing Clipped Delta 

Fins is that our launch vehicle simulates a higher predicted altitude than other alternative design. 

Also, clipped delta fins increase the joint area of these fins to give us a greater adhesion area 

between the fins and the airframe. The construction of these fins are proven to be simple, unlike 

the Elliptical shape.  

 

The only downside/con for this fin style is that due to the shape and height, the clipped delta fins 

are more susceptible to damage upon impact. When installing the fins we made sure to include 

fin tabs within the design to increase security of the attached components. As well as the addition 

of fin tabs, once attached, we used epoxy resins to add on fin security during flight and also after 

the fin can section has touched the ground. Having done this, we would decrease the foreseen 

possible damage that could be done to our fins, and allowing us to have a reusable fin can 

section. 
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Figure 15: missing integration method 

 

LRRT has designed its fins in Autodesk Fusion 360, where it has used this program to create a 

CAD model and export the design to CAM program within fusion. The exported file is then 

compatible with the team’s shapeoko CNC router. The newly added CNC router to the LRRT 

inventory results in minimal tolerance differences, faster production, and reduces safety hazards 

using traditional cutting equipment. After production of the fins, the edges of the fins are sanded 

down on each side using a belt sander. Therefore, the fins have airfoils which results in less drag 

and increases the vehicles aerodynamics. Furthermore, each fin shall be mounted by applying 

20-minute epoxy to the fins tab insert and adhering it to the middle centering ring. Once the 

epoxy is cured, more epoxy shall be added between the inner airframe and the sides of the fin 

tabs. Additionally, epoxy putty is placed on the outside of the airframe and the sides of the fin, 

creating fin filets. Using these methods of adhesion increase the overall strength of the fins and 

motor mount design also reducing possible fin flutter significantly. Areas of adhesion are shown 

in figure 15. 
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Figure 16: LRRT Designed Clipped Delta Fins 

 

Shown in figure 16, are LRRT designed clipped delta fins. The vehicle shall have four ¼” fins 

with a root chord of 10.75” and a tip chord of 3.5”. The height of the fins will be 6” with a sweep 

length of 6” and a sweep angle of 45 degrees. The clipped delta fins will be through the wall fins 

that extend 1.41” and have a length of 8”. In addition, the fin is designed to have a ¼” insert for 

fin stability with the middle centering ring, the insert is positioned 4.125” from the fin tab 

trailing end. In addition, the fin tab is positioned 1” relative to the root cord leading edge. 
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3.3.4 Motor Negative Retention System  

 

          
Figure 17: AeroPack Retainer Ring 

 

LRRT is using a 75 mm threaded AeroPack motor retainer. This retainer consists of two parts, a 

threaded base that attaches to the aft centering ring and a threaded ring. The base is attached 

using six bolts and threaded metal inserts inset into the centering ring. The motor is then inserted 

into the motor mount tube and the ring is threaded onto the base of the retainer; therefore, 

causing the motor to be secured. The team will use JB Weld in conjunction with the hardware as 

an adhesive to bind the base of the retainer to the aft centering ring. An advantage of this retainer 

is that it allows the team to change the motor quickly if needed. 
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3.3.5 Avionics Bay System  

 

 
Figure 18: Avionics Systems 

 

The avionics systems are housed in a Kraft phenolic coupler that is used to join the fin can to the 

upper body tube of the launch vehicle. Within the coupler are two separate bays; One houses the 

Marsa 54 and the StrataloggerCF altimeters while the other houses the tracker. The altimeters are 

secured to a sled with 9v Duracell batteries attached to the opposite side and connected using 

screw type terminals. The tracker has a battery supply built into it and is secured to its own sled. 

Both sleds are retained by two threaded thru rods with TPU spacers and separated by a center 

bulkhead, as shown in figure 18.  

 

 
Figure 19: Fore Section of Avionics Bay 

 

A switch panel is attached to phenolic tube with a cutout so that the two switches that activate 

the altimeters are accessible from the outside of the launch vehicle. When the launch vehicle is in 

flight ready condition, the switches are turned to the on position and a replaceable panel is 
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attached using reusable nylon rivets to cover the switches. The system is capped off with a 

bulkhead on each end which rests against ring that are epoxied into the coupler. These bulkheads 

are used to sandwich the equipment together using the threaded thru rods. The ejection charges 

are housed on the outward facing side of each bulkhead with there being a primary and 

secondary charge on each bulkhead. Along with ejection charges, there are U-bolts attached to 

the bulkheads that are used to attach the shock cords from the parachutes.

 
Figure 20: Drawing of Avionics Bay 

 

The assembled altimeter bay has a 12.26” length and 6” diameter; furthermore, all the electronics 

shall be housed in the couplers 10” length. The estimated weight of the Avionics Bay is 2.5 

pounds.  
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A. Avionics Retention System 
 

 
Figure 21: Avionic Retention System 

 

The altimeters of the avionics system are retained using a 3D printed sled as shown in figure 21. 

They are secured in place by using two threaded rods. The altimeter sled has two holes so the 

sled can be guided down onto the two rods. To ensure altimeters stability in flight, the team shall 

use four #4-40 bolts to devices. Furthermore, each altimeters power connection is wire to its 

respected terminal, which allows a quick replacement of the batteries. On the opposite side of the 

sled, 9v Duracell batteries are housed using 3D printed mounts with each altimeter having an 

independent battery. 

 

 
Figure 22: Altimeter Bay Assembly  

 

The altimeter sled is sandwiched between the bulkheads using TPU spacers, as shown in figure 

22. The bulkheads rest against a ½” wooden ring that is epoxied into each end of the coupler. 

This method of retention allows for an increased ease of access while also providing ridged 

points to attach the shock cords of the parachute.  
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Figure 23: Drawing of Altimeter Sled 

 

Figure 23, illustrates the dimensions of the 3D printed altimeter sled. The sled is 4.5” wide and 

4.5” tall with a thickness of 0.625”. The battery mounts are 3D printed and are 0.775” thick. 

 

B. Key Switch Panel System  
 

 
Figure 24: Key Switch Panel 

 

Each Altimeter is can be activated externally by a key switch system. The key switches are 

mounted to the switch panel. Currently, the left key switch shall power the StartologgerCF and 

the right switch powers the Marsa 54. This method of activation is crucial to the launch vehicle 

because it reduces the time need to assembly the Avionics Bay. Also, it ensures safety to the user 

by not needing to activate the altimeters internally.  
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Figure 25: Key Switch Panel Assembly 

 

The two key switches that arm the altimeters are mounted into through-holes of the switch panel 

which are not shown in the CAD drawings. The switches are secured using a lock nut on the 

backside of each key switch. Key switches are being used because they lock in the on or off 

position which is imperative to minimize the chance of failure. 

                              
Figure 26: Key Switch Adhesion Method 

 

The switch panel is attached to the coupler with epoxy where there is a cutout which allows for 

access to the key switches from the outside of the launch vehicle. Figure 26, illustrates the 

amount of surface area that is used of the coupler to attach the switch panel. A separate panel 

that shields the switch panel is attached using nylon rivets when the launch vehicle is prepared 

for a launch. This method of housing the switches is being used as is allows the switches to 

remain outside of the launch vehicle while also being shielded from the elements. 
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Figure 27: Drawing of Key Switch Panel  

 

The switch panel is 3D printed as a 5” by 4” curved panel that includes a 3” by 2.5” recessed 

area where the key switches are secured. The panel is 1.53” in depth, as shown in figure 27.  
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C. Tracker Retention System 
 

 
Figure 28: Tracker System  

 

The tracker will be housed in a separate compartment of the avionics bay on its own 3D printed 

sled. The tracker will be attached to the sled using four #4-40 bolts. The method of retention, is 

too pass the sled through two threaded rods that run through the coupler in the same manner as 

the altimeter sled. 

 

 
Figure 29: Tracker Assembly  

 

The tracker sled is sandwiched between the bulkheads using TPU spacers, as shown in figure 29. 

The bulkheads rest against a ½” wooden ring that is epoxied into each end of the coupler. This 

method of retention allows for an increased ease of access while also providing rigid points to 

attach the shock cords of the parachute.  
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Figure 30: Drawing of Tracker Sled  

 

The tracker sled will be 3D printed as 4.5” by 1.75” with a thickness of 0.625” as shown in 

figure 30. The through-holes will be 0.26” wide to allow a 0.25” threaded rod to pass through 

them. 

 

D.  Ejection Charge Cylinder 
 

 
Figure 31: Ejection Charge Cylinders 
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This ejection charge cylinder is responsible for containing the black powder and ignitor that is 

used as the charge to separate the rocket. The ejection charge cylinder will direct the energy 

created by the black powder charge towards the intended area of separation. This ejection charge 

cylinder has a conical shape inside for where the black powder will be placed. The conical 

design will help better disperse the blast of the charge so that the bulkhead will not take all of the 

energy of the charge directly.  

 

The pathway that leads from the outer wall of the cylinder to the interior is where the ignitor will 

be placed that is used to set off the black powder. This path is just large enough for the ignitor to 

help ensure there is minimal energy loss from the charge going out of this pathway.  

 

 
Figure 32: Ejection Charge Cylinder Dimensions  

 

As designed, the ejection charge cylinder is 40.6mm in height and has a diameter of 30.5mm. 

Located at the front of the cylinder, there is a 6.4mm diameter hole where the electric ignitor 

shall is placed. As previously stated, the cylinder has a conical shape to disperse the blast of the 

charge, therefore, the bottom diameter is 6.4. Which increase to 22.4mm. The ejection charge 

cylinder made from ABS polymer and is 3D printed.  
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E. Altimeter Battery  
 

 
Figure 33: Voltage vs Service Hours Graph 

 

Both altimeters, Stratologger CF & Marsa 54, shall rely on a brand-new 9V Duracell alkaline 

battery. Each 9V battery will power its assigned altimeter. Duracell manufactures its batteries to 

have their leads soldered internally to the cell, as compared to many other 9V batteries. Also, 

Duracell batteries are recommended by our mentor. Ground tests results indicate that the Marsa 

54 and Stratologger, at flight ready conditions, are able to maintain power for over three hours. 

In figure 33, showing the voltage vs service hours graph, the StratoLoggerCF draws 1.5 

milliamps, at this current the altimeter could be powered for nearly 335 service hours without 

any charges deployed. The Marsa 54 draws 3 milliamps of current and would be powered over 

nearly 300 service hours. 

 

F. Electric Igniters 

 

Figure 34: J- Tek Style Igniters  

 

Figure 34, shows a J-Tek style electric igniter, the igniters have a maximum no-fire current of 

0.300 amp, a minimum all-fire current of 0.600 amps, and a recommended minimum firing of 

1.2 -1.7 amps. These igniters have been successful for all the LRRT’s team launches and have 

ignited when programmed to. The team has used these ignitors for all its launches and will be 

used at Huntsville, Alabama.   
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3.3.6 Vehicle Nose Cone 

 

 
Figure 35: Nosecone 

 

Having a nose cone with a power series shape allows the team to utilize the necessary amount of 

space needed for the rover electronics. Also, the shape of the nose cone has an optimal 

coefficient of drag that contributes to the launch vehicles targeted altitude. In addition, the 

vehicles nose will be 3D printed. Furthermore, since the nose cone is 3D printed the choice of 

polymer is Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS). 

 

ABS is one of the more prolific plastics used in manufacturing today, It is commonly used in 

functional products due to its hardness. Many applications include protective helmets for bicycle 

riders and canoes due to its impact resistance and lightweight. ABS is also used in cosmetic 

applications such as tattoos due to its UV resistance. ABS was one of the first materials made 

available to FDM style 3D printing. As such the availability of materials is abundant and cost 

effective. ABS reacts with acetone, as such it can be used to smooth out layer lines produced by 

the FDM process. Smoothing out the layer line reduces the air resistance of the nose cone. 3D 

printing also allows the LRRT to control the mass of the nose cone through infill percentages. 

The infill pattern also grants some control over the durability of the nose cone by changing 

shapes between a linear, triangle, hexagon and star patterns. The team will be using the 

hexagonal pattern, also known as “honeycomb”, as it offers the greatest strength in infill and has 

the most surface area for shock load dispersion. Figure 36, examines the pros and cons of the 

ABS nose cone.  

 

Pros  Cons 
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Nose cone can be rapidly prototyped.  ABS can be prone to warp. 

ABS is easier to smoothen causing a lower 

coefficient of drag. 

If ABS is not printed in an all metal hot end, it 

can become toxic. 

Higher impact resistance. ABS does off gases causing a smell and 

possible an allergic reaction. 

Can be designed to be light in weight and has 

a long life span.  

ABS requires a heated bed to extrude. 

Figure 36: Pros and Cons of ABS 

 

In summary ABS is the best option for the Lenoir-Rhyne Rocketry Team due to availability of 

materials, impact resistance, and the ability to smoothing layer lines using an acetone vapor bath.  

 

 
Figure 37: Nose Cone Assembly  

 

 

The nose cone of the launch vehicle was designed to accommodate the electronics that will 

control deployment events that occur after the landing of Ares. The nose cone is designed to 

have a small shelf that holds the electronic sled in place during flight. The negative retention for 

this system uses a ¼” wood bulkhead that is held into position by six ¼” bolts. The nose cone 

has six threaded inserts designed into the inner lip. Therefore, when the bolts are tightened the 

bulkhead will be flush with the nose cone shoulders securing all electronics.   
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Figure 38: Nose Cone Dimensions 

 

Figure 38, shows an illustrated drawing of the designed nose cone. The height of the nose cone is 

8”, with a shoulder height of 2.5”, and a total diameter of 6”. The shoulder diameter is 5.8” with 

a wall thickness of ¼ “. Furthermore, the inner lip has a 0.4” wall thickness and the threaded 

insert diameter is 0.28” to accommodate ¼” bolts. 
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3.4 Recovery System 

 
Figure 39: Recovery System  

The recovery system shall consist of two selected altimeters and three parachutes that are 

attached to different sections of the launch vehicle. The StratologgerCF and Marsa 54 will be 

programmed to ignite the ejection charges at the respective altitudes and shall be housed in the 

avionics bay. The 12” drogue parachute will be attached to a 50 ft shock cord that is connected to 

the aft bulkhead of the avionics bay and the motor mount of the fin can section. The payload and 

main parachute will be located in the upper airframe. The 84” main parachute will be attached to 

a 30 ft shock cord that is connected to the fore bulkhead of the avionics bay, while the 48” 

Payload parachute will be attached to a 25 ft shock cord that is connected to the aft bulkhead of 

the payload section. Each parachute will be wrapped in Kevlar to protect it from the hot gases of 

the energetic charges (burrito method). The payload and main parachute will also be separated 

by an additional piece of Kevlar to prevent tangling of the two upper parachutes upon ejection. 
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These sections will be connected by 1/2" tubular nylon webbing shock chords and attached to the 

shock chords of their respective parachutes. These parachutes are to be deployed once our 

altimeters are able to measure the correct altitude which the vehicle is descending. The altimeters 

are to measure and deploy the parachutes at the apogee and 800 ft above the ground. These 

devices will be within our avionics bay and shielded from all other electronics that could disrupt 

them. 

3.4.1 Selection of Altimeters 

 

The recovery system of a launch vehicle is the most crucial event during each flight. Therefore, 

selecting an altimeter with the most optimal specifications for dual deployment is one team’s top 

priority. Choosing an altimeter that is high in performance, reliable, has maximum ease of use, 

and low in price can be a difficult decision. Of the many altimeters that are ideal, we had 

narrowed our selection down to four and using a decision matrix in the PDR. The altimeters 

reviewed were the StratologgerCF, Raven3, Marsa 54, and Entacore which scored 36/40, 26/40, 

30/40, 28/40 , respectively.  The Pros and Cons of each altimeter can be shown in figure 40. 
 

Altimeters  Pros Cons 

StratologgerCF 

Two different outputs provided 

by the altimeter allows us to 

deploy two parachutes, one at 

apogee and the other can be 

adjustable from 100 to almost 

10,000 ft. Easily configurable on 

the field.  

This altimeter only provides 

predicted altitudes through a series of 

beeps on the field. Therefore, we’re 

not able to see other data until 

connect to a computer. Also, one 

must buy a separate USB adapter to 

interface with the altimeter  

Marsa 54 

The Marsa 54 is an onboard 

computer flight altimeter. Of the 

altimeters reviewed, the Marsa 

54, is the most advance. It can 

display all its data, such as 

accelerations, velocities, flight 

time, and etc. Additionally, its 

programmable features suit flight 

deliverables.  

The altimeter is highly advanced and 

would require some time to 

thoroughly review the manual to 

fully grasp all of its capabilities. The 

altimeter is also expensive; therefore, 

it must be handled with care. Also, 

the Marsa 54 beeps can be difficult to 

listen to.  

Figure 40: Pros and Cons of Altimeters 

 

A. Reasoning for Choosing Altimeters 
 

Our goal with the altimeter is to record how close we get to 4,100 ft, which the StratologgerCF is 

capable of doing along with recording maximum velocity as a bonus. It is designed to work up to 

100,000 ft MSL and saves flight data, which can be viewed on a computer. Other aspects that 

makes the StratologgerCF the altimeter of choice is that the main parachute deployment charge, 

can be adjusted to trigger at certain altitudes. There are precautions set so that environmental 
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error is accounted for. Also, there are certain battery features that prevent us from worrying 

about the power of the device during and after flight. We also found the cost of this altimeter to 

be inexpensive for its capability when compared to the higher priced altimeters that have similar 

or slightly advanced qualities. 

 

The Marsa 54 is a very reliable and robust device as well, based off reviews of others and the 

teams past experience. This device is designed to record altitudes of up to 45,000 ft MSL and 

stores the previous five flights. In addition, flight data can be accessed on-the-field without the 

need of computer on-site. The Marsa 54 can be adjusted to activate an ejection charge for our 

parachutes at any altitude that we set and is capable of performing other programmable events.  

 

3.4.2 StratologgerCF 

 
 

Figure 41: StratologgerCF 

 

The StratoLogger CF can use a 9V battery as its power source since the amount needed to power 

the device ranges from 4V to 16V. The altimeter is capable of storing up to 100,000 MSL, 

temperatures, and battery voltage. The altimeter is also capable of storing up to 16 flights of up 

to 18 minutes for each flight. The altimeter gives a series of beeps when powered on, which tells 

the current elevation and the altitude from the previous flight. Pressing the white “PROG” button 

while powering on the altimeter enables the user to change the deployment altitude or desired 

channel while on the field. The altimeter must have four pressure vent holes that are 90 degrees 

apart from each other to measure the outside air pressure (see section 3.4.5). The dimensions for 

the StratoLoggerCF is 2.0"L x 0.84"W x 0.5"H, and the mass of the device is 0.38 ounces 

(10.8g).  

 

We chose the StratoLoggerCF since it has the capability of recording past our targeted altitude of 

4,100 feet. In addition, another reason we selected the StratoLoggerCF is because of the 

capability of dual deployment during flight, and this feature can be adjusted to deploy its charges 

at whichever altitude that is deemed safe. The altimeter can also be configured on the field in 

case any issues occur. The altimeter also draws a current of 1.5 milliamps meaning the launch 

vehicle can sit on the pad for more than 5 hours while having a significant amounts of voltage.  
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A. Electrical Schematic 

  
 

Figure 42: Electrical Schematic of StrataloggerCF 

 

The StratoLoggerCF will be powered by an 9V alkaline battery and an external arming switch 

will be integrated for activation. The key switch will be located inside the avionics bay. The key 

switch ensures that the altimeter will not turn on/off by any forces during testing, pre-launch, and 

flight of the launch vehicle. The StratoLoggerCF is our primary altimeter, therefore, at apogee it 

is programmed to deploy the drogue ejection charge using J-tek style electric matches. At 800 

feet, the StratoLoggerCF will deploy a second ejection charge using the same electric igniters to 

deploy the main parachute and payload parachute. Figure 42, shows the wire connections to our 

system. Additionally, each wire connection shall have wire stress relief points and, if possible, 

zipped-tied to a secured structure.  
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3.4.3 Marsa 54 
 

 
Figure 43: Marsa 54 

 

The Marsa 54 is the altimeter manufactured by Marsa Systems, Inc. It is a reliable computer that 

is capable of being programmed or modified while on the field. It is operated by using the 

joystick (the black square) located below the right hand corner of the screen display. The Marsa 

contains four channels, which enables dual deployment to be administered (including an apogee 

setting). In addition, multiple channels can be used at once with varying degrees of altitude 

deployment programmed on each channel. The Marsa will be our secondary onboard altimeter 

and act as our fail/safe system, deployed at 500 feet. The dimensions for the Marsa 54 is 3.94”L 

x 2.125”W and mass of 33.7g  

 

The Marsa 54’s reliability and flight performance makes it a mission critical device for the 

launch vehicle. Since the desired altitude can easily be programmed on the spot, the altimeter can 

accommodate needed altitude adjustments if required. In addition, the MARSA is user-friendly, 

which enables members of the Rocket Division to learn how to operate it easily. 
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A. Electrical Schematic 
 

 
 

Figure 44: Electrical Schematic of Marsa 54 
 

The Marsa 54, as previously stated is our fail/safe altimeter. It will be powered by a single 9V 

alkaline battery and a key switch will also be integrated for activation. The key switch 

mechanism is the exact same system as the StartologgerCF. The Marsa 54 has two charges 

programmed, shown in figure 44. At apogee, the first charge will ignite deploying the drogue 

parachute. The second charge will be deployed at 600 feet, this charge will ensure the 

deployment of the main parachute. Additionally, each wire connection shall have wire stress 

relief points and, if possible, zipped-tied to a secured structured.  

 

 3.4.4 Tracking System 
 

Tracker Price Ease of Use Performance  Total 

GPS/APRS 

Transmitters 
6 7 8 21 

RF Beeline 

Transmitter 
9 8 10 27 

Figure 45: Tracker Decision Matrix 

 

The launch vehicle will descend back to the ground in two independent sections, therefore, it's a 

NASA requirement that each sections can be tracked. The team has reviewed two tracking 

devices manufactured by big red bee. In figure 45, shows the decision matrix that determines 

tracker which has a better price, its ease of use, and performance. As shown, the RF Beeline 

Tracker Transmitter scored a 27/30 while the GPS/APRS Transmitter scored a 21/30. The team 
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believes both tracking devices are capable of providing the same results. However, the team 

believes that the GPS/APRS Transmitter is an unnecessary tracker to use since its overweight, 

expensive, and the launch vehicle will only be reaching a possible maximum altitude of 4,300 

feet. In addition, 90% of the vehicle launch can be observed from the ground, by members of the 

team, except on a cloudy day. For that reason, the team will be using the RF Beeline Transmitter 

because it’s most beneficial to our budget, lightweight, and can produce the exact same results as 

the GPS/APRA Transmitter. The pros of utilizing the RF Transmitter is that Band frequencies 

can be programmable and uses a 70 cm radio antenna. In addition, the beacon maintains a low 

power transmission. No dedicated receiver or internet connection is needed and the signal is sent 

to a handheld HAM radio. It uses a rechargeable lithium-polymer battery with a durability of 

48h. However, the cons are that it can only operate in a ratio of frequency of 420-450 MHz; it 

needs to add a Yagi antenna that is difficult to maneuver on the field; and this tracker utilizes a 

specialized charger. 

 

3.4.5 Avionics Bay Pressure Vent Holes 
 

The StratoLoggerCF is the altimeter of choice for the launch vehicle; therefore, to perform as 

designed it must contain static pressure vent holes that are drilled-out on the avionic bay airframe 

surface, measuring the outside air pressure. It’s very important that the appropriate sized vent 

holes are drilled to accurately calculate the correct altitude for dual deployment. Choosing the 

wrong vent hole size can cause premature or delayed deployment, no deployment, and can cause 

undesirable anomalies in presented data. The team will refer to the Stratologger CF user manual 

to ensure that the recommended vent holes provide an optimal performance. Stated in the user 

manual, four vent holes must be placed 90 degrees apart from each on the airframe surface. To 

calculate the appropriate diameter we use the equation below:  

 
D is defined as the inner diameter of the airframe and L is the length of the avionics bay. As 

designed the airframe diameter is 5.12 inches and 5.5 inches in length. As a result, the four 

pressure vent hole size will be approximately .149 inches in diameter. Furthermore, to further 

ensure that the outside air pressure flows nominally the team will sand down the drilled area to 

flatten any rigid phenolic.  
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3.4.6 U-Bolt Specifications  

 

The recovery team has decided to integrate three U-bolts to the launch vehicle. Each U-bolt is 

mounted to a wood bulkhead. First, two nuts are threaded to the ends of the threads. The U-bolt 

is placed through two holes that have been drilled out on the bulkhead. Then, the zinc-plate is 

placed behind the bulkhead and two additional nuts threaded. The nuts are tightened securely to 

avoid the U-bolt from becoming loose during flight.  

 

The location of the three U-bolts are as followed; the aft U-bolt of the altimeter bay will attach 

the shock cord from the fin can. The second U-bolt, located at fore bulkhead of the altimeter bay 

shall attach to the main parachute shock cord. The third U-bolt, located at the payload bulkhead 

will attach to the payload parachute shock cord. 

 

 
Figure 46: U-bolt Dimensions 

Shown in figure 46, is a CAD Model design of the U-bolt the recovery team shall use in its full-

scale launch vehicle. The U-bolt, has length of 2.4375”, a height of 3.66”, and has a diameter of 

3.125” 

 

3.4.7 Shock Cord Specifications 
 

The shock chords that we will be utilizing will be ½” Tubular Nylon Webbing. This material is 

soft, pliable, and allows knots to be untied easily after experiencing a great amount of pressure. 
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This type of material is extremely strong and is common for outdoor use. For the ½” size that 

will be used, there is a thickness of 1/16” of an inch with a breaking strength of roughly 2000 

pounds. This is ideal for the separation of our rocket at apogee and at 800 ft. The melting point 

of this material is 380 degrees Fahrenheit. Therefore, this implies that the material can withstand 

the heat from the energetic charge caused by dual deployment.  

 

A. Fin Can Shock Cord Specifications  

 

The shock cord which attaches from the fin can to the aft U-bolt of the altimeter is approximately 

50 feet long. The team knows that feet of shock cord can be lengthy for the vehicles 

specifications, however, due to the field’s landscape at Midland, NC many rockets have landed 

in trees. Therefore, it's vital to have a longer length cord to avoid the possibility of the launch 

vehicle from being irretrievable.  

 

 
Figure 47: Example from ⅔ Sub-scale Fin Can 

 

Figure 47, shows the shock cord mounting method of the fin can. The team wraps the cord 

around the motor mount tube and is epoxied in placed. The cord is pulled through a ¼” hole 

drilled out from the fore centering ring. The shock cord is tied using three overhand knots to 

avoid the cord from spilling through and is also epoxied the centering ring. At the aft U-bolt of 

the altimeter bay the cord will be tied using an overhand knot. 

 

 

 

 

B. Main Parachute Shock Cord specifications  
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Figure 48: Example from ⅔ Sub-scale  

 

The shock cord of the main parachute bay, attaches to the fore bulkhead of the altimeter bay and 

the 96” main parachute shall be approximately 30 feet. Figure 48, shows a similar attachment of 

method of the shock cord and the main parachute. 

 

C. Payload Section Shock Cord Specifications  

 

 
Figure 49: Example from Sub-Scale Payload Section 

The shock of the payload section is approximately 25 feet in length and is attached to the U-bolt 

at the payload bulkhead. The other end of the cord is tied to the 48” payload parachute. Figure 

49, shows a representation of this method.  
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3.4.8 Determining Parachute Size 
 

To ensure that our launch vehicle is descending below the requirement of 75 ft-lbs of kinetic 

energy, we calculate the max velocity in which our rocket will fall. After finding the velocity we 

then calculate the limit in which how small our parachutes diameter can be.  

 

 

 
The mass of the launch vehicle after the separation of the payload section, as calculated through 

OpenRocket, is estimated to be 17.5 lbs, and must have a decent rate of less than 16.1 ft/s. To 

find the required size for our parachute in order to stay below the kinetic energy margin we use 

the following equation: 

 
So 

 
 

Where D is the parachutes required diameter in feet, m is the mass of our launch vehicle in slugs, 

g is the acceleration due to gravity, ρ is the density of air (0.00238 slug/ft3), Cd is the drag 

coefficient (0.75 for parachute or 1.5 for a dome-shaped parachute), and v is the required speed 

at impact before we hit the ground in ft/s. 

 

A. Main Parachute Specifications  
 

Based on the equation that we utilized to find the limit in how small our parachute could be, we 

came to the conclusion that any parachute we choose will be above 82.572" in diameter to ensure 

a safe descent. This applies solely to the rest of the launch vehicle, excluding the rover section, 

after it has descended to roughly 800 feet and has deployed the main parachute. With the results 
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of our equation we will be using an 84” classical elliptical parachute, manufactured by Fruity 

Chutes. 

 

B. LR Lander Parachute Specifications 
 

Using the same equations that we used previously for our main parachute, we can determine the 

appropriate size for our payload section. The mass of this section is estimated to be 9.17 lbs 

(0.2850 slugs) and this gives us a velocity limit of 22.94 ft/s. With these results we are able to 

determine the diameter of the parachute needed for this particular section. After calculations, we 

determined that the size cannot be smaller than 42.3”. Thus, justifies our payload parachute to be 

a 48” classical elliptical parachute, manufactured by Fruity Chutes.  

 

C. Drogue Parachute Specifications  
 

The purpose of the drogue parachute is to be deployed at apogee and to decrease the descent rate 

of the rocket. The drogue parachute will be a 12” classical elliptical parachute from Fruity 

Chutes. The Parachute shall be tied 35 feet away from the fin can; as result, during deployment 

of the drogue chute, the fin can will descent at lower altitude than the Avionics bay & payload 

section until it reaches 800 feet.  Once the launch vehicle descends to 800 ft, the altimeters will 

release the main and LR Lander parachute.  

 

3.4.9 Recovery Preparation  

 

A. Folding parachutes  

 

 
Figure 50: Folding Parachute Procedure 

 

Figure 50, above shows the procedure of how LRRT folds all its parachutes. First, the parachute 

will be laid flat and folded into eighths of its original size. Once this step is completed the 

shrouds lines rest inside the parachute in a way that they do not get tangled. Next, the parachute 

is folded in half horizontally and then folded vertically, at this point the parachute is compactly 

packed. The parachute is then centered in the Nomex blanket which is tethered to the shock cord. 
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The parachute is folded into “burrito style” method, therefore, it protects the parachute from 

being damaged when the ejection charges are deployed and has proven to work on all flights. 

 

B. Reefing Shock Cords 

 

 
Figure 51: Reefed Shock Cord 

 

Tubular nylon shock cord is reefed by multi-stage reefing method. The purpose of the procedure 

is to reduce the force on the sections at separation from the ejection charges. The team is using 

masking tape to reef the lines. Also, the intention of this method is to prevent the entanglement 

during flight or deployment.  
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3.4.10 Black Powder Specification  
 

The launch vehicle experiences two points of separation during flight; therefore, the vehicle must 

separate safely and nominally. The team must use the correct mass amount of 4F black powder 

to prevent possible failures and hazards. For example, if the energetic charges were over massed 

the consequences could result in irreversible damage to the vehicle, debris can be released into 

the environment, and falling debris could injure the public. Therefore, using the following 

equation below, calculates the mass amount needed of black powder:  

 

 
Where m is the mass in grams, C is amount of pressure needed to fill the cavity for separation. 

Using the conversion constant from 𝑖𝑛3to grams, in this case 10 psi is equivalent to0.004. 𝐷Is the 

diameter of the airframe in inches and 𝐿is the length of the cavity to be pressurized.  

 

Where m is the mass in grams, C is amount of pressure needed to fill the cavity for separation. 

Using the conversion constant from 𝑖𝑛3to grams, in this case 10 psi is equivalent to0.004. 𝐷is the 

diameter of the airframe in inches and 𝐿is the length of the cavity to be pressurized.  

 

 
Figure 52: Cavities of Launch Vehicle 

 

Figure 52, shows the two locations where the launch vehicle will separate. The first separation 

occurs at apogee by igniting the energetic charge and releasing the drogue parachute. As shown, 

the length of the cavity is 18.8 inches and has a 6 inch diameter. The second energetic charge 

separate the main parachute at 800 feet. In addition, the length of the parachute bay cavity is 17.5 

inches and 6 inches in diameter. Given the dimensions of each cavity and the equation for mass 

of black powder, each section is calculated below:     
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The drogue parachute bay requires approximately 2.71 grams, while the main parachute bay 

requires 2.52 grams. Both of these results are reasonable, however, the team plans to ground test 

section to verify the results by FFR, since the team has not started construction of its full-scale 

launch vehicle. 

 

3.4.11 Shear Pins Specification  
 

Shear pins are added to reinforce the areas of separation while the launch vehicle is in flight. The 

team is will be implementing 2-56 size shear pins to the respected areas. To determine the 

amount of shears pins at each independent sections one must find the amount of force to separate 

each sections, the following equation is used:   

 

 
 

Where 𝐹the force by ejection is, 𝑃is the pressure within the section cavity, and 𝐴 is the area of 

the aft bulkhead which the gases are applied to. Therefore, using the same amount of pressure as 

in section 3.4.9, and using the area of a 6 inch bulkhead, the results are shown below:  

 

 
 

The maximum force experienced during drogue separation is 283 lbf. Therefore, the 2-56 shear 

pins shear strength shall not exceed the ejection force. Each 2-56 shear pin can handle a 

maximum force of 41 lb. The force of a shear pins is additive, therefore, the maximum number 

shears that can be used are six, withstanding a force of 246 lbf. However, the team does not 

believe that six pins is necessary for mission success; for that reason, the team will ground test 

six, five, and four shear pins with the respected mass amount of black powder.   
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3.5 Mission Performance Predictions  

3.5.1 Simulated Weight of Components  

Fin Can Section 

Component  Weight (lbs.) Component  Weight (lbs.) 

Kraft Phenolic 

Airframe  
1.62 Clipped Delta Fins Set 3.52 

Top & Middle 

Centering Ring 
0.222 

Bottom Centering 

Ring 
0.24 

Drogue Parachute 

Shock Cord 
0.323 

Motor & Negative 

Retention 
5.9 

Motor Mount Tube 0.653 Drogue Parachute 0.018 

Parachute & Avionic Bay Section 

Component  Weight (lbs.) Component  Weight (lbs.) 

Kraft Phenolic 

Airframe  
1.17 

Main Parachute Shock 

Cord 
0.323 

Main Parachute  0.717 Fore Bulkhead 0.327 

Altimeter Bay Coupler 0.441 
Trackers, Altimeters, 

and Sleds 
1.51 

Middle Bulkhead 0.163 Aft Bulkhead 0.327 

Payload Section 

Kraft Phenolic 

Airframe  
0.989 

Rover Deployment 

Electronics 
2.00 

Nose Cone  0.749 Nose Cone Bulkhead 0.338 

Payload tube Coupler 0.439 Payload Bulkhead 0.325 

Payload Parachute 0.325 Rover 3.50 

Payload Parachute 

Shock Cord 
0.161 Ramp Release 

Mechanism  
0.20 

Payload Landing Legs  0.626 

Figure 53: Simulated Weight of Components 

 

Figure 53, shows the simulated weight of each of the components in its respected section. The 

total weight of the fin can sections is 12.50 lbs.; the parachute & avionics bay weigh 4.98 lbs.; 

and the payload section weighs 9.65 lbs.; resulting in a total mass of 27.1 lbs.  
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3.5.2 Finalized Motor Choices  
 

AeroTech K1000T 

Total Impulse 2512 NS 

Motor Launch Mass 5.73 lbs. 

Mass After Ignition 2.72 lbs. 

Simulated Apogee 4,194 ft 

Figure 54: Simulation of AeroTech K1000T 

 

In the PDR, we simulated two possible choices of motors for our launch vehicle; however, after 

reviewing the alternatives. The team has chosen the Aerotech K1000T as the finalized motor 

choice. Figure 54 shows the specifications presented by Aerotech K1000T.  

 

3.5.3 Flight Simulations 
 

A. Targeted Altitude  
 

Based off the OpenRocket simulations the Aerotech K1000T motors, predicts that the vehicles 

altitude is approximately 4,089 ft. Therefore, the team's official target altitude is 4,100 feet. The 

team shall launch the vehicle using the Aerotech K1000T. After a successful launch the team 

will use the data collected and shall alter the vehicle's weight either by adding or subtracting 

mass to accommodate for the slight variance. Additionally, the team shall re-launch the vehicle 

reach as close as possible to 4,100 feet.  

 

B. Simulated Stability Margins  
 

 
Figure 55: Stability Margins from OpenRocket 

 

From the OpenRocket simulation, we found the center of pressure is located in the lower body 

tube, 69.5 inches from the nose cone. The center of gravity is located in the transition section 

54.3 inches from the nose cone. The caliber of stability is 2.48, which makes the launch vehicle 

stable. Also, verifies the NASA requirement of 2.0 calibers of stability.  
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C. Motor Thrust Curves  
 

 
Figure 56: Aerotech K1000T Thrust Curve 

 

Figure 56 shows, the simulated motor thrust vs time graph from OpenRocket. The finalized 

motor of choice, the Aerotech K1000T, records the maximum thrust at 1140 N and burnout time 

of 2.47 second.   
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D. Simulated Flight Data  
 

Performance Predictions 

Simulations of K1000T OpenRocket  

Weight (lbs) with Motor 27.1 

Max Acceleration (ft/s^2) 276 

Rail Exit Velocity (ft/s) 53.3 

Maximum Velocity (ft/s) 578 

Velocity at Deployment (ft/s) 139 

Altitude Deployment of 

Drogue Parachute (ft) 
4080 

Altitude Deployment of Main 

Parachute (ft) 
800 

Figure 57: Motor Simulations 

 

The OpenRocket flight simulation of the Aerotech K1000T is shown in figure 58. The simulator 

predicts the altitude vs time graph, which is shown in red; the vertical velocity vs time graph, 

shown in green; and the vertical acceleration vs. time, shown in blue.  

 

 
Figure 58: Vertical Motion vs Time Simulation 
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3.5.4 Kinetic Energy 

 
Figure 59: Dual Deployment Separation Sections 

Figure 59, shows the two independent sections that will descent back to ground after dual 

deployment. In addition, it's a NASA requirement that any independent section must have a 

kinetic energy of less than 75 ft-lbs. Therefore, to verify the requirement, the following equations 

is used: 

 

Where V is the velocity of the independent section, m is the mass in slugs, g is the acceleration 

due to gravity, 𝜌is the density of air, 𝐶𝐷 is the drag coefficient of the parachute, and D is the 

parachute diameter. Using the masses from figure 53, the parachute sizes in section 3.4.8, and the 

equations given above, the results show: 

 

The velocity for the fin can & AV bay together is 16.0 ft/s. individually, if we look at each 

section under the same parachute with their respective weights we see that the fin can section 

alone has a decent velocity of 13.5 ft/s and the AV bay has a decent velocity of 8.86 ft/s, 

respectively. For the Lander, we have a decent velocity of 20.7 ft/s. Using the mass and 

velocities in figure 60, the kinetic energy can be found below (which are also below the limit of 

75 ft-lbs): 

 

Launch Vehicle Section Mass (lb) 
Descent Velocity After 

Dual Deployment (ft/s) 

Kinetic Energy at 

Landing (ft-lbs) 

Launch Vehicle 27.1 139.0 8137.0 

Fin Can & Avionics Bay 17.5 16.0 69.6 

Payload Lander 9.6 20.7 64.1 

Figure 60: Specifications of Kinetic Energies 
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3.5.5 Simulated Drift Calculations 

To calculate launch vehicle drift due to wind speeds, one must use the following equation: 

 

 
Where, 𝑉𝑊  is the predicted wind speed in mph, 𝑡 is the total descent time in seconds, and D is 

the vehicle drift in feet. Openrocket predicted the launch vehicles total descent time to be 

approximately 65 seconds, therefore, the time given results in the following drift calculations 

present in figure 61.  

 

Drift Calculations 

Wind Speed Launch Vehicle  

0 mph 0 ft 

5 mph 325 ft 

10 mph 650 ft 

15 mph 975 ft 

20 mph 1,300 ft 

Figure 61: Drift Calculations  
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3.6 Analysis of ⅔ Sub-scale  

 
Figure 62: ⅔ Sub-Scale Launch Vehicle 

 

3.6.1 Launch Vehicle Airframe  

 

 
Figure 62: Launch Vehicle Airframe 

 

Kraft Phenolic was chosen for the subscale due to its inexpensive price compared to other 

materials. In addition, working with phenolic is much easier, has minimal health concerns to the 

user, and is lighter in weight. It is also better to follow the same material that we are planning to 

use for our full scale to simulate a subscale flight. The dimensions of the airframes that we used 

will have an outer diameter of 3.875” and an inner diameter of 3.75”. The length of the payload 

section is 15”, the length of the avionics bay section is 12.4” and the fin can section has a length 

of 20”.  
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3.6.2 Motor System Design  

 
Figure 63: Motor System Design 

 

This motor system is comprised of a Kraft Phenolic motor mount tube with three birch plywood 

centering rings. All centering rings that make up the motor mount system have a thickness of ¼”. 

The motor mount tube has a length of eight inches with an outer diameter of 1.654” and an inner 

diameter of 1.496” which is a perfect fit for the type of motor that is used. 

 

The subscale vehicles fins will have “fin tabs” with an insert cutout for mounting purpose. The 

fins must have inserts is so that the middle centering ring can be adhered together; therefore, 

increasing the stability of the fins by reducing possible fin flutter. Each fin tab insert is located 

90 degrees apart from the surface of the ring; thus, four fins are mounted to the subscale launch 

vehicle. Furthermore, they are adhered using epoxy to the middle centering ring, and shall also 

be epoxied to inner & outer airframe diameter. Additionally, the fins are filleted using epoxy as 

well. 
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3.6.3 Fin Design  

 

 
Figure 64: Fin Design 

 

We decided to use clipped delta fins for our subscale since they have an increased joint area to 

give us greater adhesion between the fins and the airframe. The construction of these fins prove 

to be simple and unlike the Elliptical shape, there is a greater amount of thickness within this 

design. Much like the predictions within our full scale, the advantage of choosing these type of 

fins is that our launch vehicle simulates a higher predicted altitude than other alternative designs. 

For the subscale launch vehicle, we have four fins with a root chord of 7.75” and a tip chord of 

2.5”. The height of the fins will be 4” with a sweep length of 4” and a sweep angle of 45 degrees. 

These clipped deltas will be through the wall fins that extend 0.9” from the airframe within the 

launch vehicle. 
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Figure 65: Clipped Delta Fins Dimensions 

 

Shown in figure 65, are LRRT designed clipped delta fins. The vehicle shall have four ¼” fins 

with a root chord of 7.75” and a tip chord of 2.5”. The height of the fins will be 5” with a sweep 

length of 4” and a sweep angle of 38.7 degrees. The clipped delta fins will be through the wall 

fins that extend 1.125” and have a length of 6”. In addition, the fin is designed to have a ¼” 

insert for fin stability with the middle centering ring. In addition, the fin tab is positioned 0.875” 

relative to the root cord leading edge. 
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3.6.4 Vehicle Nose Cone 

 

 
Figure 66: Sub-Scale Vehicle Nose Cone 

 

The sub-scale nose cone shape was designed to best resemble the full-scale nose cone, shown in 

figure 66. However, due to dimensions constraints the team was unable replicate the negative 

retention system. The power series shape nose cone was made 3D printed ABS polymer and the 

layer were smoothen using acetone given the component a lower coefficient of drag. The nose 

cone was 5” in height, with a shoulder height of 2.5”, and a diameter of 3.875”. The nose cone 

lip from the shoulder was 0.16”, the diameter of shoulders was 3.7175, and had a wall thickness 

of ¼” (shown in figure 67). 

 

 
Figure 67: Nose Cone Dimensions 
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3.6.5 Recovery System Summary  

 
Figure 68: Recovery System  

 

The recovery system for sub-scale vehicle shall consist of one altimeter, The Stratologger CF, 

and three parachutes. The StratologgerCF is programmed to ignite the ejection charges at the 

respective altitudes and shall be housed in the avionics bay. The 12” drogue parachute will be 

attached to a 30 ft shock cord that is connected to the aft bulkhead of the avionics bay and the 

motor mount of the fin can section. The Payload and main parachute will be located in the upper 

airframe. The 36” main parachute will be attached to a 15 ft shock cord that is connected to the 

fore bulkhead of the avionics bay, while the 30” Payload parachute will be attached to a 10 ft 

shock cord that is connected to the aft bulkhead of the payload section. Each parachute will be 

wrapped in Kevlar to protect it from the hot gases of the energetic charges (burrito method). The 

payload and main parachute will also be separated by an additional piece of Kevlar to prevent 

tangling of the two upper parachutes upon ejection. These sections will be connected by 1/2" 
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tubular nylon webbing shock chords and attached to the shock chords of their respective 

parachutes. These parachutes are to be deployed once our altimeters are able to measure the 

correct altitude which the vehicle is descending. The Stratologger will measure and deploy the 

parachutes at apogee and 600 ft above the ground.  

3.6.6 Avionics Bay System  

 

 
 

Figure 70: Sub-scale Avionics Bay 

 

The avionics bay is housed in a Kraft phenolic coupler that couples the fin can and the lander. 

The system is comprised of two bulkheads, two thru rods, two U-bolts, an altimeter sled, 

StrataloggerCF altimeter, and two ejection charge cylinders. The altimeter is attached to the 3D 

printed sled using #4-40 bolts, therefore, the sled slides onto the two thru rods and is secured by 

nuts, as shown in figure 70. The bulkheads sandwich onto two wooden rings that are epoxied 

into the coupler. On the outermost sides of the bulkheads are the ejection charge cylinders. 

 

3.6.7 Altimeter  

 
Figure 71: Electrical Schematic of StrataloggerCF 

 

The StratoLoggerCF was powered by a 9V alkaline battery and an external arming switch was 

integrated for activation. The StratoLoggerCF is only altimeter for the sub-scale vehicle, 
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therefore, at apogee it is programmed to deploy the drogue ejection charge using J-tek style 

electric matches. At 600 feet, the StratoLoggerCF will deploy a second ejection charge using the 

same electric igniters to deploy the main parachute and payload parachute. Figure 71, shows the 

wire connections to our system. Additionally, each wire connection had wire stress relief points. 

 

3.6.8 Tracking  

 

For the tracking system, we opted out of using trackers for our subscale. This was mainly due to 

the limited space that we had within the subscale avionics bay and having an altimeter rather 

than a tracker was more critical. The airframe that was being used also proved to be difficult 

when pertaining to the incorporation of the system within the launch vehicle. If we look at the 

subscales predicted altitude, we can see that the height is a viewable distance to observe the 

flight after launch. 

 

3.6.9 Avionics Pressure Vent Holes  

 

The StratoLoggerCF is the altimeter of choice for the launch vehicle; therefore, to perform as 

designed it must contain static pressure vent holes that are drilled-out on the avionic bay airframe 

surface, measuring the outside air pressure. It’s very important that the appropriate size vent hole 

are drilled to accurately calculate the correct altitude for dual deployment. Choosing the wrong 

vent hole size can cause premature or delayed deployment, no deployment, and can cause 

undesirable anomalies in presented data. The team will refer to the Stratologger CF user manual 

to ensure that the recommended vent holes provide an optimal performance. Stated in the user 

manual, four vent holes must be placed 90 degrees apart from each on the airframe surface. To 

calculate the appropriate diameter we use the equation below:  

 

 
 

D is defined as the inner diameter of the airframe and L is the length of the avionics bay. As 

designed the airframe diameter is 3.75 inches and 4 inches in length. As a result, the four 

pressure vent hole size will be approximately 0.10 inches in diameter. Furthermore, to further 

ensure that the outside air pressure flows nominally the team will sand down the drilled area to 

flatten any rigid phenolic.  

 

3.6.10 Shock Cord Specifications  

 

A. Fin Can Shock Cord Specifications  
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LRRT will use ½” Tubular Nylon Webbing for every launch vehicle shock cord. The shock 

attaches from the fin can to the aft U-bolt of the altimeter is approximately 30 feet long.  

 
Figure 72: Sub-scale Shock cord Mounting Method 

Figure 72, shows the shock cord mounting method that was used on the ⅔ sub-scale launch 

vehicle. The team wraps the cord around the motor mount tube and is epoxied in placed. The 

cord is pulled through a ¼” hole drilled out from the fore centering ring. The shock cord is tied 

using three overhand knots to avoid the cord from spilling through and is also epoxied the 

centering ring. At the aft U-bolt of the altimeter bay the cord will be tied using an overhand knot. 

 

B. Main Parachute Shock Cord specifications  

 
Figure 73:  

The shock cord of the main parachute bay, attaches to the fore bulkhead of the altimeter bay and 

the 36” main parachute shall be approximately 15 feet, as shown in figure 73. 

 

C. Payload Section Shock Cord Specifications  
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Figure 74: Sub-Scale Payload Shock Cord 

 

The shock of the payload section is approximately 12 feet in length and is attached the U-bolt at 

the payload bulkhead. The other end of the cord is tied to the 28” payload parachute, as shown in 

Figure 74. 

 

3.6.11 Determining Subscale Parachute Size 

 

To simulate our full scale launch vehicles descends below the requirement of 75 ft-lbs of kinetic 

energy, we calculate the max velocity in which our subscale will fall. After finding the velocity, 

we then calculate the limit in which how small our parachutes diameter need to be. 

 

 
 

The mass of the subscale launch vehicle after the separation of the payload section, as calculated 

through OpenRocket, is estimated to be 2.7 lbs, and must have a descent rate less than 42.3 ft/s. 

To find the required size for our parachute in order to stay below the kinetic energy margin we 

use the following equation: 
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Where D is the parachutes required diameter in feet, m is the mass of our launch vehicle in slugs, 

g is the acceleration due to gravity, ρ is the density of air (0.00238 slug/ft3), Cd is the drag 

coefficient (0.75 for parasheet or 1.5 for a dome-shaped parachute), and v is the required speed at 

impact before we hit the ground in ft/s. 

 

After finding the proper parachute sizes for each respective section of the subscale, we use the 

equation for the full scale to determine the speed at which it descends. 

 

 
 

Using this speed, we are then able to calculate the kinetic energies for each section as it descends 

after deployment of its recovery. 

 

A. Main Parachute  

 

 
Figure 75: 36” Main Parachute 

 

After using the formula for the kinetic energy of an object, we convert the result into the desired 

units, which are ft-lbs. In the equations above, we calculated that the main parachute for the 

subscales avionics bay and the fin can section cannot to be under roughly 1 ft in diameter and 

cannot exceed the speed of 42.3 ft/s. Using a parachute of 36” in diameter for the main, we get a 

decent rate of 21.9 ft/s and a kinetic energy of 20.1 ft-lbs that is below this sections kinetic 

energy limit. 
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B. Payload Parachute 

 

 
Figure 76: 12” Payload Parachute 

 

After changing the numbers for the payload section that weighs 2.4 lbs, the results explain that 

the payload section that will be separated after the recovery system deploys cannot descend 

faster than 44.8 ft/s. After finding the descension limit we find that the minimum required size 

for the subscale payload parachute is .9235 ft so roughly 12”. The parachute that was used for 

this section of our subscale is 1 ft in diameter which gives us a decent rate of 41.37 ft/s and a 

kinetic energy of 63.84 ft-lbs. After our calculations we see that we were well below our speed 

and kinetic energy limit. 
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C. Drogue Parachute  

 

 
Figure 77: 12” Drogue Parachute 

 

For the subscales Drogue parachute, no calculations are needed in determining the limits in 

which the vehicle descends since its purpose is to decrease the speed of the entire subscale from 

apogee which has a weight of 5.1 lbs. The parachutes size is 12” in diameter which makes the 

launch vehicle descend at 60.3 ft/s. With the full subscale descending at this rate, we get a kinetic 

energy of 288.2 ft-lbs. 

 

3.6.12 Black Powder Specifications  

 

The ⅔ Sub-scale vehicle shall experience two points of separation during flight; therefore, the 

vehicle must separate safely and nominally. The team must use the correct mass amount of 4F 

black powder to prevent possible failures and hazards. Therefore, using the following equation 

below, calculates the mass amount needed of black powder:  

 

 
 

Where m is the mass in grams, C is amount of pressure needed to fill the cavity for separation. 

Using the conversion constant from 𝑖𝑛3to grams, in this case 15 psi is equivalent to0.006. 𝐷 Is 

the diameter of the airframe in inches and 𝐿 is the length of the cavity to be pressurized.  
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Figure 78: Cavities of Sub-Scale Launch Vehicle 

 

In figure 78, shows the two locations where the launch vehicle will separate. The first separation 

occurs at apogee by igniting the energetic charge and releasing the drogue parachute. As shown, 

the length of the cavity is 9.75 inches and has a 3.75 inch diameter. The second energetic charge 

separates the main parachute at 800 feet. In addition, the length of the parachute bay cavity is 

8.15 inches and 3.75 inches in diameter. Given the dimensions of each cavity and the equation 

for mass of black powder, each section is calculated below:     

 

 
 

The drogue parachute bay requires approximately 0.82 grams, while the main parachute bay 

requires 0.61 grams. Both of these results are reasonable, however, the team plans to add an 

additional 0.2 grams to each section to ensure nominal deployment. The two sections have also 

been ground tested and the results indicate that the additional 0.2 grams of 4F Black powder does 

not damage the integrity of the vehicle.  

 

3.6.13 Shear Pins Specifications  

 

Shear pins are added to reinforce the areas of separation while the launch vehicle is in flight. The 

team is will be implementing 2-56 size shear pins to the respected areas. To determine the 

amount of shears pins at each independent sections one must find the amount of force to separate 

each sections, the following equation is used:   
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Where 𝐹is the force by ejection,𝑃 is the pressure within the section cavity, and 𝐴 is the area of 

the aft bulkhead which the gases are applied to. Therefore, using the same amount of pressure as 

in section 3.4.10, and using the area of a 3.75 inch bulkhead, the results are shown below:  

 

 

The maximum force experienced during drogue separation is 53 lbf. Therefore, the 2-56 shear 

pins shear strength shall not exceed the ejection force. Each 2-56 shear pin can handle a 

maximum force of 41 lb. The force of a shear pins is additive, therefore, the maximum number 

shears pins that can be used is one to each cavity. 
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3.6.14 Mission Performance Predictions  

A. Simulated Weight of Components  

Fin Can Section 

Component  Weight (lbs.) Component  Weight (lbs.) 

Blue Tube Airframe  0.642 Clipped Delta Fins Set 0.485 

Centering Ring 0.1 Epoxy 0.101 

Drogue Parachute 

Shock Cord 
0.216 

Motor & Negative 

Retention 
0.52 

Motor Mount Tube 0.061 Drogue Parachute 0.04 

Parachute & Avionic Bay Section 

Component  Weight (lbs.) Component  Weight (lbs.) 

Blue Tube Airframe  0.399 
Main Parachute Shock 

Cord 
0.13 

Main Parachute  0.19  

Trackers, Altimeters, 

and Sleds 

 

0.669 Altimeter Bay Coupler 0.202 

Payload Section 

Blue Tube Airframe 0.555 Lander Legs & Hinges 0.1 

Nose Cone  0.234 Payload Parachute 0.106 

Payload tube Coupler 0.121 

Payload Bulkhead 0.171 Payload Parachute 

Shock Cord 
0.088 

Figure 79: Simulated Weight of Components 

 

Figure 79, shows the simulated weight of each component in its respected section. The total 

weight of the fin can sections is 2.13 lbs.; the parachute & avionics bay weigh 1.59 lbs.; and the 

payload section weighs 1.38 lbs; resulting in a total mass of 5.1 lbs.  

 

B. Motor Choice 
 

Aerotech H125W 

Total Impulse 2511.5Ns 

Motor Launch Mass 0.496 lbs 
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Mass After Ignition 0.174 lbs 

Simulated Apogee 1643ft  

 

Figure 80: Aerotech H125W Specifications  

 

The team has chosen the Aerotech H125W for the ⅔ sub-scale vehicle  
 

C. Simulated Stability Margins  

 

 
Figure 81: Openrocket Sub-Scale 

From the OpenRocket simulation, we found the center of pressure is located in the lower body 

tube, 41.64 inches from the nose cone. The center of gravity is located in the avionics section 

32.73 inches from the nose cone. The caliber of stability is 2.3, which makes the launch vehicle 

stable. 
 

D. Motor Thrust Curves  

 
Figure 82: H125W Thrust Curve 
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Figure 82 shows, the simulated motor thrust vs time graph from OpenRocket. The motor thrust 

curve, records an average thrust of 127N, max. Thrust 167, and burnout time of 2.52 seconds.  

 

E. Simulated Flight Data  

Performance Predictions 

Aerotech H125W Openrocket 

Weight (lbs) with Motor 5.1 

Max Acceleration (ft/s^2) 204 

Rail Exit Velocity (ft/s) 51.8 

Maximum Velocity (ft/s) 347 

Velocity at Deployment (ft/s) 69.4 

Altitude Deployment of 

Drogue Parachute (ft) 
1643 

Altitude Deployment of Main 

Parachute (ft) 
600 

Figure 83: Performance prediction of Sub-Scale 

The OpenRocket flight simulation of the Aerotech H125W, shown in figure 83. The simulator 

predicts the altitude vs time graph, which is shown in red; the vertical velocity vs time graph, 

shown in green; and the vertical acceleration vs. time, shown in blue.  

 

Figure 84: Flight Simulation from OpenRocket 

F. Predicted Kinetic Energy  
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Launch Vehicle Section Mass (lb) 
Descent Velocity After 

Dual Deployment (ft/s) 

Kinetic Energy at 

Landing (ft-lbs) 

Launch Vehicle 5.1 60.3 288.2 

Fin Can & Avionics Bay 2.7 21.9 20.1 

Payload Lander 2.4 41.37 63.84 

Figure 85: Sub-scale Kinetic Energies 

 

G. Simulated Drift Calculations  

 

To calculate launch vehicle drift due to wind speeds, one must use the following equation: 

 

 
Where, 𝑉𝑊  is the predicted wind speed in mph, 𝑡  is the total descent time in seconds, and D is 

the vehicle drift in feet. Openrocket predicted the launch vehicles total descent time to be 

approximately 92.2 seconds, therefore, the time given results in the following drift calculations 

are presented below: 

 

Drift Calculations 

Wind Speed Launch Vehicle  

0 mph 0 ft 

5 mph 461 ft 

10 mph 922 ft 

15 mph 1,383 ft 

20 mph 1,841 ft 

Figure 86: Drift Calculations 

 

3.6.15 ⅔ Sub-scale Results 

 

The ⅔ scale rocket was constructed on November 29th, 2019. This rocket is only allowed to be 

launched at high power launches, which are available at Midland, NC or Camden, SC. We 

planned to launch on December 1st-2nd, but the launch was cancelled by ROCC due to some 

crops not being harvest. The launch was rescheduled for December 8-9th, which was cancelled 

due to 12 inches of snow falling that weekend. The field at Camden, SC was also affected by this 

storm and launches at this field were cancelled as well. The following weekend, December 15-

16th, the ground was saturated due to a rainstorm that followed; rendering both fields incapable 
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of launch. For the next three weekends (Dec 22-23, Jan 1, Jan 5-6), uncooperative weather 

patterns due to tropical Gulf moisture caused one of the wettest seasons on record in the 

Charlotte area with storms producing rain in excess of 1-3 inches each week hitting the launch 

field. These storms are widespread and impact much of the Southeast rendering most launch sites 

within a day’s drive of Hickory, NC. ROCC has been unable to launch this season, and we have 

been unable to launch our subscale rocket while complying with Federal law. The only other 

option was to launch the ⅔ scale rocket without a waiver, which was in violation of FAA 

regulations and was not attempted. Due to the forecasted snow this weekend, we are building a ⅓ 

scale rocket that is suitable for low power flights. This ⅓ scale launch will take place prior to the 

CDR Addendum deadline and prior to CDR presentations. The weather pattern is set to continue 

through MLK weekend, which is when our ⅔ scale and full scale launches are planned. If we are 

unable to launch at ROCC or Camden, SC, we will consider using emergency funds to travel to 

Bayboro, NC, Culpepper VA, or Atlanta, GA in order to complete critical launches for the 

project. 
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4. Safety 

 

4.1 Safety Officer 
 

The current safety officer for the LRRT is Brett Haas. This is his second year as an LRRT 

member. His responsibilities are to keep a safety manual for launch checklists, hazard analyses, 

and MSDS sheets. The Safety officer enforces the Lenoir-Rhyne Safety Statement and PPE 

Agreements for the LRRT. In addition, the Safety Officer ensures that all launch and pre-launch 

checklists are completed and abided by during launch. If any operation is deemed unsafe, the 

Safety officer can terminate the activity. The Safety Officer also ensures that all personnel and 

spectators are accounted for and engage in safe conduct during launch. 

 

4.2 Preliminary Launch Concerns  
 

Below are the LRRT checklists for travel preparation, launch preparation, and launch day. Bullet 

points with a letter in curly braces at the end denote a sub-checklist that entails all necessary 

actions for the completion of that element of the checklist. These sub-checklists can be found 

after the main checklists.  

  

OBJECTIVE: To successfully launch the full scale rocket at the 2019 NASA USLI competition 

in Huntsville, Alabama. 

 

PERSONNEL: 

- NAR Certified Rocket Mentor 

- Range Safety Officer (RSO) 

- Safety Officer (SO) 

- Team Leads from each Subteam 

 

MATERIALS LIST: 

 
I. Launch Site Materials 

● Rocket 

● Rocket Motor (separate from rocket) 

● Rocket Motor hardware (such as casing) 

● Ignition System 

● Extra Igniters 

● Ematches 

● Launch Pad and Controller 
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● Extra Parachutes 

● Extra Charges 

● Shroud Lines 

● Payload 

● Dummy Mass (if necessary) 

● FFFF Black Powder 

● Altimeter communication devices 

● Beeline tracker 

● Computer 

● Xbee Communication System 

● Yagi Antennas 

● Radio 

● 3D printer (for competition) 

● Drill 

● Drill bit set 

● Balloon (for measuring wind speeds) 

● tooth picks 

● screwdrivers 

● cloth 

● rocket stand 

● umbrella or canopy 

● Extra Wiring 

● Fresh batteries (AA and 9V) 

● Field Box 

● Tent 

● Sunscreen 

● Water 

● Food 

● Camera 

● Recording Device 

● Folding Table 

● Chairs 

● Wadding 
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● Shear Pins 
  

II. Field Box 

● Duct Tape 

● Masking Tape 

● Electrical Tape 

● Paper Towels 

● First Aid Kit 

● Pencils, Pens, Markers 

● Paper 

● Checklists 

● Clipboards 

● Toolbox 

● Glue and Epoxy 

● Extra Shock Cords 

● Mini-fire extinguisher 

● Pocketknife 

● Scissors 
  

III. First Aid Kit 

● sterile gauze pads of different sizes 

● adhesive tape 

● adhesive bandages in several sizes 

● elastic bandage 

● antiseptic wipes 

● antibiotic ointment 

● antiseptic solution (hydrogen peroxide) 

● hydrocortisone cream (1%) 

● acetaminophen and ibuprofen 

● tweezers 

● sharp scissors 

● safety pins 

● disposable instant cold packs 
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● calamine lotion 

● alcohol wipes or ethyl alcohol 

● thermometer 

● plastic non-latex gloves (at least 2 pairs) 

● a blanket 

● your list of emergency phone numbers 

● moleskin 

● burn cream 

● first aid manual 

● bandanas 

● trashbags 

● masks 

● latex gloves 

● foil blanket 

● Benadryl 
 

CONSTRAINTS 

- LOCATION: The launch must be performed outdoors where temperatures are above 

freezing but less than 100 degrees Fahrenheit. Launches cannot take place unless in 

compliance with Federal law and at NAR approved sites. This procedure cannot be 

initiated if winds are in excess of 15 mph and in extreme weather conditions. 

- TIME: Launch preparation must take three hours or less. 

- CONFIGURATION: Altimeter bay and rover housing have been assembled in their 

respective subsystems. The rocket will be inspected and assembled at the launch site with 

the motor / casing. All communication devices are configured and ready to launch. All 

electronics must be able to be inspected and tested for continuity prior to launch. The 

rover is inside the lander, and the lander is operational. The parachute is folded and 

placed in the recovery section protected by fire resistant cloth. The rocket must be able to 

be placed onto the launch rail without difficulty while cameras record the launch. 

 

4.3 Preliminary Launch Checklists  
 

4.3.1 Launch Vehicle Checklist  

 

Date of Procedure:   
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Name(s) of Personnel: Launch Vehicle Team Personnel, Launch Vehicle Team Lead, 

RSO, LCO 

Objective: The launch vehicle team’s objective is to prepare and verify the 

integrity of all components that make up the launch vehicle, 

and to verify the safety/readiness of the rocket to ensure 

mission success. 

 

Equipment:  

 

● Payload Section ● Black Powder ● Payload Parachute 

● Avionics Bay Section ● Extra Charges (for 

Black Powder) 

● Drogue Parachute 

● Fin Can Section ● Main Parachute ● Nosecone 

● Epoxy Resin ● Extra Shock Chord ● K1000T Motor 

● Motor Casing Cap ● Extra Igniters ● Shear Pins 

 

Procedure: 

● Test subsystems (Rover, Separation Mechanism, Altimeters, Electronic 

Communications) 

● Test Elastic Shock Cord strength 

● Pack wadding and parachute properly 

● Make sure shroud lines are not tangled 

● Check fins are securely attached 

● Insert motor 

● Let the RSO inspect the rocket 

● See that launch rod is properly angled 

● Clear the range 

● Launch Vehicle Team Lead Signature required to Proceed: 

___________________________________ 

● Check for no voltage at pad and then insert igniter 

● Arm launchpad 

● Countdown and launch by LCO 
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4.3.2 Recovery System  

 

A. Parachute & Recovery Preparation & Assembly 

 

Date of Procedure:   

Name(s) of Personnel: Recovery Team Personnel, Recovery Team Lead 

Objective: The recovery team’s objective is to prepare and verify the 

integrity of all components that make up the recovery system 

and to verify the safety/readiness of the recovery system. 

 

Equipment:  

● 84” Main Parachute ● 50’ Shock Cord ● Kevlar Blankets 

● 48” Payload Parachute ● 30’ Shock Cord ● Duct Tape 

● 12” Drogue Parachute ● 15’ Shock Cord ● Masking Tape 

 

Procedure: 

 

● Inspect all parachutes for defects and damage. 

● Inspect all shock cords for defects and damage. 

● Check connection of shock cord to parachutes and U-bolts. 

● Reef shock cords with masking tape. 

● Fold all parachutes burrito style. 

● Recovery Team Lead Signature Required to Proceed: 

● __________________________________________ 

● Pack parachutes into the launch vehicle with Kevlar blanket wadding. 
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B. Avionics Bay Preparation & Assembly 

 

Date of Procedure:   

Name(s) of Personnel: Recovery Team Personnel, Recovery Team Lead, Mentor 

Objective: The avionics bay/recovery team’s objective is to prepare and 

verify the integrity of all components within the avionics bay 

to ensure mission success. 

 

Equipment:  

 

● (2) ½” Bulkheads with 

(4) Ejection Charges 

● Altimeter Sled with 

Altimeters 

● (8) TPU Spacers 

● (1) ¼” Bulkhead ● (2) 9v Duracell 

Batteries 

● (4) Nylon Locking 

Nuts 

● (2) Threaded Thru 

Rods 

● Tracker Sled with 

Tracker 

● (2) U-Bolts with (8) 

Nuts 

● (2) Key Switches ● (2) Keys ● Avionics Bay Coupler 

● (4) Igniters   

 

Procedure: 

 

● Attach U-bolts to the (2) ½” bulkheads. 

● Attach threaded thru rods to the aft bulkhead. 

● Check that the tracker is securely attached to the tracker sled. 

● Turn on tracker and slide the tracker sled onto the threaded thru rods with TPU 

spacers. 

● Check that the key switches are securely attached to the key switch panel and are in 

the off positions. 

● Slide the ¼” bulkhead onto the threaded thru rods in conjunction with the coupler. 

● Check that the altimeters are securely attached to the altimeter sled. 

● Slide the altimeter sled onto the threaded thru rods with TPU spacers. 

● Double check that the key switches are in the off position. 

● Connect the key switches to the altimeters. 

● Check that the altimeters are off. 
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● Check that the ejection charge igniters are NOT connected to the ejection charge 

terminals. 

● Connect the ejection charge terminals. 

● Slide the fore bulkhead onto the threaded thru rods. 

● Tighten the nylon locking nuts onto the threaded thru rods. 

● Recovery Team Lead Signature Required to Proceed:____________________ 

● Mentor prepares the ejection charges and ignitors. 

● Mentor connects the igniters to the ejection charge terminals. 

● Recovery Team Lead turns arms the altimeter once the launch vehicle is prepared 

on the launch pad and checks the altimeters so that the emit the right frequency of 

beeps. 
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4.3.3 Communication Preparation & Assembly 

 

Date of Procedure:   

Name(s) of Personnel: Electronic Team Personnel, Electronic Team Lead 

Objective: To ensure the xbee-arduino communication system is ready for 

mission success criteria  

 

Equipment:  

 

● Xbee SCB 900 Pro ● Ground Station ● Terminals  

● Arduino Uno ● Power Bank ● LED’s 

● Xbee Shield ● Wires  ● Computer 

 

Procedure: 

● Check power bank voltage. 

● Check voltage on the 9V battery for Arduino.  

● Verify wiring for Xbee communication. 

●  Electronic Team Leader Signature required to Proceed:  

________________________________________________ 

● Verify that correct pins are connected to Arduino. 

● Verify that ground station computer has stable power source. 

● Double check if all connection cables are properly working. 

●  Electronic Team Leader Signature required to Proceed:  

________________________________________________ 

● Verify continuity on switches, electrical devices, and mosfet.  

● Verify that the burn wire circuit is off. 

● Substitute LED for nichrome wire. 

● Turn on both power switches. 

● Verify Xbee communication. 

● Activate burn wire circuit and verify that the LED turns on. If so proceed to turn 

off LED. 

●  In result that the LED doesn't turn on start procedure again. If this problem 

continues to occur unmount PCB circuit, check raceways, check continuity to all 

terminals and raceways. 

● Turn off all switches if test was successful. 
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●  Electronic Team Leader Signature required to Proceed:  

________________________________________________ 

4.3.4 Ares Lander Preparation & Assembly  

 

Date of Procedure:   

Name(s) of Personnel: Lander Team Personnel, Lander Team Lead 

Objective: The payload lander team’s objective is to prepare and verify 

the integrity of all components involved in landing and 

deploying the payload to ensure mission success.  

 

Equipment:  

 

● 3 Micro Servo Motors ● Self-Opening Hinge ● 2 Rack Gears 

● Front Hook ● Bottom Hinge Support ● 2 Actuator Base 

Mounts 

● Payload Door ● 2 Spur Gears ● 14 #440 bolts 

● #6-32 Screws   

 

Procedure: 

● Verify that bottom hinge support is well secured to the airframe. 

● Verify that no part of the payload door is damaged. 

● Verify that front hook is secured to servo motor. 

● Verify that servo motor is secured to payload door. 

● Verify that both linear servo actuators are secured to the airframe. 

● Verify that each spur gear is secured to each servo motor. 

● Verify that there are no loose or damaged electrical connections to servo motors. 

● Lander Team Leader Signature required to Proceed:  

_____________________________________________ 

● Attach rover to rear hook, and secure front hook into frame inset. 

● Close payload door. 

● Extend each rack gear to thread through each door release tab. 
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4.3.5 Plato Rover Preparation & Assembly 

 

Date of Procedure:   

Name(s) of Personnel: Rover Team Personnel, Rover Team Lead 

Objective: The rover team’s objective is to verify and prepare the 

electrical and mechanical integrity of Plato for mission success 

 

Equipment:  

 

● Lower Body Fame ● 6 DC Motors ● Screw Driver Set 

● Upper Body Frame  ● #4-40 Screws ● 6 Pololu Wheels 

● Upper Frame Extension ● #6-32 Screws ● 3 Lipo Batteries  

● 2 DC Convertors  
● Left Mechanical 

Arm  
● Right Mechanical Arm 

● 6 Diagonal Beams ● Collector Wheel ● Wheel Buckets 

● Wheel Rotator ● Motor Casing ● Repository Lid  

● Sample Repository ● Photoresistors ● Nichrome Burn-wire 

● Adafruit Motor Shield v2.3 ● Qunqi L298N Motor Controller 

 

Procedure: 

● Verify that the rover Frame is not damaged 

● Verify that the rovers batteries are at 7.4V 

● Verify that the Bucket-Wheel Excavator is clean, undamaged and attached securely 

to the platforms. 

● Verify that the spring-loaded hinges, at the repository lid, is functioning and 

secured properly. 

● Verify that the all solder connections are tightly secured to devices.  

● Pull and tug to verify that they are no loose connections 

● Rover Team Lead Signature required to Proceed:  

____________________________________________ 

● Connect power to terminals  

● Test if the photoresistors initiate rover movement  

● Test rover movement motors to verify that they operate normally.   

● Test motor to vertical arm displacement  

● Test to verify if Bucket-wheel motor is working properly. 
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● If test are successful then, leave all electrical components connected and disconnect 

power to terminals.  

● Rover Team Leader Signature required to Proceed:  

____________________________________________ 

● Insert Lipo Batteries to lower Body frame 

● Insert four motors to the lower body frame 

● Place upper body frame over the lower frame. At this step ensure to pull all wires 

through their respected raceways.  

● Place four #4-40 machine screws at the front end of the rover. DO NOT tight nuts.  

● Place upper frame extension over upper frame.  

● Place four #4-40 machine screws at the back end of the rover. Begin to tighten all 8 

machine screws  

● Place Arduino Mega in its location. Insert and tighten four #4-40 machine screws in 

its respected areas  

● Mount Motor shields to their locations  

● Begin to connect electrical devices coming from lower & upper body frame. DO 

NOT power Arduino Mega.  

● Rover Team Leader Signature required to Proceed:  

____________________________________________ 

● Insert vertical arm displacement motor and connect wire to motor shield.  

● Insert Support beams to left mechanical arm and add to motor shaft 

● Place the right mechanical arm to other end of motor shaft. Tighten the support 

beams to the right arm.  

● Place bucket-wheel excavator to the ends of the mechanical arm.  

● Connect the bucket-wheel motor to the motor shield 

● Connect the burn-wire circuit to the Arduino Mega 

● Verify that all connections are secured 

● Rover Team Leader Signature required to Proceed:  

____________________________________________ 

● Connect power to rover terminals ( YOU HAVE 10 MINUTES BEFORE ROVER 

IS IN ACTIVE MODE) 

● Place rover into Rover Deployment Platform.  

● The rover has completed their checklist and procedures. Therefore, Ares Lander 

team, shall handle rover integration to payload! 
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4.4 Troubleshooting Table 

 

CHALLENGE SOLUTION 

Igniter fails to launch the rocket. After a 30 second delay, rocket mentor to 

replace igniter and re-attempt launch. 

Rocket subsystem(s)/ parts do not fit into 

designated holes in the rocket system. 

Use tape to make part diameter larger or drill 

large enough hole so that subsystems / parts 

can fit snugly without risk of becoming loose. 

Armed altimeters do not return “ready to 

launch” beeps. 

Immediately turn off altimeters and move 

rocket to prep area. Inspect electronics for 

continuity and test altimeters. If no response, 

test e-matches or electric pathway and fix 

before taking rocket back to launch pad and 

re-arming altimeters. 

Launch lugs break when rocket is assembled 

onto launch rail. 

Take rocket off of launch rail and re-glue 

launch lug. We will have a back-up lug in 

case one breaks during launch preparations. 

Rocket fins or components crack during 

launch prep. 

LRRT to bring epoxy to launch site and 

correct minor damage with it and fill in cracks 

with epoxy. 

Tracker communication lost during launch. Use Yogi antenna with additional antennae 

that can be added to boost signal in the event 

that terrain or distance interferes with signal. 

Team members unable to locate mission 

critical equipment needed to complete rocket 

assembly and launch prep. 

All items must be inventoried prior to launch, 

organized, and placed into labelled areas for 

easy access and ability to be stored upon 

return from the launch. 
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4.5 Risk Assessment Tables 
 

The following table was used to classify hazards and risks involved in the project. 

 

Risk Assessment Codes 

Probability Severity 

1 2 3 4 

Catastrophic Critical Marginal Negligible 

A - Frequent 1A 2A 3A 4A 

B - Probable 1B 2B 3B 4B 

C - Occasional 1C 2C 3C 4C 

D - Remote 1D 2D 3D 4D 

E - Improbable 1E 2E 3E 4E 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Risk Acceptance and Approval Level 

Severity-Probability Acceptance Level/Approving Authority 

High Risk Unacceptable. Documented approval from NASA official or faculty 

project advisor. 

Medium Risk Undesirable. Documented approval from lead engineer or team leader. 

Low Risk Acceptable. Documented approval from subsystem team leader. 
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Negligible Risk Acceptable. Documented approval not required. Review by lead 

engineer and team lead recommended. 

 

Severity Definitions: A condition that can cause... 

Description Personnel Safety and 

Health 

Facility/Equipment Environmental 

1 - Catastrophic Loss of life or 

permanent-disabling 

injury 

Loss of facility/lab 

and hardware 

Irreversible severe 

environmental 

damage violating 

laws and regulations 

2 - Critical Severe injury Severe damage to 

facility/lab, systems, 

or hardware 

Reversible 

environmental 

damage causing a 

violation of law or 

regulation 

3 - Marginal Minor injury or 

occupational related 

illness 

Minor damage to 

facilities, systems, or 

equipment 

Mitigatable 

environmental 

damage without 

violation of law or 

regulation where 

restoration activities 

can be accomplished. 

4 - Negligible First aid injury or 

occupational related 

illness 

Minimal damage to 

facilities, systems, or 

equipment 

Minimal 

environmental 

damage not violating 

law or regulation 

 

Probability Definitions 

Description Qualitative Definition 

A - Frequent High likelihood to occur immediately or 

expected to be experienced continuously 

B - Probable Likely to occur or expected to occur 

frequently within time 

C - Occasional Expected to occur several times or occur 

occasionally within time 
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D - Remote Unlikely to occur, but can be reasonably 

expected to occur at some point within time 

E - Improbable Very unlikely to occur and an occurrence is 

not expected to be experienced within time 
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4.6 Preliminary Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA)  
 

4.6.1 Launch Preparation FMEA Table 

Hazard Cause Effect  
Risk  

Level  
Mitigation 

 

Verification 

 

Post

-

RA

C 

Igniters Fail to 

launch the 

rocket. 

Bad connection in igniter 

wiring or bad igniter. 

Rocket fails to 

launch; presents 

risk of injury to 

anyone who 

approaches the 

rocket. 

3D  LRRT will use igniters 

from reputable vendors; 

and igniters are able to 

connect the motor to the 

electronic ignition system. 

Rocket mentor 

will select igniter 

and insert into 

rocket. 

3E 

Rail Guides are 

loose. 

Launchpad is not 

tightened or inspected 

before launch. 

Rocket takes 

unstable flight path 

during launch. 

2B  Inspect rail guides before 

launch and tighten rail 

guides prior to launch. 

Detailed in 

Rocket Checklist; 

RSO inspects 

prior to launch. 

2E 
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Launch lugs 

break off while 

sliding the 

rocket onto the 

launch rail. 

Torqueing of the rocket 

applies a force on the 

launch lugs that they are 

not prepared to handle 

Launch delays; 

team must re-

epoxy lugs onto 

rocket or use new 

launch lugs. 

3B  A checklist for what to do 

at the pad will remind team 

members of this risk so that 

they take the appropriate 

measures to avoid it. On 

launch day only members 

who have helped with 

sliding the rocket onto the 

rail will do this job. 

Detailed on rocket 

checklist; inspect 

rocket prior to 

launch day. 

3D 

Recovery 

charges activate 

prior to launch. 

Altimeters sense a “false 

apogee” due to 

barometric pressure 

differences or incorrect 

wiring or electronics. 

Personnel injured; 

rocket damaged 

and unable to 

launch. 

2D  LRRT will not arm 

recovery system / 

altimeters until the rocket 

is just about to launch. 

Steps detailed in 

rocket launch 

procedures. Will 

verify procedure 

during full scale 

test launch. 

2E 

Rocket 

components 

knocked off 

table and 

damaged. 

LRRT members not 

paying attention to 

placement of mission 

critical parts during 

launch prep. 

Damage of 

mission critical 

parts that are not 

readily available 

prior to launch. 

2C  LRRT must organize parts 

during launch prep and 

place sensitive equipment 

away from the edges of the 

table or on the ground. 

Continuously 

verified; team 

members will 

ensure all 

equipment is in a 

safe location.  

3D 
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Needed parts 

missing or not 

available at the 

launch site. 

LRRT members forget to 

bring needed parts or 

cannot locate them prior 

to travel to launch site. 

Team must 

improvise less than 

ideal solution or 

retrieve parts from 

campus. Likely 

launch delays. 

2A  LRRT members will 

inventory, label, and have 

on hand all necessary items 

for launch prior to travel to 

the launch site. Checklists 

will be used to help the 

team to remember to bring 

everything that is needed. 

Inventory items 

checklist 

completed before 

launch day. 

2E 

Electronics not 

functioning at 

the launch pad. 

Bad connection in 

electronics system. 

Launch delays 

caused by fixing 

problem in 

electronics. 

3C  Test electronics systems 

for continuity using a 

Voltmeter before rocket is 

transported to the launch 

pad. 

Electronics 

system to be 

tested prior to 

launch day. 

3D 
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Launch prep 

exceeds three 

hours of time. 

Subsystems are not 

assembled beforehand; 

LRRT members 

unfamiliar with 

checklists and how to 

assemble the rocket in a 

reasonable amount of 

time. 

Team does not 

fulfill NASA 

requirement; 

misses launch 

volley slot at 

competition. 

2B  Assemble Altimeter Bay, 

Payload, and rocket 

subsystems prior to launch 

day. LRRT will have 

checklists and delegation of 

responsibility for team 

members to increase 

efficiency. 

Practice launch 

procedures during 

test launches to 

ensure that launch 

prep time is less 

than three hours. 

2E 

Motor unable to 

fit into motor 

casing. 

Motor casing is too small 

or too large for the 

selected rocket motor. 

Launch is 

cancelled or a 

different casing 

must be selected. 

2D  Inspect motor casing and 

motor prior to launch and 

assemble motor with casing 

prior to launch. 

Rocket mentor 

delegated 

responsibility to 

fit motor; inspect 

prior to launch, 

2E 

Inclement 

weather occurs 

during launch 

prep. 

Thunderstorms, rain, or 

winter weather occur 

while at the launch site. 

Major delays in 

launch; mission 

critical rocket 

components wet 

due to inclement 

weather. 

3A  LRRT will launch only on 

days where there is 

forecasted to be no 

inclement weather or 

significant chance of rain. 

If this does happen, LRRT 

members will cover all 

rocket equipment and store 

it until the storm passes. 

Check weather 

forecast prior to 

launch; tent and 

tarp on inventory 

items list to bring 

to launch site. 

4B 
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Rocket 

components 

and/or materials 

damaged during 

transport. 

Reckless driving; motor 

vehicle accident; or 

improper storage. 

Mission critical 

rocket components 

unable to be used 

for launch. 

1E  LRRT Members and 

Rocket Mentor will 

practice defensive driving 

and observe all motor 

vehicle laws. Members 

who drive Lenoir-Rhyne 

Vans must take a 15 

passenger van / defensive 

driving safety course prior 

to being authorized to 

drive. 

Rocket Mentor 

will drive van; 

members will 

obey all motor 

vehicle laws. 

3E 

Rocket 

components 

damaged during 

launch assembly 

Careless tampering or 

mishandling of 

components during 

assembly; attempting to 

put items together that 

do not fit. 

Mission critical 

components unable 

to be used during 

launch. 

1D LRRT members will 

handle all rocket 

components with caution 

and follow all checklists 

prior to launch. 

Verified through 

verifying that 

subsystems fit and 

integrate prior to 

launch day. 

1E 

Hazardous 

fluids or water 

leaks into launch 

prep items and 

contaminates 

them. 

Improper storage and 

transport of fluids; 

improper sealing and 

containment of fluids. 

Damage to mission 

critical launch 

items and 

electronics; items 

unable to be used 

or replaced on 

launch day. 

2D LRRT responsible for 

ensuring that items are 

inventoried and stored 

properly prior to launch.  

Inventory 

checklists and 

procedures verify 

safe storage and 

transport of items 

for launch. 

1E 
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Small children 

or uninformed 

bystanders 

tamper with 

rocket 

equipment. 

Rocket components left 

unattended by team 

during launch day. 

Serious injury 

possible to 

children or 

bystanders; rocket 

equipment sustains 

damage. 

2B All rocket equipment must 

have a minimum of one 

member supervising it. No 

items may be left 

unattended during launch. 

Continuously 

verified by LRRT 

members; SO 

ensures that all 

items are attended 

by a LRRT 

member. 

2E 

 

4.6.2 Launch FMEA Table 

Hazard Cause Effect  
Risk  

Level  
Mitigation 

 

Verification 

 

Post

-

RA

C 

Rocket motor 

CATOs. 

Rocket motor ejects 

chunks of 

propellant that clog 

the exhaust chute; 

causing the rocket 

to over pressurize. 

Pressure breaks the 

rocket into pieces; 

falling debris injures 

observers and the 

competition rocket 

is lost. 

1C  LRRT members will use 

motors that are less than one 

year in age. Rocket mentor is 

NAR Level 2 certified and has 

5+ years of experience 

assembling rocket motors. 

Verified by date of 

purchase of rocket 

motor; LRRT 

policy only allows 

Rocket Mentor to 

handle motors. 

1D 
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Centering rings 

do not secure the 

motor. 

Stress causes 

centering rings to 

break from 

airframe; epoxy or 

resin breaks during 

launch. 

Motor shoots up in 

the airframe; 

damage to rocket 

and mission failure. 

1C  Firmly glue and secure 

centering rings prior to launch. 

Drop test the fin can to see if 

the centering rings hold prior 

to launch. 

Verified through 

drop test and test 

launches. 

1E 

The launch 

vehicle 

experiences an 

unstable flight 

path. 

Airframe poorly 

designed; structural 

failure; or shift of 

mass during flight. 

Launch vehicle may 

not reach target 

altitude or may be 

damaged as a result. 

2C  Design aerodynamic airframe; 

components will be inspected 

so that they are not off center 

and are symmetrical. Internal 

structures will be secured 

inside so that they do not shift. 

Inspection of 

rocket; mass 

calculations and 

test launch to 

verify a stable 

flight path with 

current design. 

3D 

Launch vehicle 

material not 

strong enough to 

handle launch 

forces. 

Poor design of 

airframe; lack of 

ground testing 

beforehand. 

Rocket unable to 

perform successful 

launch; damage of 

payload and/or 

electronics. 

1D  LRRT will design the rocket 

using materials that are able to 

withstand the forces of launch. 

These materials will be tested 

through launches of the half 

scale and pre-competition 

rockets. 3D printed materials 

will be fiber glassed to ensure 

Test during full 

scale and subscale 

test launches. 

1E 
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maximum durability. 

Motor retention 

system fails to 

hold motor in 

place. 

The motor retention 

system cannot 

handle the forces 

present during 

launch. 

The motor centering 

rings could be 

damaged and cause 

the launch system to 

fail. 

2D  Inspect motor retention 

system prior to launch to 

determine if it is firmly 

anchored to the fin can 

airframe. 

In launch 

procedures 

checklist. 

2E 

Rocket collides 

with object in 

the air. 

Bird or drone in the 

air flies into the 

rocket launch zone. 

Rocket is damaged 

and takes a very 

unstable flight path. 

1E  Range Safety Officer will not 

authorize launch if there are 

any flying objects in the air. 

Launch site will be inspected 

prior to launch. 

RSO and LRRT 

inspect airspace 

before countdown. 

And can call off 

launch anytime. 

2E 
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Shear pins break 

during launch. 

Selected shear pins 

cannot withstand 

forces during 

launch. 

Premature 

separation of rocket 

at or before apogee. 

2B  Ground test and flight test 

shear pins to ensure they can 

withstand the forces of flight 

but separate during the 

recovery process. 

Ground test; 

verified during test 

launch. 

2E 

Motor burns out 

before launch. 

Old motor burns 

fuel but does not 

provide adequate 

thrust. 

The rocket does not 

reach target altitude 

and cannot fulfill 

altitude 

requirement. 

1B  LRRT members will use 

motors from a reputable 

vendor and have less than one 

year of age to minimize 

chances of this happening. 

Date of purchase; 

verified by receipt 

from vendor. 

1E 

Launch does not 

reach target 

altitude. 

Unstable flight 

path; excessive 

mass. 

Rocket does not 

fulfill critical NASA 

requirement. 

2C  LRRT will use simulations 

from RockSim and 

Openrocket to determine 

altitude for our mass and 

design. Test launches will be 

flown with simulated mass to 

compare simulations to actual 

altitude. 

Completed 

through test 

launch; calculate 

altitude difference 

from simulation 

through multiple 

launches. 

2E 
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Rocket flight 

path unable to be 

tracked during 

flight. 

Glare, sun, or 

clouds obstruct 

view of trajectory 

during flight. 

Difficulty to locate 

rocket during 

recovery increases; 

mandatory that 

trackers work. 

3C  Multiple observers will watch 

the rocket during launch from 

various angles. Video will also 

be take of the flight so the 

team has a second method to 

view the flight path. 

Testing of tracker 

prior to flight; 

protocol for at 

least three 

members to be 

watching the 

rocket at all times. 

3D 

Fin(s) become 

detached during 

flight. 

Epoxy or resin 

cannot withstand 

forces applied 

during flight. 

Rocket takes 

unstable flight path; 

possible injury to 

personnel or 

observers. 

1D  Inspect fins prior to launch 

and launch half scale rocket 

with same fin adherence 

method as with the 

competition rocket to 

demonstrate the fin assemble 

is durable enough to withstand 

the forces of flight. 

Checklist 

procedure 

indicates that fins 

must pass 

inspection prior to 

launch day. 

1E 

Launch does not 

comply with 

local and federal 

law. 

Launch takes place 

on day or site that 

FAA waiver is not 

granted; or launch 

surpasses 4000 feet 

in altitude, which is 

the maximum 

allowable altitude 

for ROCC’s launch 

site in Midland, NC 

Violation of law; 

risk of suspension of 

rocket team, fines, 

and/or 

imprisonment for 

rocket mentor and 

LRRT members. 

1C LRRT members will only 

launch at approved sites that 

comply with federal law. 

ROCC launches will not go 

above 4000 feet in altitude. 

Altimeter 

simulations and 

flight results verify 

that launches are 

not above 4000 

feet; all ROCC 

launches or 

approved NAR 

club launches have 

FAA waivers. 

1E 
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Launch lug(s) 

unable to handle 

forces of liftoff. 

Launch lug not 

anchored securely 

to rocket prior to 

launch or weakened 

while rocket was 

slid onto launch 

rail. 

Launch lug breaks 

off form rocket 

during liftoff; rocket 

not attached to 

launch rail; takes 

very unstable flight 

path; possible injury 

to observers. 

2C LRRT members will carefully 

attach rocket to launch rail 

inspect launch lugs prior to 

launch. 

Verified by launch 

checklists and 

inspection of range 

safety officer 

(RSO) prior to 

launch. 

2E 

Rocket motor is 

not functional 

and is unable to 

launch the 

rocket. 

Rocket motor is 

improperly 

manufactured and 

is not operational; 

equipment failure. 

Rocket is unable to 

be launched unless a 

replacement motor 

is available. 

Spontaneous launch 

by faulty motor 

could cause 

personnel injury. 

3C LRRT members will use and 

properly store rocket motors 

that have been purchased less 

than one year in advance; 

Rocket Mentor prepares motor 

on site to limit potential of 

motors becoming faulty. 

Verified by motor 

purchase date; 

launch checklists 

(and LRRT policy) 

indicate that only 

the rocket mentor 

is allowed to 

handle motors. 

2E 

 

4.6.3 Recovery FMEA Table 

Hazard Cause Effect  
Risk  

Level  
Mitigation 

 

Verification 

Post

-

RA

C 
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Parachute 

deploys at 

apogee. 

Incorrect powder 

calculations; 

altimeter charge 

for drogue chute 

also activates main 

chute. 

Rocket drifts much 

further than expected; 

rocket likely to land in 

an unfavorable location 

or outside of launch site. 

2C  Ground test black powder 

calculations by a charge 

testing rig. Inspect 

altimeter bay wiring and 

electronics system prior to 

launch. 

Inspection 

detailed in 

checklist prior to 

launch. 

2E 

Shock cord 

entanglement in 

recovery system. 

Improper storage 

and packaging of 

shock cord. 

Parachute unable to 

unfold; rocket lands at a 

faster velocity than 

projected. 

1C  LRRT members will 

memorize and implement 

proper shock cord folding 

techniques prior to launch. 

Inspection of 

shock cord 

completed prior to 

launch; proper 

folding 

procedures 

verified in 

subscale and full 

scale test 

launches/ 

1E 

Rocket fails to 

separate. 

Bad connection in 

electronics system; 

charges not 

initiated. 

Rocket free falls towards 

the ground; ballistic 

landing. 

1C  Verify that electronics are 

connected by checking for 

continuity and listening for 

beeps of the altimeters 

prior to launch. 

Electronics 

inspection and 

altimeter 

inspection 

outlined in 

checklist; 

procedures 

verified during 

1E 
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test launches.  

Shock cord 

breaks. 

Parachute and 

rocket housing 

separated. 

Launch vehicle 

components free fall to 

earth; possibly injuring 

observers. 

1D Test the shock cord 

material to determine if it 

is strong enough. Replace 

shock cord after each 

launch. 

Shock cord 

inspected prior to 

launch. 

1E 

Parachute(s) 

unable to open 

during recovery. 

Improper folding 

of parachutes; 

parachutes 

entangled during 

recovery. 

Parachutes unable to 

separate and open during 

recovery. Rocket lands 

at a fast descent velocity. 

1C  LRRT recovery team will 

memorize and implement 

proper parachute folding 

techniques, which will be 

tested through launch of 

the half scale rocket. 

Verified through 

test launches and 

inspection of 

parachute prior to 

launch. 

1E 
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Excessive drift 

during recovery. 

High wind 

conditions during 

flight; main 

parachute deploys 

before targeted 

altitude. 

Rocket lands in tree, 

power line, off the 

launch site, or in other 

unfavorable location. 

2B  LRRT will not launch if 

winds are greater than or 

equal to 15 mph. LRRT 

also will not launch at any 

angle that is with the wind 

in order to compensate for 

drift. Drift calculations will 

be performed and 

completed prior to launch 

to ensure that the launch 

vehicle will land in the 

launch range. 

Verified through 

wind test prior to 

flight and weather 

forecast prior to 

launch day. 

3D 

Payload exits 

housing 

prematurely. 

Rover exit door 

opens in midair; 

unable to 

withstand forces 

during launch or 

descent. 

Payload crashes into 

earth; unable to fulfill 

NASA rover 

requirement. 

1B  Lander’s rover exit door 

will be designed to stay 

closed during launch and 

recovery and only allowed 

to open when the lander is 

on the ground. 

Ground test prior 

to flight; verify 

rover mechanism 

in flight prior to 

competition. 

1E 
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Rocket is unable 

to be recovered 

on the day of the 

launch. 

Rocket lands in 

unfavorable 

location during the 

descent. 

Delays in project 

completion; parts of 

rocket may need to be 

replaced (thus 

compromising budget) 

2A  LRRT will launch at 

altitudes and wind speeds 

that minimize chances of 

the rocket landing in an 

unfavorable location. 

Rocket will also be launch 

at an angle that is against 

the wind speed; wind 

direction will be 

determined prior to launch. 

LRRT protocol 

for rocket 

recovery should 

prevent this from 

occurring.  

2E 

Rocket 

components 

damaged due to 

weather. 

Improper storage; 

rocket lands in 

unfavorable 

location outside. 

Electronics and/or 

airframe damaged; 

financial resources 

required to replace. 

3B  LRRT will launch in 

conditions that minimize 

risk of rocket landing in 

unfavorable location. 

Rocket components will be 

stored inside the Lenoir-

Rhyne Minges Science 

Building when not in use. 

Rocket storage 

locations 

identified in 

Minges Building; 

LRRT will not 

launch in 

inclement 

weather. 

3D 

Parachute 

deploys at 

incorrect altitude. 

Incorrect 

programming of 

altimeter bay 

system. 

Rocket does not reach 

target altitude; excessive 

drift or fast descent 

likely. 

1B  Altimeters will be 

programmed and check 

each time prior to launch 

by rocket sub-team. LRRT 

members will listen for 

correct altimeter sequence 

of beeps prior to launch. 

Verified in 

Checklists; beep 

sequences 

outlined in 

altimeter users’ 

manuals. 

1E 
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Incorrect powder 

calculation 

Lack of ground 

testing or 

knowledge of 

correct powder 

calculations. 

Rocket does not separate 

during recovery (under 

massed powder 

calculation) or excessive 

charges cause violent 

separation and falling 

debris (over massed 

powder calculation). 

2A  Ground test charges using 

charge testing rig. Flight 

test charge calculations 

through half scale and test 

launches. 

Rocket mentor 

creates powder 

charges; ground 

test verifies 

calculation prior 

to creation of 

charges. 

2E 

Tracker fails or 

loses signal. 

Tracker damaged 

during flight or 

loses signal due to 

terrain. 

More difficult to locate 

the rocket after the 

launch is over. 

3B  Use Yagi antennas to 

locate trackers and test 

tracker location system 

prior to launch. Try to 

track the rocket during 

flight to find the direction 

it lands before ground 

attenuation becomes an 

issue. 

Test Yagi 

antennas prior to 

launch day; use 

fresh batteries 

prior to launch. 

Tracker testing in 

checklists. 

3D 

Parachute(s) 

contain holes and 

are tattered. 

Charge separation 

forces cause 

parachute to 

become tattered; 

improper 

inspection of 

parachute. 

Rocket descends to 

ground in faster-than-

expected velocity; rocket 

and critical electronics 

damaged upon impact. 

3C LRRT must pack 

parachute properly, inspect 

parachute, and wrap 

protective cloth around the 

parachute(s) prior to 

launch.  

Verified by 

procedural 

checklists; 

inspection prior to 

launch. 

3D 
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Shroud line(s) 

break. 

Shroud lines are 

unable to 

withstand forces or 

separation and/or 

launch. 

Parachute does not 

optimally perform; 

rocket crashes into the 

ground with higher than 

ideal velocity. 

2C LRRT responsible for 

packing parachutes 

properly; inspection of 

shroud lines prior to 

launch. 

Verified through 

launch checklists; 

inspection of 

shroud lines and 

recovery system. 

2D 

Parachute and/or 

shroud lines 

become 

detached. 

Tape, knots, and/or 

holes that anchor 

the parachute and 

shroud lines fail. 

Parachute is unable to 

slow the descent velocity 

of the rocket; rocket has 

high descent velocity. 

2C Inspection of recovery 

system; reinforce 

attachment points prior to 

launch. 

Refer to launch 

checklists; 

inspection. 

2D 

 

4.6.4 Payload / Lander FMEA Table 

Hazard Cause Effect  
Risk  

Level  
Mitigation Verification 

Post

-

RA

C 
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Lander does not 

land vertically. 

Terrain does not 

favor vertical 

landing; velocity 

too great to ensure 

landing. 

Lander tips over and in 

an unfavorable 

orientation for the rover 

to exit. 

2A  Test lander’s ability to 

descend and land on 

non-vertical terrain prior 

to competition through 

test launches. 

Ground testing and 

test lander via drop 

test prior to launch. 

2E 

Lander does not 

separate from 

the fin can 

during 

recovery. 

Separation charges 

do not go off or are 

not enough force to 

separate the lander. 

Lander free falls to earth 

and rover is damaged. 

1C  Calculate black power 

charges prior to launch 

and ground test 

separation charges prior 

to flight. 

Test separation 

mechanism in test 

launch; black powder 

calculations 

accounted for in 

checklists. 

1E 

Lander 

parachute fails 

to unfold. 

Improper folding or 

preparation of 

parachute. 

Lander free falls or falls 

faster than expected to 

Earth resulting in 

damage to the rover and 

possible injury to 

observers. 

1C  LRRT recovery 

members will inspect 

and pack the parachute 

using proper folding 

techniques prior to 

launch. 

Accounted for in 

launch checklists; 

step by step guide on 

how to pack 

parachute and insert 

into rocket. 

1E 
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Lander legs 

break prior to 

landing. 

Lander legs are 

unable to handle 

the forces of 

launch. 

Lander does not land 

vertically; causing the 

rover to be unable to exit 

the lander and fulfill 

NASA requirements. 

2D  Design the lander legs 

and connection system 

to the lander with 

materials that are 

durable enough to 

withstand the forces of 

flight. 

Drop test lander legs 

prior to flight; test 

launch will verify 

lander mechanism. 

2E 

Rover unable to 

exit the lander. 

Rover falls off 

ramp or in an 

unfavorable 

orientation to exit. 

Rover unable to travel 

and fulfill NASA rover 

requirement. 

2C  Design the ramp with 

rails on each side to 

prevent to rover from 

falling off the ramp. 

Test rover initiation 

sequence prior to 

launch; inspection of 

rover housing in 

launch preparation 

checklist. 

2E 

Rover unable to 

dig the required 

soil from the 

ground. 

Rover does not 

exert enough force 

to remove a clump 

of soil from the 

earth. 

NASA requirement to 

collect and seal a 10 mL 

soil sample is not 

fulfilled. 

2D  Ground test rover 

digging mechanism 

prior to launch in grassy 

terrain. 

Verified through 

ground testing. 

2E 
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Rover unable to 

seal the sample 

for transport. 

Hinge breaks 

during launch; 

design prohibits 

complete sealing of 

the sample. 

NASA requirement to 

seal a 10 mL soil sample 

is not fulfilled. 

2B  Ground test sample 

sealing / hinge 

mechanism prior to 

launch. 

Verified through 

testing of rover 

mechanism and 

hinge mechanism 

2E 

Rover hydraulic 

system breaks. 

System over 

pressurized; unable 

to function 

properly. 

Rover unable to travel or 

collect soil sample; 

NASA requirement 

unfulfilled. 

1C  Inspect hydraulic 

system and ground test 

the rover to ensure 

ability to travel and 

collect sample prior to 

launch. 

Inspection prior to 

launch based on test 

results. 

1E 

Lander unable 

to handle forces 

of descent or 

landing. 

Lander made of 

nondurable 

materials; faulty 

parachute or 

recovery 

mechanism causes 

lander to descent 

with faster-than-

ideal velocity. 

Lander legs likely break; 

lander is unable to land 

at appropriate orientation 

in order to release the 

rover. 

1C Inspect lander prior to 

launch and drop test 

rover to ensure that it is 

able to land and handle 

forces of descent. 

Verified by 

inspection; test of 

full scale rocket. 

1D 
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Rover unable to 

withstand 

forces of flight. 

Faulty electronics 

connection and 

assembly of rover 

components prior to 

launch. 

Rover unable to collect 

soil sample or travel after 

landing; critical NASA 

requirement not fulfilled. 

2C Rover inspection to take 

place prior to launch; 

drop test lander and 

rover to prove that rover 

can handle descent 

forces. 

Verified through 

procedural 

checklists, rover 

design, and test 

launches. 

2E 

Rover-lander 

housing 

complex lands 

in an 

irretrievable 

location. 

Parachute and 

weather conditions 

cause rover housing 

complex to 

excessively drift off 

the launch field. 

Rover lands in a tree, 

power line, or off 

property and is unable to 

be recovered and scored 

by NASA. 

1C LRRT will not launch in 

wind conditions of more 

than 15 mph. 

Furthermore, lander 

system tested through 

test launch prior to 

launch day. 

Test launches to 

verify parachute drift 

/deployment using 

“dummy mass” and 

use of instrument to 

verify wind speed 

prior to launch. 

1D 

 

4.6.5 Electronics FMEA Table 

Hazard Cause Effect  
Risk  

Level  
Mitigation 

Verification Post

-

RA

C 

Altimeters fail to 

power on in 

altimeter bay 

system. 

Incorrect wiring of 

altimeter bay system. 

Major launch 

delays; altimeter 

bay system must be 

disassembled. 

3D Power on altimeters prior 

to travel to launch site. 

Inspect wiring of the 

altimeter bay system prior 

to launch.  

Inspection before 

launch; power up 

sequence is in the 

altimeter user’s 

manual. 

3E 
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Xbee rover 

communication is 

lost. 

Loss of signal 

between Xbee 

module and 

computer; testing not 

completed for 

communication. 

Rover unable to 

complete NASA 

requirement to 

collect the soil 

sample and seal it. 

3B  LRRT will test XBee 

communication system 

prior to launch and initiate 

rover deployment / sample 

collection as a ground test 

prior to competition. 

Test rover 

sequence prior to 

launch; fix and 

update all code 

prior to launch 

day.  

3D 

Rover electronics 

break during launch. 

Rover unable to 

function after 

landing. 

Rover unable to 

travel; unable to 

complete NASA 

requirement. 

1C  Rover will be housed 

inside lander with 

electronics designed to 

handle the forces of 

launch and descent. The 

rover will not be able to 

move within the housing 

so damage can be 

minimized. 

Test launch rover 

prior to 

competition. 

Stress test 

electronics on the 

ground prior to 

launch.  

1E 

Soldering joint(s) 

malfunction. 

Improper soldering 

techniques when 

creating electronic 

circuits. 

Short circuiting of 

electronics; 

malfunction of 

electronics system 

2C  LRRT members will 

learn and use correct 

soldering techniques when 

creating electronic circuits 

for the project. All 

soldering joints will be 

inspected and tested for 

continuity prior to use of 

the circuit. 

This is a step in 

electronics 

inspection; which 

is in the launch 

preparation 

checklists. 

2E 
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Circuit board(s) fail 

to carry out its 

appropriate function. 

Circuit boards made 

with defects; from a 

bad manufacturing 

vendor. 

Electronics systems 

with said circuit 

boards cannot 

function. 

2E  All circuit boards will be 

tested for continuity and 

intended function prior to 

use in the electronics 

system(s). 

Test as part of 

electronics 

inspection (in 

checklist)  

3E 

Electronics short 

circuit. 

Water or other agents 

enter the electronics 

system, due to poor 

storage or landing in 

water. 

The budget is 

impacted by 

replacements. 

2D  Electronics will be stored 

indoors with electronics 

prep not occurring during 

inclement weather. 

Verified 

continuously; 

electronics stored 

in water resistant 

containers.  

2E 

Interference from 

other sources causes 

electronics to act 

unexpectedly or out 

of turn. 

Inadequate shielding 

of electronics or 

different signal usage 

prior to launch. 

Charges and other 

systems deploy at 

unexpected times; 

compromising 

launch and possibly 

injuring observers. 

1A  Shield all electronics 

systems with metal 

(aluminum) to prevent 

interference with LRRT 

electronic subsystems. 

Use frequency channels 

that other rocket teams are 

not using to minimize 

interference while at the 

competition. 

Inspect 

electronics 

shielding prior to 

launch. 

1E 
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Altimeter bay 

system is wired 

incorrectly. 

Absence of labelling 

or wiring procedures 

followed incorrectly. 

Altimeters deploy 

parachutes at 

incorrect altitudes; 

target altitude not 

reached. 

1D  Altimeter bay 

construction will be 

documented in a step by 

step process for LRRT 

members to use during 

assembly. Altimeter bay 

system will be constructed 

under supervision by 

multiple LRRT members 

prior to launch day. 

Step-by-step 

guide on 

altimeter bay 

assembly will be 

created and 

utilized during 

full scale test 

launch. 

1E 

Legs do not deploy 

properly. 

Lander electronic 

landing initiation 

fails. 

Lander does not 

land vertically and 

the rover is unable 

to exit its housing. 

1C  Test code and lander / 

rover deployment system 

on the ground and prior to 

launch. Test 

communication system 

prior to launch to ensure 

success. 

Verified through 

ground test 

results and test 

launch. 

1E 

Electronics initiate 

sparks while inside 

the rocket. 

Electronics short-

circuit; faulty wiring 

and bad connections 

possible. 

Sparks can ignite 

materials and cause 

the rocket (or parts 

of the rocket) to 

catch fire and injure 

observers. 

1C Inspect electronics to 

ensure that wires and 

subsystems are not faulty 

prior to launch.  

Verified through 

inspection; 

LRRT policy to 

replace electrical 

connection wires 

prior to each 

launch. 

1E 
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Electronics are not 

insulted properly. 

Too much bare wire 

is exposed when 

stripped; faulty 

insulation in wiring 

gives way. 

Faulty circuit 

pathways result if 

bare wires touch 

each other; faulty 

connections can 

result. 

2C Inspect electronics and 

insulate wires if 

necessary. 

Refer to launch 

checklists; bare 

wires are not 

allowed to be 

used and must be 

replaced. Safety 

officer to look 

over electronics 

system prior to 

launch. 

2E 

Electronics are not 

labelled properly in 

each subsystem. 

Miscommunication in 

labelling electrical 

designations; 

misinformation in 

electrical system 

configuration. 

Electronics 

system(s) wired or 

assembled 

incorrectly; leading 

to improper 

electronics 

execution during 

flight and recovery. 

1C LRRT will label 

electronics and produce a 

step by step procedure for 

assembling each sub 

system. 

Launch 

checklists and 

subsystem 

checklists verify 

this step; 

inspection if 

electronics prior 

to launch. 

1E 

 

 

4.7 Personnel Hazard Analysis 

Hazard Cause Effect  
Risk  

Level  
Mitigation 

 

Verification 

 

Post

-

RA

C 
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Rocket Mentor 

is injured while 

assembling 

igniters / 

energetics. 

Rocket launches as 

igniters are 

assembled; faulty 

igniters prompt 

Mentor to inspect 

igniters on the 

launch pad. 

Instructor severely 

injured (3rd degree 

burns); launch 

compromised; 

program 

compromised 

1C  Igniters are only 

assembled into motor 

system when not connected 

to electronic launch 

assembly. If the rocket 

does not launch, the 

mentor will wait a 

minimum of thirty seconds 

before inspecting the 

igniters. 

Use reputable igniters 

and complete steps to 

troubleshoot igniters  

2E 

LRRT members 

are injured 

during the rocket 

launch. 

Rocket motor 

CATOS or launch 

vehicle free falls to 

Earth. Members do 

not follow 

checklists or safety 

procedures. 

Injuries include 

burns, eye injuries, 

and/or fractures. 

2C  Members will follow all 

rocket launch procedure 

checklists and safety 

protocols during launch. 

LRRT members and 

observers will stand far 

enough from the rocket, as 

deemed safe by the Range 

Safety Officer (RSO) 

during launch. 

Completion of 

checklists signed by 

the SO prior to 

launch. 

2E 
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LRRT members 

are burned while 

soldering 

electronics. 

Improper safety 

techniques when 

soldering 

electronics. 

First or second 

degree burns likely. 

2B  LRRT members will use 

proper soldering 

techniques and wear PPE 

when soldering electronics. 

PPE agreement 

signed by each 

member; each 

member must be 

trained to solder prior 

to soldering 

electronics. 

2E 

LRRT members 

are exposed to 

hazardous 

chemicals 

through skin 

contact. 

Misuse of or no use 

of PPE when 

required. 

Skin reactions or 

poisoning can 

happen; depending 

on chemical used. 

2C  LRRT members are 

required to sign a PPE 

agreement to join the team 

and must wear PPE when 

handling hazardous 

chemicals. MSDS sheets 

are available for hazardous 

chemicals and team 

members are required to 

read and understand these 

sheets. 

LRRT required to 

abide by PPE 

Agreement; PPE 

must be available 

wherever hazardous 

chemicals are used. 

2E 

LRRT members 

are exposed to 

hazardous 

chemicals 

through 

breathing fumes. 

Misuse of PPE 

when required; 

misinformed about 

effects of 

chemicals. 

Lung reaction or 

illness possible; 

depending on 

chemical used. 

2C  LRRT members are 

required to sign and abide 

by the PPE agreement in 

order to join the team. 

LRRT members must wear 

a mask when handling 

hazardous chemicals that 

give off fumes. These 

chemicals will not be 

Policy to handle 

chemicals outside or 

wear a mask while 

indoors. Each 

member who handles 

the chemicals must 

read the MSDS 

sheets; available in a 

safety binder. 

2E 
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handled indoors. 

  

LRRT members 

are injured while 

working at the 

Machine Shop. 

Members do not 

abide by Machine 

Shop Safety 

Guidelines. 

Serious injury, 

including fractures, 

scrapes, and 

muscular damage, 

occur. 

1C  LRRT members are 

required to sign a Machine 

Shop Safety Agreement 

and abide by all rules of 

the Machine Shop (see 

Appendix). Machine Shop 

users are required to keep 

their workspace clean and 

wear PPE when handling 

machinery. 

Verified continuously 

by members and SO 

to ensure no 

violations are taking 

place. 

1E 

Rocket Mentor 

is injured while 

assembling the 

charge system. 

Mishandling of 

charges and 

energetics prior to 

launch. 

Second or third 

degree burns 

possible. 

1C  Rocket mentor can only 

handle charges; and will 

assemble energetics when 

they are not connected to 

electronics. The safety 

officer will supervise this 

to ensure that mistakes are 

not made. 

Outlined in checklists 

for proper charge 

assembly. 

1E 
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LRRT members 

receive shocks 

from electrical 

equipment. 

Members do not 

abide by safety 

requirements when 

handling 

electronics. 

Most shocks are 

minor due to low 

voltage; but can 

cause injury. 

3D  Rocket mentor can only 

handle charges; and will 

assemble energetics when 

they are not connected to 

electronics. LRRT 

members can only handle 

products with low voltage. 

Verified 

continuously; all 

electronics 

equipment for the 

rocket is low voltage. 

3E 

Epoxy resin 

binds to LRRT 

members’ skin 

during use. 

Misuse of epoxy 

resin while 

constructing and 

building rocket; 

copious amounts of 

epoxy used. 

Epoxy can cause 

damage to tables or 

items that it binds 

with; skin irritant; 

two or more fingers 

could be glued 

together with epoxy 

if not careful. 

 

 

4A Each member is 

responsible for using 

epoxy in recommended 

amounts; PPE required for 

using hazardous materials. 

Verified by LR safety 

agreement and PPE 

agreement. 

4B 

Inhalation of 

fumes from 

spray paint or 

aerosol spray. 

Spray Paint is used 

in concentrated 

amounts in a closed 

area. 

Adverse reaction or 

respiratory illness 

due to inhalation of 

fumes. 

3A Spray Paint will be used 

outside by LRRT members 

to minimize inhalation of 

fumes. 

LRRT policy: no 

discharge of spray 

paint allowed inside. 

3E 

Inhalation or 

burns from 3D 

printer filament. 

LRRT members 

touch 3D printer 

filament when the 

3D printer is in the 

middle of a print 

Lung and skin 

irritation; first or 

second degree burns 

possible for 

members. 

3C LRRT members are not 

allowed to touch the 3D 

printer while it is 

operation. The print will 

need to be paused for 

Verified continuously 

by LRRT; each 

person must take a 

class prior to using 

the 3D printer. 

3E 
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job. personnel to handle the 

printer. 

Dust and/or 

particulate 

particles are 

discharged into 

the air. 

Production of 

sawdust/ metallic 

dust during 

construction; 

propulsion of rocket 

during launch. 

Inhalation of 

particles by 

personnel within 

close proximity; 

respiratory illness 

could result. 

2C LRRT members will use 

Machine Shop equipment 

as they were trained to 

prevent breathing in 

particles. All personnel and 

spectators will stand far 

enough back during launch 

and testing that inhalation 

is not an issue. 

Mask required when 

using equipment that 

charges dust; 

everyone required to 

stand back from the 

rocket by RSO 

during launch. 

2E 

LRRT members 

are injured 

through pinch 

points in rocket 

assembly. 

Assembly of rocket 

systems and the 

fitting of rocket 

sections create 

pinch points. 

LRRT members 

receive injuries; 

medical attention 

required. 

3C LRRT members will keep 

hands away from pinch 

points when assembling 

equipment; members know 

what parts of the rocket 

contain pinch points. 

Continuously verified 

by LRRT; safe 

practices when 

assembling and 

disassembling 

equipment should 

prevent this. 

3D 

LRRT members 

sustain cuts or 

lacerations 

through handling 

of sharp 

equipment. 

Improper handling 

of razor blades, 

saws, knives, or 

other sharp tools 

when working.  

Elevated risk of 

infection and pain; 

may require medical 

attention; blood 

poses a biological 

hazard. 

3B LRRT members will not 

leave sharp tools 

unattended and only 

operate sharp power tools 

when they are authorized 

to use the machine shop. 

LRRT members must 

pass a machine shop 

safety test to use the 

tools in the machine 

shop. 

3D 

Batteries(s) Batteries exposed to Battery acid 2E LRRT members are Inventory checklists 3E 
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rupture at any 

time during the 

project. 

extreme 

temperatures, 

inclement weather, 

or are not new 

batteries. 

contaminates area; 

injury to LRRT 

personnel and 

damage to sensitive 

equipment. 

required to use new 

Duracell 9V batteries for 

each launch. Batteries are 

required to be stored 

indoors when not in use. 

and storage checklists 

verify that batteries 

are stored in ideal 

temperatures. 

Falls or slips 

cause injury to 

LRRT members. 

Slick floors, launch 

site, tripping 

hazards, or reckless 

movements of 

LRRT members can 

cause this to occur. 

Injury to LRRT 

members resulting in 

minor bruises to 

major compound 

fractures depending 

on severity of the 

fall.  

3A LRRT members will 

remove any tripping 

hazards present and move 

about in an orderly fashion 

to present falls. 

Continuously 

verified; 

responsibility of each 

member to ensure a 

safe workplace while 

on the job to prevent 

falls. 

3D 

Injury of LRRT 

personnel by 

falling rocket 

debris or 

projectiles 

during launch. 

Rocket motor 

CATOs; rocket 

separates into 

fragments in-flight. 

Medical attention 

required; possible 

suspension of the 

team and major 

budget setbacks. 

2C Rocket checklists and 

inspect should prevent this; 

all personnel required to 

stand at least 30 feet away 

from the rocket. 

RSO restricts all 

personnel from 

entering the launch 

pad area during 

launch; checklists 

must be signed by SO 

and approved prior to 

launch. 

2E 

  

4.8 Project Plan Risk Assessment 

Hazard Cause Effect  
Risk  

Level  
Mitigation 

Verification Post

-

RA

C 
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Document(s) are 

not submitted by 

their respective 

deadlines. 

Bad time 

management; 

planning not 

sufficient to 

complete 

submission on 

time. 

LRRT does not receive 

full credit for 

document submissions 

and demoted to lower 

priority for launch slots 

and possibly hotel 

room slots at Launch 

Week. 

2C  LRRT team derived 

requirement is to have 

rough draft of the 

document completed at 

least one week before 

submission and all test 

launches and data 

acquisition completed at 

least two weeks prior to 

the submission date. Team 

will delegate 

responsibility for portions 

of each document to all 

members so that it is 

completed efficiently. 

Plan must be 

verified and put 

into practice by 

the LRRT. 

3D 

Budget fails to fund 

the entirety of the 

project. 

Not enough 

funding secured 

for the project. 

Team must resort to 

inferior products or 

what is available, 

increasing the chance 

for failure modes to 

occur. 

1C  Team will use multiple 

grants available and reach 

out to prospective donors 

upon acceptance to the 

NASA USLI 2019 

competition. LRRT will 

also engage in community 

fundraisers and utilize 

senior project funding to 

fully fund the budget. 

Multiple income 

streams to secure 

funding; SGA has 

granted funds to 

the LRRT. 

1E 
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One or more grants 

or donors are not 

secured for funding. 

Project donor(s) 

decide not to 

donate; grant 

request is denied. 

Not enough funding 

available to finance the 

LRRT spending plan. 

1B  The LRRT will create a 

GoFundMe crowdfunding 

campaign and participate 

in community fundraisers 

to offset the financial loss 

if funding is not secured 

from one or more 

grants/donors. 

GoFundMe 

Campaign has 

been initiated. 

1E 

Demonstration of 

flight readiness is 

not achieved at least 

one week prior to 

the FRR deadline. 

Poor time 

management by 

LRRT; numerous 

failed launches 

due to lack of 

testing. 

FRR is unable to be 

submitted on time; 

possible termination 

from the 2019 USLI 

competition. 

1A  The full scale rocket will 

be constructed for 

ROCC’s January launch 

to ensure that there is 

enough time to 

demonstrate flight 

readiness and to launch 

again if necessary. Ground 

testing of mission critical 

components will be 

completed and 

documented before 

launch.  

Verified by 

ground testing, 

launch checklists, 

and ability to 

launch the fill 

scale rocket in 

January. 

1E 
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Full scale rocket is 

lost prior to 

competition. 

Rocket lands in 

unfavorable 

location or 

disintegrates 

during launch. 

Massive financial 

resources required to 

offset losses and 

replace rocket; 

numerous delays in 

project. 

1C  LRRT member will abide 

by launch operations 

checklist and use new 

motors to ensure that the 

full scale rocket it 

recoverable and intact 

after flight. 

Design and 

schematics 

highlight how to 

reconstruct rocket 

if necessary; 

LRRT protocol to 

launch only in 

favorable 

conditions. 

1E 

Payload is 

destroyed and 

unusable. 

Payload damaged 

during descent of a 

launch. 

Payload required to be 

replaced and parts 

replaced. 

2B  A substitute mass will be 

used for the half scale and 

first test launch to. 

Payload separation and 

housing will be ground 

tested prior to launch. 

Mass calculated 

between payload 

and dummy 

weight. Ground 

test payload 

mechanism prior 

to launch. 

2E 

2/3 scale rocket is 

destroyed. 

2/3 scale rocket 

lands in 

unfavorable 

location, CATOs, 

or is damaged 

during flight. 

Loss of altimeters and 

basic electronics that 

might be used for 

competition rocket. 

3B  Following launch 

operations checklists 

should prevent this from 

occurring. Half scale will 

have minimal mission 

critical components since 

it is the first flight test of 

the LRRT. 

Complete launch 

checklists prior to 

launch; Launch 

only during 

favorable weather 

conditions 

3D 
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One or more 

vendors is unable to 

supply mission 

critical components 

prior to flight. 

Chosen venders 

are unreliable and 

unable to fulfill 

orders before 

launch. 

Desired components 

not available for 

launch; risk to project 

plan and completion of 

flight readiness. 

2C  Motors and mission 

critical components will 

be ordered in November 

to allow for enough time 

to arrive for launches in 

2019. 

Motors have been 

ordered; Verified 

2E 

Test launch site in 

Midland, NC is 

unavailable for 

launch. 

Landowners is 

harvesting or 

planting crops on 

the launch site. 

Team must use 

additional time and 

financial resources to 

travel to a further out 

site or conduct low 

power half scale 

launches. 

3A  The LRRT will launch at 

Midland on all weekends 

that it is open to minimize 

effect of this outcome. 

Additional launch sites at 

Camden, SC, Culpepper, 

VA, and Bayboro, NC are 

available if necessary. 

If no launch site is 

available, 

launches allowed 

a nearby field in 

Statesville, NC up 

to 1000 feet. 

3D 

Machine shop 

machine(s) break 

during construction. 

Mechanical or 

technical 

difficulties present 

in machine(s) in 

the shop. 

Project delays; 

different methods may 

need to be pursued for 

constructing the 

desired parts. 

2B  Machine shop users will 

be trained to prevent 

malfunctions of 

equipment. Proper 

maintenance will be 

conducted regularly for 

each machine. All 

machines will be used for 

their intended purposes. 

Machine shop 

updated 

periodically with 

new equipment to 

replace aging 

items. 

2E 
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3D printer 

malfunctions prior 

to launch. 

Mechanical 

difficulties cause 

3D printer to 

malfunction. 

Nose Cone and needed 

rocket components are 

delayed and 

unavailable for launch. 

2A One LRRT member is a 

3D printer technician and 

can fix broken 3D 

printers. The LRRT owns 

multiple 3D printers in 

case one fails prior to 

launch. 

Verified 

continuously; we 

have at least three 

backup printers in 

case this happens. 

2E 

Document 

submission 

packages contain 

grammatical or 

structural errors. 

Poor time 

management by 

team does not 

allow documents 

to be checked for 

errors prior to 

submission. 

Team does not receive 

full credit for 

professionalism NASA 

requirements. 

4A The LRRT will review all 

document submission 

packages and have at least 

one day to proofread 

drafts and make needed 

revisions before the 

document submission due 

date. 

Verified by team 

time 

management; a 

minimum of two 

members will be 

assigned 

proofreading roles 

in documents. 

4B 

Inclement weather 

cancels all high 

powered launches 

available within a 

three hour’s drive 

from Hickory, NC. 

Repeated cycles of 

rain because 

launch fields to be 

saturated with 

water in Midland, 

NC and Camden, 

SC and unable to 

be used for high 

powered launches. 

Unable to complete ⅔ 

scale launch or full 

scale launch unless we 

travel to northern 

Virginia, eastern NC, 

or Georgia. 

2B LRRT to build ⅓ scale 

rocket to conduct a low 

powered launch prior to 

CDR presentations. Extra 

money is available in the 

budget to compensate for 

extra travel expenses 

accrued by traveling long 

distances to launch. This 

failure mode has already 

occurred as ROCC has 

Refer to subscale 

flight reports; 

LRRT met to 

build ⅓ scale 

rocket in order to 

launch low/mid 

power. 

3B 
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been unable to launch this 

season and we are taking 

steps to mitigate this 

situation and be able to 

launch soon. 

One or more team 

members are unable 

to complete 

required tasks due 

to unexpected 

events. 

Team members 

may drop from the 

LRRT or have 

unexpected 

personal or 

academic events 

interfere with their 

ability to fully 

commit to the 

team. 

Other LRRT members 

must shoulder their 

workload, and the team 

does not operate 

efficiently nor 

completes important 

objectives on time. 

2B All subteams have a 

minimum of four 

members, and each 

member is required to 

attend weekly meetings 

and contribute to 

Milestones in order to 

participate in Launch 

Week in Alabama. 

Verified through 

attendance at 

meetings, 

communication 

on group chat, 

and ability to get 

deliverables 

accomplished and 

evaluated by the 

team. 

3B 

New team members 

are not thoroughly 

integrated into the 

team nor have 

established team 

roles. 

New team 

members do not 

have extensive 

background 

knowledge or 

skills to be able to 

contribute to tasks 

at hand. 

Tasks are not spread 

evenly among team 

members; rendering the 

team efficient and 

leaving a few 

experienced members 

with numerous tasks to 

complete. 

2A LRRT’s mission is for all 

new team members to 

have a role by PDR and 

working on the project 

with other members by 

CDR. 

Verified through 

participation in 

milestones, rocket 

construction, 

rocket launches, 

and team 

activities. 

3C 
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4.9 Hazards Analysis-Testing 

Hazard Cause Effect  
Risk  

Level  
Mitigation 

Verification Post

-

RA

C 

One or more rocket 

systems fails during 

launch or post 

launch. 

Inadequate ground 

tests conducted before 

launch. 

Major setbacks 

occur for project; 

possible injury to 

personnel; 

funding required 

to address 

resulting failure. 

1B Ground test mission 

critical items before 

launch to minimize 

chances of rocket 

destabilization during 

launch. 

Ground test results; 

correcting by further 

tests and redesign if 

necessary. 

1E 

Motor test rig 

injures LRRT 

members. 

Poor design and 

anchoring of test rig 

and motor. 

Motor disengages 

from test rig; 

injuring team 

members and 

causing possible 

property damage. 

1C Motor test rig will be 

anchored to the ground 

and all personnel will 

stay at least thirty feet 

away from the test rig 

during tests. 

LRRT to follow 

documented set up 

procedure for motor 

test rig. 

1E 
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PASCO stress 

testing machine 

injures LRRT 

members. 

The force as the 

material breaks from 

the stress calculation 

machine causes the 

material to ricochet; 

improper setup. 

Injury to LRRT 

personnel and 

property damage. 

1D LRRT members will be 

trained on how to 

correctly use the 

materials tensile tester 

machine correctly and to 

wear eye protection 

during tests. 

Continuously 

verified; training 

required to use 

machine. 

1E 

Powder charge 

testing assembly 

injures LRRT 

members. 

LRRT members 

ignore safety 

protocols and are too 

close to the testing rig 

when testing begins. 

Possible 

projectiles hit 

LRRT members; 

2nd degree burns 

possible. 

2C Team members will stand 

at least thirty feet away 

from the black powder 

test rig during tests. Only 

the Rocket Mentor, who 

has 5+ years of rocketry 

experience, will handle 

energetics and powder. 

All members will 

stand a minimum of 

thirty feet away from 

the testing rig 

including the one 

who initiates the test; 

in checklists. 

2E 

Drop testing injures 

personnel or 

passersby. 

Passersby and LRRT 

members are 

uninformed about the 

drop tests that are 

commencing. 

Serious injury 

due to falling 

objects. 

1C Lenoir-Rhyne Security 

will be notified prior to 

all drop tests. Team 

personnel will supervise 

the area and clear out all 

people from the 

immediate area before 

testing commences. 

Verified by 

permission from LR 

security; LRRT 

member on the 

ground will monitor 

situation and signal 

go-ahead to 

commence test. 

1E 
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Multimeter fails 

during electronics 

testing. 

Multimeter fuse 

malfunctions prior to 

testing; electronic 

display malfunctions. 

Multimeter 

unable to be used 

for electronics / 

continuity testing 

prior to launch. 

3C LRRT members will 

bring a minimum of two 

backup multimeters in the 

event that one fails 

during launch 

preparations and ground 

testing. 

Outlined in inventory 

checklist; backup 

multimeters required. 

4D 

Rover 

communication is 

not achieved. 

XBee communication 

devices do not 

synchronize with each 

other and the 

computer; not tested 

prior to launch. 

Rover is unable 

to travel; faulty 

communication 

could result in 

injury; NASA 

requirement is 

unfulfilled. 

1B Ground test rover 

communication and test 

rover communication 

while the rover is inside 

the lander housing prior 

to any launch that will 

demonstrate function of 

the rover. 

Ground test; rover 

communication to be 

verified prior to 

competition. 

Deliverables and 

time management 

ensure this takes 

place. 

1E 

LRRT member falls 

off building during 

drop test initiation. 

LRRT member stands 

too close to edge 

while initiating drop 

test; gust of wind or 

loss of balance causes 

this to occur. 

Very likely fatal; 

immediate 

suspension of the 

program and 

possible lawsuits. 

1C LRRT members will be 

in a crouched or prone 

position when initiating 

drop test and have at least 

one other member 

supervising them. 

A minimum of three 

members are 

required to 

successfully conduct 

a drop test with at 

least two at the top 

of the building. 

1E 
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Motor mount 

system fails on 

subscale rocket. 

Motor mount system 

not inspected or 

anchored into place 

before launch. 

Possible injury to 

observers; likely 

loss of half scale 

rocket; botched 

flight. 

2D LRRT members to abide 

by same checklist 

procedure as in full scale 

rocket; inspect rocket 

prior to launch. 

Inspection of motor 

mount system; 

launch checklists. 

2E 

Injury of personnel 

due to equipment 

test in cluttered 

area. 

Test is conducted 

inside of Minges 

Science Building 

instead of being 

conducted outside. 

Injury to nearby 

observers and 

possible damage 

to nearby item 

that must be 

replaced by 

budget. 

2C All ground testing will 

occur outside or in empty 

room to minimize the 

chances of accidents 

occurring. 

All LRRT members 

have access to a lab 

that they can clear 

for testing; refer to 

testing sub checklist.  

2E 

Personnel must 

retrieve rocket from 

unfavorable 

location. 

Rocket lands in 

unfavorable location 

during descent. 

Project delays 

and other 

personnel must 

retrieve rocket 

from unfavorable 

location (power 

line, treetop, etc.). 

2A  Rocket will not be 

launched in winds of 

greater than or equal to 

15 mph. Launch angle 

will be against the wind 

while launched at the 

minimum altitude 

required to satisfy 

requirement to minimize 

chances of rocket landing 

in unfavorable location. 

Electrician or tree service 

LRRT has contact 

info for landowner or 

third party people to 

retrieve rocket if 

necessary. Wind 

conditions verified 

through weather 

forecast and wind 

test prior to launch. 

2D 
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professions will recover 

rocket if necessary. 

 

 

4.10 Environmental Risk Assessment 
 

4.10.1 Hazards to the Environment 

Hazard Cause Effect  
Risk  

Level  
Mitigation 

Verification Post

-

RA

C 

Motor exhaust 

damages the 

ground 

surrounding the 

launch pad. 

Improper or 

inadequate padding 

or blankets 

surrounding the 

launch site. 

Grass surrounding the 

launch site is burned 

3B A fire-resistant blanket 

will be placed below 

rocket and on the 

Launchpad to prevent 

grass burns during 

launch. 

Blanket included in 

launch checklist; 

launch will not 

commence without 

proper setup. 

3E 
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Hazardous 

chemicals leak 

into the 

environment. 

Improper storage or 

use of hazardous 

chemicals; rocket 

CATO; battery 

fails. 

Environmentally toxic 

chemicals spill onto the 

launch site. 

1B All chemically derived 

materials (i.e. motor, 

battery, charges) will 

be new products to 

minimize chances of 

leakage during launch. 

LRRT members will be 

trained and instructed 

for safe storage 

practices for hazardous 

chemicals. 

Continuously 

verified by LRRT 

members; inspect 

rocket (checklists) 

prior to launch to 

ensure no leakage of 

hazardous chemicals. 

1E 

Motor discharges 

chlorine gas into 

the surrounding 

environment. 

Motor burn process 

causes the gas to be 

released. 

Chlorine gas is toxic 

and can injure 

observers, wildlife, or 

personnel in great 

enough quantities. 

3B Personnel will stand at 

least 200 feet away 

from launch, and 

launches will not be 

conducted indoors. 

Range Safety Officer 

clears the launch site 

prior to launch; no 

one allowed into the 

site during launch. 

3E 

Falling rocket 

debris lands on the 

launch site. 

Rocket damaged 

during launch or 

separation during 

flight; rocket lands 

in unfavorable 

location. 

Falling rocket debris 

damages the 

environment with non-

biodegradable and 

hazardous materials. 

2A LRRT members will 

abide by launch 

checklists and launch 

the rocket in favorable 

wind and weather 

conditions to prevent 

the rocket from landing 

in an unfavorable 

location. 

Verified through 

launch checklists; 

protocol to launch 

only on days without 

inclement weather 

conditions. 

2E 
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Wind testing 

system releases 

non-biodegradable 

material into the 

environment. 

Balloon used to test 

winds before launch 

is non-

biodegradable. 

Balloon lands off the 

launch site and does 

not decompose. 

3B Design a wind testing 

system that gives wind 

speed and direction 

without releasing 

material into the 

environment. 

Test system during a 

test launch or use 

item that is 

biodegradable. 

4D 

Unclean 

workspace in 

facility. 

LRRT members do 

not clean the 

workspace after 

operations are 

completed. 

Rodents, pathogens, or 

mold can invade the 

facility and cause 

illness to LRRT 

members and costs to 

Lenoir-Rhyne 

University. 

1A LRRT members are 

required to clean up all 

equipment, store 

materials and 

hazardous chemicals 

properly, and vacuum 

the premises after work 

session is completed. 

Verified through 

LRRT members; 

room will be 

inspected after each 

use prior to 

adjournment. 

1E 

LRRT waste is 

discharged into the 

environment in an 

improper fashion. 

LRRT members are 

not informed about 

or do not use safe 

waste disposal 

procedures. 

Hazardous or non 

biodegradable waste 

makes its way into the 

environment and 

pollutes it with toxic 

materials. 

1B LRRT members will 

use safe disposal 

techniques when 

disposing of chemicals. 

All waste will be 

placed in proper 

receptacles and 

recycled if possible. 

LRRT members will 

police the area after 

each rocket launch. 

Verified by LRRT; 

protocol in recovery 

checklist. Hazardous 

wastes stored 

properly and 

disposed of in 

specified methods if 

necessary. 

1E 
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Personnel smoke 

in close proximity 

to bystanders at 

launch site. 

Personnel do not 

smoke at designated 

smoking areas and 

do not dispose of 

cigarette butts 

correctly. 

Incorrectly disposed of 

cigarette butts can 

cause a grass fire. 

Furthermore, cigarette 

smoke contains 

carcinogens that can 

cause cancer. 

3B All personnel are 

required to smoke in 

designated smoking 

areas (including e-

cigarette use) and not 

by the rocket or 

sensitive equipment. 

Continuously 

verified by LRRT 

personnel, 

designated smoking 

area indicted by 

NASA or at least ten 

feet away from 

people at the launch 

site. 

3D 

Rover uses 

invasive method to 

extract soil 

sample. 

Rover is not 

designed or 

programmed to 

extract the soil 

sample with 

minimal damage to 

the local ecosystem. 

Rover causes scarring 

of the ground where the 

soil sample is collected. 

3C Ground test the rover 

to demonstrate the 

ability to dig the soil 

sample with minimal 

damage to the 

surrounding 

environment. 

Verified through 

ground test; design 

in rover ensures that 

extraction is 

achieved with 

minimal 

environmental 

damage. 

4C 

LRRT members 

take separate 

vehicles to launch 

site in Midland, 

NC. 

LRRT members do 

not carpool or 

coordinate transport 

logistics prior to 

launch. 

Overcrowding of 

ROCC parking area; 

excessive use and 

discharge of gasoline 

into the environment 

where it is not 

warranted. 

3B LRRT members will 

carpool to launch site if 

possible and take a 15 

passenger van to the 

competition in 

Huntsville, AL. 

Inventory checklists 

ensure that all items 

are accounted for 

prior to departure; all 

vehicles to launch 

site should contain 2 

or more people per 

car. 

4B 
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4.10.2 Hazards from the Environment 

Hazard Cause Effect  
Risk  

Level  
Mitigation 

Verification Post

-

RA

C 

Rover is unable to 

move due to wet 

or soggy soil at 

the landing site. 

Recent rains 

saturate the soil at 

the launch site. 

Rover cannot 

travel; NASA 

requirement 

unfulfilled. 

1B Ground test the rover prior 

to launch to demonstrate its 

ability to travel in uneven / 

wet environments prior to 

launch. 

Ground test; record 

test results and 

troubleshoot if 

necessary prior to 

competition. 

1E 

Launch table or 

pad tips over and 

sways during the 

wind. 

Extreme weather 

and/or winds 

present at the 

launch site. 

Rocket takes an 

unstable flight 

path; equipment 

damaged. 

2B The launch prep table and 

launch pad will be 

supervised by LRRT 

members at all times. All 

items will be secured in the 

event to minimize effects if 

a wind gust hits the site. 

LRRT will not launch if 

wind speeds are greater 

than or equal to 15 mph. 

Verified continuously 

by LRRT; protocol is 

to not launch if winds 

are forecasted to be 

greater than 15 mph. 

2E 
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Grass and mud 

catches the rover 

tread system and 

causes to rover to 

be unable to 

move. 

Rover lands in 

environment where 

items can become 

lodged in the tread 

system. 

Rover’s ability to 

travel hindered; 

NASA 

requirement 

unfulfilled. 

2B Ground test the rover 

traction and travel system 

to ensure that the 

mechanical system can 

function despite the 

presence of mud, grass, or 

obstacles. 

Verified through 

ground test; 

troubleshoot if 

necessary prior to 

competition. 

2E 

Project delayed 

due to cancelled 

launches. 

Inclement weather 

causes launched to 

be cancelled or 

rescheduled. 

Team must launch 

at a different 

launch site or 

launch at less than 

ideal times in 

order to 

demonstrate flight 

readiness. 

2A Build 2/3 scale and full 

scale rockets at least three 

weeks ahead of milestone 

due dates to minimize 

impact. LRRT members 

will have additional funds 

to allow team to launch at 

Bayboro, Camden, or 

Culpepper sites if necessary 

to advance the project. 

LRRT has relations 

with ROCC staff to 

conduct launches on 

their field on any 

weekend; if field in 

not operational, 

Rocket Mentor has 

contacts with campus 

faculty with access to 

low power subscale 

flight launch sites. 

4D 
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Rocket 

components 

exposed to less 

than ideal 

temperatures. 

Winter weather or 

improper storage 

cause extreme 

temperature 

exposure. 

Rocket 

components or 

electronics 

malfunction / 

result in bad 

connections during 

flight. 

2C Launches will not 

commence in severe winter 

weather. Equipment will be 

stored in the climate 

controlled Minges science 

building on campus to 

prevent extreme 

temperature fluctuations. 

All items required to 

be stored indoors 

between launches. 

Launces will not 

commence in 

temperatures less 

than 40 degrees 

Fahrenheit.  

2E 

Lightning or 

flooding damages 

the launch site. 

Extreme weather 

hits the launch site 

during launch. 

Possible injury to 

personnel and 

spectators; launch 

likely canceled. 

1C LRRT members will not 

launch during days that 

thunderstorms are predicted 

to happen. LRRT members 

will utilize an emergency 

contingency plan to protect 

team personnel, equipment, 

and the rocket in case 

inclement or extreme 

weather strikes the launch 

site during the launch day. 

LRRT evacuation 

plan can be initiated 

if needed to 

immediately vacate 

the launch site and 

store items in case 

severe weather hits. 

1E 
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Rocket lands on 

private property 

with landowner 

relations issues. 

Wind drift during 

descent of rocket; 

landowner in 

adjacent property to 

ROCC launch site 

is very protective 

and prosecutes 

trespassers. 

Significant chance 

that the team is 

unable to retrieve 

the rocket from the 

property or will 

face delays while 

attempting to do 

so. 

3B LRRT will launch at an 

angle that is away from the 

property, and the team will 

not launch if winds are in 

excess of 15 mph. 

Inspection of recovery 

electronics to ensure that 

the main parachute does not 

deploy at apogee. 

Inspection and launch 

preparation in pre-

launch checklists; 

subscale/ test 

launches verify 

parachute deployment 

mechanism prior to 

competition. 

3E 

Transmission of 

illness take place 

at the launch 

site(s). 

LRRT members do 

not wash hands or 

practice germ 

containment 

techniques during 

launch. 

Illnesses such as 

the common cold 

or flu can spread 

via contact or 

airborne through 

transmission and 

cause LRRT 

members or 

bystanders to 

become sick. 

2B LRRT members must wash 

hands after using the 

restroom and must practice 

germ containment 

techniques if sick. Members 

who exhibit a fever, 

contagious stomach illness, 

or have influenza are not 

allowed to participate in 

activities. 

Verified through 

launch checklists 

(hand sanitizer) and 

members must report 

to team if they are 

sick. 

2D 

Rocket or lander 

lands in saturated 

ground or in 

water. 

Saturated ground 

due to inclement 

weather; puddles 

form due to recent 

rainstorms. 

Water damage to 

rocket occurs; 

electronics 

damage; money in 

budget required to 

replace broken 

parts. 

2C LRRT will not launch 

during forecasted rains or 

days following torrential 

downpours. 

Verified through 

weather forecast; and 

NAR club affiliates 

being able to open 

high powered launch 

sites due to favorable 

weather. 

3D 
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High wind gusts 

or rain occurs 

during filming of 

launch. 

Sensitive aerial 

electronics (drones) 

are used to record 

rocket launches and 

film aerial footage. 

Possible damage 

to drones; inability 

for drone to fly. 

Drones are 

personal property 

and cost hundreds 

of dollars to 

replace. 

2D Drones will not be flown in 

extreme weather at the 

launch site and will have 

enough airspace around 

them if flown to be able to 

land safely if inclement 

weather occurs while they 

are in flight. 

Verified continuously 

by LRRT; drones are 

not to be flown in 

restricted area of 

launch site nor where 

they are prohibited. 

3D 
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5. Payload Bay Criteria 
 

5.1 Mission Statement 
 

The Payload Team’s mission is to research and develop a payload bay capable of safely 

containing the rover throughout the flight and landing the payload bay in a vertical orientation on 

the ground through extensive materials and flight testing. Furthermore, once the payload bay has 

safely landed on the ground, it must release its parachute to prevent the payload bay from tipping 

over, as well as open an auxiliary door that will allow the rover to deploy onto the ground.  

 

5.2 Mission Criteria  
 

I. Design and construct a robust payload lander that can sustain forces applied during 

flights and landing. 

II. The legs must deploy and be secured at a 30° angle after the separation of the payload 

lander and main parachute bay.  

III. Upon successful landing of the payload section, the Xbee-Arduino communication 

system must communicate with the payload.  

IV. Xbee-Arduino Communication must trigger the parachute release mechanism to keep the 

payload lander from flipping onto its side in strong winds. 

V. Xbee-Arduino Communication must trigger the payload lander door causing the rover to 

be exposed.  

VI. Xbee-Arduino Communication must successfully release the rover from the launch 

vehicles ramp.  
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5.3 Payload Section Design  

 
Figure 87: Payload Design 

 

The team's main objective for this competition is to land the vehicles payload vertically. Once 

the payload lands, an xbee-arduino communication system will release the payloads parachute. 

The same communication system will then open a door from the payloads airframe. Furthermore, 

as the door opens, the rover, which is attached to the vehicles exit ramp, will be deployed and 

begin its mission.   
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5.4 Ares Lander  

 

Figure 88: Ares Lander  

 

The payload section of our rocket is going to be designed to land in a vertical orientation on the 

ground with the nose cone closest to the ground. In order to do this, the payload airframe will 

have three carbon fiber legs attached to it with hinges. Upon separation at 800 feet, the legs will 

be disengaged from mid-air. The legs are allowed to open by its spring loaded hinges located 

near the nose cone, see figure 88. The legs are locked at a 30 degrees angle as the payload 

descend down.   

 

This design is favorable since the landing orientation can be replicated with every launch and 

depends little on the terrain of the landing site. Since the landing orientation is controlled, the 

deployment of the rover is easier to develop. This design also allows gravity to assist in the 

deployment of the rover. This design has its drawbacks as well. One drawback is the increase 

drag created by the added parts and the increased chance of getting caught in a tree. This design 
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also is deemed as a more complicated landing system with more possible points of failure. 

 
Figure 89: Carbon Fiber Legs 

 

The payload lander legs will be made out of carbon fiber tubing. Carbon fiber material was 

chosen because of its combination of strength and lightweight properties making it ideal for 

landing the payload section without compromising our weight requirements, each carbon fiber 

leg has an outside diameter of 12mm and an inside diameter of 10mm. They are 470mm in 

length, however, with the leg hinge the assembled diameter is 16mm and 490mm in length. This 

length provides the nose cone enough clearance to land in any type of terrain and also be low 

enough to deploy the rover.  

 

5.4.1 Leg Hinge System  

 
Figure 90: Leg Cap & Leg Hinge 

 

The hinges are attached to the airframe using epoxy and threaded screws which are reinforced 

inside the airframe. Using this method for attachment reduces the amount of fluttering and 

increased rigidity. The hinges have bump stops as shown in the right of figure 90, and it is 

designed to have angle of 30 degrees when deployed. The left image of the same figure shows 

the end cap of the leg that attaches to the hinge. In addition, locking tabs and springs are to be 

added to hinge to holds its opening orientation.  
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This design of the leg hinges are a living design and can be changed in accordance with strength 

and weight requirements. 3D printing the hinges also allows the hinges to be produced at a low 

cost and time investment. The drawback of this design has a higher possible chance of causing 

damage to the lander or the hinges failing as it lands. The 3D printing settings also possibly 

comprises the strength of the hinge. 

 
Figure 91: Drawing of Leg Cap  

 

The leg cap 16mm by 16mm by 30mm with a recessed area with the diameter of 12.6mm and a 

depth of 15mm. 

 

 
Figure 92: Leg Hinge 

The leg hinge has an overall dimension of 43mm by 53.5mm and an area of adhesion of 25mm 

by 53.5mm. The hinge has a depth of 20.4mm. 
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5.4.2 Parachute Release Mechanism 

 

In order to prevent the parachute from becoming unstable during landing of payload lander, a 

parachute release mechanism will be implemented to address the issue. If the lander does not 

land vertically then the mission will be considered a failure. This results in the rover’s inability 

to exit the airframe. The team considered two possible solution to this problem in the CDR, of 

using a linear servo or a pyrotechnic bolt. The team believes both solution would solve the 

problem, however, many members’ focused their research to designing a pyrotechnic bolt that 

satisfied mission success criteria. The following section shall review the development of the 

designed E-bolt. 

 

 
Figure 93: Parachute Release Using a Pyrotechnic Bolt 

 

The Pyrotechnic Bolt design method for releasing the parachute involves the use of a shackle and 

pyrotechnic bolt. The pyrotechnic bolt is fastened through a shackle and is hooked to the U-bolt, 

as shown in the figure 93, the end of the bolt is secured by a nut. The team designed the bolts in 

Autodesk Fusion 360 and exported the design to the FF flashforge Creator Pro 3D printer. The 

specification of the sized bolts were ⅜” diameter  X 2.5” in length and  ½” X 2.5”.  In addition, 

each bolt is designed to have a hollow diameter of ⅛”. The bolt must have a hollow cavity so the 

4F black powder and ignitor can rest within, shown in figure 94.  
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Figure 94: Pyrotechnic Bolt Design 

 

To manufacture a pyrotechnic bolt the team must carefully clean the cavity hole using a drill to 

ensure they’re no rigid areas. The team proceed to air out the cavity using an air compressor to 

clear debris within. The cavity is filled with 0.6 grams of 4F black powder; therefore, after the 

cavity is filled, a Q2G2 quest ignitor is placed. Then, the small amount of paper wadding is 

packed tightly into the cavity using a toothpick which is followed by adding epoxy putty to the 

head of the bolt. Once the epoxy dries another thin layer of 5-minute epoxy is added to guarantee 

to create a tight seal, reducing the area within the cavity, and ensure no gases can escape from 

the head. The Igniter will be activated using an Xbee-Arduino communication system when the 

team has visual verification that the payload section has landed. Igniting the energetic charge 

will cause the charge to expand and exploding the bolt. As a result, the parachute shock cord will 

be released from the U-bolt and payload.  Also, for safety of team members and other 

individuals, the team will have a safety on/off switch accessible externally for power activation 

at the pad. The team shall take the same precautionary measures as handling altimeters energetic 

charges with the pyrotechnic bolt system. 
 

For testing, Nylon was chosen as one of the polymer because of its low friction coefficient, high 

tensile strength, high tensile modulus, and high elasticity. The team did not have any difficulties 

3D printing nylon with their machines. The team also used Polycarbonate as its second test 

polymer, because of its highest tensile strength, high bonding strength, and is consider the 

markets toughest polymer. Furthermore, the team was able to print polycarbonate with some 

difficulty. Often, the polymer would not extrude evenly due to water absorption, which caused 

many failed print. Also, polycarbonate would over adhere to the build plate; therefore, the team 

would have to replace the bed. However, the team was successful in testing all bolts. The results 

can be found in section 7.1.2 A.  

 

The results show that the ½” nylon bolt has a 3-point-bend strength of 1150N. The ½” 

polycarbonate bolt had a 3-point-bend strength of 900N -1450N. Therefore, the team’s decision 

is to use the ½” nylon bolt due to its elasticity characteristics that is present during three-point 

bend testing. Further testing that will presented by FRR will verify the results. The team is aware 

of possible safety concerns with this system. Therefore, if the results do not match the team’s 

safety standards; then, the team shall replace the shackle and nylon bolt system with the 

traditional method of tying the shock cord directly to the U-bolt.  
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The team recognizes that mission criteria is at risk if the parachute is not detachment, but the 

team’s main concern is the safety of every peer present at launch day. Therefore, the team will 

risk the possibility of the parachute tipping over the payload lander.  

 

A. Electrical Schematic of Pyrotechnic Bolt  

 

Figure 95: Electrical Schematic of Bolt 
 

Shown in figure 95, is the electrical schematic of the parachute release using a pyrotechnic bolt. 

The activation is triggered from an Xbee-Arduino communication system; therefore, the Xbee 

transmitter transmits a unique command line that is received by the Xbee receiver. The Xbee 

receiver is connected to a Sparkfun Xbee shield, consequently, the shield is designed to be 

compatible with Arduino Uno (see sections 5.5 for further description). The Arduino will process 

the data to send a 5-volt digital signal to pin D7, activating the Mosfet Gate. The mosfet is an N-

Channel Mosfet 30N06LE low-level logic gate. Furthermore, the source pin of mosfet (upper 

lead) connects in series with an external safety key switch to the igniter’s positive lead and the 

negative lead runs to the negative lead of the 9V battery.  As a result, the positive lead of the 

battery source connects to the drain lead of the mosfet. In this case, the mosfet drain pin and 

battery connection will be grounded to the Arduino to ensure that the circuit is nominally off.  
 

5.4.3 Lander Door Deployment  

 

The method for deploying the lander door has been updated and modified to utilize two linear 

servo actuators that are located near each upper corner of the lander doorway. The components 

of the linear servo actuator will be constructed of 3D printed polycarbonate, with a servo motor 

bolted into its fitted housing as shown in the figure below. The fully assembled servo linear 

actuator is mounted on the inside of the airframe using an epoxy adhesive, the component is 

designed to provide enough surface area making contact during adhesion to provide a bond that 

can withstand flight conditions. The linear servo actuator remains in the latched position with a 

rack gear threaded through each door release tab on the rover deployment door. Following 

successful landing of the payload section the linear servo actuators are initiated via xbee 

communication system. Each spur gear then rotates counterclockwise extracting the rack gear 
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from the door release tabs, with the assistance of the self-opening spring hinge the payload door 

is opened in which the rover can then be deployed from a declined position. 

 

 
Figure 96: Servo Motor 

 

5.4.4 Rover Deployment Mechanism 

 

The method for deploying the rover from the payload door utilizes a single servo rotary motor 

located under the platform, near the front of the rover, as shown in the figure below. A front 

rotating hook is fixed into a designed inset at the front of the rover frame, while a fixed 

stationary hook in the rear secures the back of the rover where a second fitted inset is designed. 

The payload door is constructed of 3D printed polycarbonate and is designed with 6 wedge 

supports evenly distributed on each side of the payload door to provide structural rigidity to the 

system. Following successful payload door deployment, the rover deployment servo is initiated 

via xbee communication system. The front hook then rotates forward and retracts beneath the 

platform, the rover can then easily deploy from its platform from a declined position. 
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Figure 97: Door Platform CAD Design 
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5.5 Communication to Payload  
 

The communication system to the payload is controlled by the Digi Xbee, the specific model is 

the 900HP SCB. This model was chosen because of its frequency range, ease of use, and 

portability. In addition, the XBEE 90SCB Pro has a transmission frequency band of 900MHz, it 

supports faster data rates, and can increase its broadcast range up to 28 miles with the high-gain 

antenna, and 9 miles with the dipole antenna. However, XBEE 90SCB Pro does need a larger 

capacity battery bank due to the increased power draw.  

 

The XBee transmitter is connected to a Raspberry Pi, and the module can be programmed using 

a software called X-TCU. Furthermore, the two XBees will be programmed with a baud rate that 

will be specified by FRR. Both XBee modules are programmed in transparency mode which 

allows for easy communication. The X-TCU program allows the users to verify communication 

with the XBee’s. The X-TCU software will be used to activate the parachute release mechanism, 

lander door, and releasement of the rover from the ramp.  

 

5.5.1 Xbee Transmitter

 
Figure 98: Xbee Transmitter Flowchart 

 

The XBee Pro 900HP SCB is the kit that has been used by the team for payload communication 

in the past and has proven to be a workable, portable, and reliable device. The communication 

system to the payload will consist of a transmitter and receiver using Xbees. The transmitting 

Xbee will be interacting with a Raspberry PI as opposed to a laptop. Eliminating the usage of a 

laptop will resolve issues regarding software capability. The Raspberry Pi will operate similar to 

a laptop, for example, the team wants to implement a touchscreen display screen and miniature 

keyboard for ease of operation. However, the Pi’s sole purpose is to be the only point of contact 

for transmitting and receiving information to the launch vehicle. Another advantage using this 

system will be the ease of portability during launches, which is an issue with oversized laptops. 
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5.5.2 Xbee Receiver  

 

 
Figure 99: Xbee Receiver Flowchart 

 

The Xbee receiver on board of the payload section will consist of an Xbee, Sparkfun Xbee 

shield, and an Arduino Uno. This system will work like a remote controller; the transmitting 

Xbee interfaces with the Raspberry Pi, transmitting information to the Xbee receiver, see figure 

99. The Xbee receiver will send the unique command through the Sparkfun Xbee shield and 

redirected to the Arduino Uno. According the data being sent, the Arduino Uno will either 

activate on/off one of the three onboard systems.  
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6. Rover Criteria 
 

6.1 Mission Statement 

 
Figure 100: Rover CAD Design 

 

The rover’s team mission is to research and develop a rover capable of sustaining any forces 

applied during the testing phase and flight launches. Furthermore, the rover must overcome any 

terrain conditions presented by weather. The team will achieve this mission by integrating two 

vehicles used in industry, the Lull Forklift and the Bagger 293. Using the similar qualities of the 

Lull, the rover will travel a minimal distance of 10 feet. Once the travel distance is achieved the 

bucket-wheel excavator, implemented from the Bagger 293, will collect a soil sample of at least 

10 milliliters. Additionally, the collection sample will be sealed once filled.  
 

6.2 Mission Criteria 
 

I. Design and construct a robust rover that can sustain forces applied during flights.  

II. The rover must successfully deploy from its exit ramp.  

III. Rover must travel a minimal distance of 10 feet that is initiated by photoresistors.  

IV. The rover’s bucket-wheel excavator must collect and seal a soil sample of 10 millimeters.  
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6.3 Rover Design 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 101: Isometric Views of Rover 

 

Shown in figure 101, one can see four different isometric views of the designed rover. The 

current design has an approximate length of 13 inches, 4.18 inches wide, and 4.73 inches in 

height, and weighs 3.0 lbs. As previously stated, the design was inspired by the Lull Forklift and 

the Bagger 263 to complete the mission of the competition. The following sections will explore 

each component of the critical rover design in detail.  
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6.4 Rover Body Frame 
 

 
Figure 102: 

 

The team reviewed two possible designs for the lower body frame in its PDR report. The 

difference between body frame “A” and frame “B” were the positioning of the rovers batteries. 

The body frame “A” was design to hold the batteries perpendicular to the frame; as for body 

frame “B” was designed to restrain the batteries parallel to the frame. Therefore, the team took a 

careful consideration on how the orientation of the batteries would affect the total dimension of 

the rover, since they’re relatively big in size and mass. The length and width of body frame “A” 

was 9.96 inches and 4.01 inches, respectively. Body frame “B” had a length of 10.4 inches and 

width of 3.85 inches. When we compare the results, one can see that body frame “A” is wider, 

but shorter in length to body frame “B”. The team believes using the longer body frame will 

reduce the amount of space within the airframe of the rocket. In Addition, a longer length rover 

will cause the payload section to also be longer, increasing the rockets overall weight and length. 

Increasing these variables, while using the Aerotech K1000T, would potentially decreases the 

projected altitude of the rocket. As a result, the team has modified body frame “B” from the PDR 

to design a final design that best solves the problem concerning restriction of airframe 

dimensions and weight.  

  

The Lenoir-Rhyne Rocketry Team, has selected PETG as the frame material for the rover. This 

is the most optimal material due to its ease of purchase and availability. Therefore, as it’s a 

commonly used filament in FDM 3D printing, PETG is relatively easy to print, light in weight. 

In addition, PETG can be printed at the relatively low temperature of 230 degree Celsius. PETG 

also exhibits low shrinkage rate when compared to ABS allowing for precise dimensions. Also, 

the polymer has a high impact resistance, therefore, allowing flexibility in order to traverse 

hostile terrain without suffering structural issues. While the dyes within the material are not 
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leech proof the material itself is UV resistant and temperature changes does not affect layer 

bonds.  

 

A. Lower Body Frame Body Frame 

  

Figure 103: PDR to CDR Lower Rover Body frame 

 

As previous designed, the lower body frame shown on the left of figure 103, was designed to be 

flush with the rover wheels; however, this has now changed. The modified design, on the right of 

the figure, has a front end indent for the bucket-wheel excavator. Therefore, it has reduced the 

overall length of the wheel from 14.2” to 13”. As currently designed, the lower body frame is 

constructed to secure four motors, a DC buck converter, and two lipo Batteries, As shown in 

figure 104. The main goal for the rover team is to design a frame that can secure all hardware 

and electrical components during any event. This is possible because the components are 

recessed in the frame. The system is similar to an outline matching puzzle; therefore, eliminating 

the need for bolts and nuts to secure down components. 

 

 
Figure 104: Lower Frame Hardware Components  
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Figure 104, shows a bird-eye-view of how the four DC motors are recessed into the rover frame. 

Also, how each motor has a 4mm raceway access for two wires coming from the motor. The two 

lipo batteries and DC converter use a similar method of securement and also have their own 

raceways. In addition, to ensure that the all components within the lower body frame has a 

sufficient amount of protection; the infill density parameter will be set to 65 percent. Thus, the 

structural structure of the frame will be dense and heavy, lowering the center of mass. 
 

B. Upper Body Frame 

 
Figure 105: Upper Body Frame 

 

The upper body frame, shown in grey (figure 105), shall be placed over the lower body frame. 

The upper body frame serves many purposes to the rover vehicle. Therefore, one of its purpose is 

to secure the components of the lower body by mounting eight 4-40 machine screws, as shown in 

the figure below. 
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Figure 106: Placement of Electrical & Hardware Components 

 

The upper frame shall hold the Arduino Mega in its position and smaller a cover (not shown in 

figure) is placed above to hold the microcontroller and other electronics, offering protection from 

possible environmental hazards. In addition, the frame is designed to have four cutouts for wire 

accesses coming from the DC motors to the motor shield. Also, there is two other cutouts, shown 

in figure 106, for wire access to the lipo batteries. The final purpose of the upper frame is to hold 

an additional frame extension which shall be reviewed in the next section.  

 

C. Upper Frame Extension 

 
 

Figure 107: Upper Frame Extension Layout 

The upper frame extension, shown in figure 107, is an extension for the mechanical arm that is 

used for excavation. At the top of the extension, a dual shaft micro metal gearmotor is placed to 
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control the vertical movement of the mechanical arms. A raceway cutout, located at the bottom 

of the frame, is used for running motor wires to the motor shield.   

  
Figure 108: Mounting Areas of Extension 

 

To ensure that the upper frame extension is secured to the remaining frames, four #4-40 machine 

screws will be used, shown in figure 108, to hold the integrity of the rover during flight 

operations. 

 

C. Rover Body Frame Dimensions  

 

 
Figure 109: Drawing of Lower Body Frame 

As currently designed, the rover body frame has a length of 9.291 inches and a width of 3.213 

inches, shown in figure 109. Additionally, the height of lower body frame is 0.96, the upper body 
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is 0.20”, and the upper frame extension is 2.60”; therefore, the total height of the assembled 

rover frame is 3.76 inches, which is shown the figure below.  

 

 
Figure 110: Side Drawing of Body Frame 
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6.5 Motor Selection 

 

 

 
Figure 111: Pololu Micro Metal Gearbox 

 

LRRT Rover Team has decided to use the micro metal gearmotor as the drivetrain of choice. The 

gearbox is a miniature high-power, 6V carbon brushed DC motor manufactured by Pololu 

Industries. The team has decided to use the 210:1 motor gear ratio for its four motors for vehicle 

movement. Additional specification of the motor included: 160 RPM no-load speed, 39 oz.-in. 

Extrapolated stall torque, and a 60 mA no-load current  

 

Using the Pololu micro metal gearbox motor has many pros; for example: the metal carbon 

brushed motor is the smallest and lightest available in the market; its lightweight configuration 

lets the team add additional weigh in other areas of the rover; if any motor is damaged it can be 

replaced within minutes; the dimension of the gearmotor fits the best along with other rover 

components; The motors are easily programmable using Arduino software; Also, if the 

experimented gear ratios are not sufficient in performance further in the project, the team can 

purchase higher/lower gear ratios with the same motor dimensions and not affect the rovers 

specifications. However, with every pros they are cons, therefore, the team fears that the small 

dimension of the motor could easily be damaged during testing or flights. In addition, the solder 

terminals at the motor end could be broken off and would affect the rover’s mission success.  
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Figure 112: Motor Inserts  

 

The rover team has designed the body frame to have motor inserts where every motor is located. 

Designing the frame to have this addition shall prevent the motor from slipping in/out providing 

a retention method during any test or flight. Followed by the designed motor inserts, are 4 mm 

raceway area for two wires (positive and negative leads) coming from motor.  

 

 
Figure 113: Micro Metal Gearbox Drawing 

 

The micro metal gearmotor, shown in figure 113, has a length of 26.2 mm (without output shaft), 

the width of 12 mm, and height 10mm. The motor output shaft adds an additional length of 9.2 

mm and is 3 mm in diameter. The weight of a single gearmotor is 9.5 grams.  
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6.6 Wheel Selection 
 

  

Figure 114: Pololu 70mm X 8mm Wheel 

 

The micro metal gearmotors shaft directly affects the choice selection of wheels. Therefore, the 

team has decided to purchase from the same vendors, Pololu Industries Inc. Pololu has various 

sizes to offer; as a result, only three sizes could possibly be used in the rover design. The team 

conducted a thorough review of the 80mm X 10 mm, 70 mm X 8mm, and 60 X 8mm in the PDR 

report. Therefore, a decision matrix used to determine the ideal wheel which consisted of four 

variables; airframe constraint, ground clearance, structure strength, and traction. The decision 

matrix indicates that the best choice for the rover wheels would be the 70mm X 8mm scoring a 

28/40. Followed by the 80mm X 10 mm scoring a 27/28 and the 60mm X 8mm scoring a 23/40. 

Fits optimal with our design for the following reasons. A huge factor in choosing the 70mm X 

8mm wheel is because of the 6” Airframe Constraint that limits the space inside the airframe. 

Also, a bigger diameter wheel would conflict with many rover components. 
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Figure 115: Rover Ground Clearance 

 

The second variable in our decision was ground clearance from the lowest part of the rover frame 

to the ground, as shown in figure 115. The 70mm sized wheel provided a ground of 0.53” which 

the team believes this clearance is enough to overcome most terrain conditions present at Bragg 

Farms.  

 

The pros for selecting this size wheel allows for the most optimal airframe constraint and ground 

clearance tolerance within our design. If a wheel were to be damaged and need of replacement, 

the team could quickly replace it and would not cause a budget deficit to the project planning. 

However, the team is aware of two possible cons for this decision. For example, the team is 

afraid that the structural strength of the wheel could affect performance. Also, weight of the 

wheel is very light, causing heavy stress loads near the center of the wheel and increasing the 

risk of failure. The team is still reviewing possible ways to modify the wheels integrity to 

become stronger; however, the team does not believe any modification would change any 

dimensions 
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6.7 Power Distribution 
 

 
Figure 116: Power distribution System to Plato 

 

The team has selected lithium-ion polymer (Lipo) batteries to power all motors and 

microcontrollers. The team found LiPo batteries to be robust, reliable, and efficient for last 

years’ rover and will continue their usage. The given dimension of a lipo battery is 70mm in 

length, 35 mm in width, 18 mm in height, and 87.7 grams in weight. In addition, both lipo 

batteries hold a charge of 1500 mAh at 7.4V. The left lipo will power the Arduino Mega and 

right lipo powers all of the DC motors. Since lithium-ion batteries can be dangerous if shorted or 

overcharged, they’ll be wrapped using red electrical phase tape for safety identification. Also, all 

batteries or electronics that can pose a threat to the team’s safety will be placed in a separate dry 

container when not in use, strictly used for safe keeping.  
 

Shown in figure 116, one can see that the lipo batteries are positioned at the centered and are 

oriented perpendicular to the rovers body frame. The body frame has been design to minimize 

battery movement during flights. One can see that the batteries are flushed with the lower body 

frame and recessed in the frame. Each lipo battery is manufactured to have charging cables, 

therefore, the team has also recessed an area for these wires to be safely secured. Furthermore, 

this guarantees that the batteries are secured during any event. Additionally, this also eliminates 

the need of mounting down the batteries to the frame. The batteries will have a sufficient amount 

of protection since the frame infill density is set at 65 percent.  
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Figure 117: Mounting Areas of Frame  

 

To increase the protection of the batteries during flights and testing, a cover shall be placed over 

the lipo batteries, shown in green on figure 117. The grey cover and lower body frame will 

restrict the motion of any internal components. The two frames will remain intact by eight 4-40 

nylon machines screw, which are shown in the figure 117. Furthermore, a pros and cons table is 

provided below to review the batteries and their protection in the designed system. 

 

 

Pros  Cons 

Batteries are safely secured and will 

experience minimal movement.  

Access to test voltage or replace a battery 

when the rover is assembled can be time 

consuming.  

Batteries are not exposed to the external 

environment.  

Batteries are no longer functional if they 

experience a strong impact.  

The risk of a battery shortage is considerably 

low since the frame is made from PETG 

which is a non-conductive polymer.  
The dimensions of the batteries causes a 

reduction in space. Batteries are too big in 

relation to overall volume of the rover Damaged to the batteries can only occur if the 

rover experiences a strong impact.  

Figure 118: Pros and Cons of Power Selections  
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6.8 Mechanical Arm for Excavator 

 

 
 

Figure 119: Mechanical Arm Design 

 

In the proposal, it was suggested that the rover will use a mechanical arm with a belt and roller 

system to cause the bucket-wheel excavator to rotate. However, at PDR, the team noticed many 

flaws with the proposed designed and was changed to a mechanical arm that closely represents a 

Lull Forklift. The teams reasoning for this decision is to keep the system as simple as possible 

therefore, the Lull Forklift arm is easier to engineer since it involves less parts and does The Lull 

mechanical arms improve the balance of the rover. However, change the method had caused the 

center of mass and dimensions of the rover to increase furthermore, since the PDR, the team has 

made several modifications to the mechanical arm design which will be reviewed in the 

following sections.  
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Figure 120: Mechanical Arm Motor Placement   

 

The motor used for vertical movement of the mechanical arm is a dual shaft micro metal gearbox 

motor. If a single shaft motor was used for this designed, the stress load of the motor would 

cause potential failures. The motor is protected from the environment by the upper frame 

extension, shown in figure. The extension is designed to have a motor retention system described 

in section 6.6, this reduces horizontal movement of the motor.  Furthermore, to secure the motor 

in place, a cover shall be placed over the motor as shown in figure 121. 

 

 
Figure 121: Cover to Mechanical Arm Motor 
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Figure 122: PDR to CDR Modified Arm 

 

In the PDR, the mechanical arm was designed to have two arms that would be supported together 

by four rectangular supports, shown on the left of figure 122. However, this designed has been 

modified; for example, the mechanical arms have been modified to have rounded filets at the 

end, creating a stronger structure when 3D printing the arms. This has caused the bucket-wheel 

excavator to sit at lower height than previously designed. The biggest modification change to the 

arm system are the support beams. At PDR, it was designed to have four rectangular supports 

which has now changed to four diagonal support beams, shown in red of the figure image of 

figure. Horizontal supports provide no lateral support to the mechanical arms; therefore, the team 

redesign the beams to diagonal.  
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Figure 123: Expanded view of Rover Design 

 

The integrating of the mechanical arm is a simple and fast assembly. Therefore, this is especially 

important when it comes to launch operations or if any component were to be damaged and need 

of replacement. The assembly of this system starts by adding the right arm to the end of the 

motor output shaft, shown in figure 123. Then the right side of the supports shall be mounted 

using #4-40 machines screws. Furthermore, the left mechanical arm is added to the other output 

shaft and another additional four #4-40 machine will complete the entire integrity of the 

mechanical arm system. 

 
Figure 124: Diagonal Beam Support 

 

The modified mechanical arm system uses four diagonal support beams, in addition, each beam 

is an independent component. Each diagonal beam is supported by both arms using a single #4-

40 screw. The material selected for the beam support shall also be the same as for the rover 

frame, PETG filament. Figure 125, shows the length of the beam to be 72.5 mm, 47.7 mm in 
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width, a height of 15mm, and the mounting hole diameter are 4 mm.  

 
 

Figure 125: Drawing of diagonal Beam Support 

6.9 Bucket-Wheel Excavator 

 
Figure 126: Expanded view of Bucket-Wheel System 

 

Shown in figure 126, one can see the expanded isometric view of the buck-wheel system. The 

team has done some modification from bucket-wheel excavator presented in CDR. the assembly 

to the bucket-wheel system considers three parts. First, the wheel buckets will mount onto the 

wheel rotator. The collector wheel, is then mounted to the inner diameter of the wheel rotator. 

Once these pieces are assembled the wheel will be mounted to end of the mechanical arms.  
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Figure 127: Wheel Rotator System  

 

How this system is able to function is that the wheel buckets, in figure 127, are attached to the 

wheel rotator (in grey) and are adhered together .The wheel rotator is able to rotate because of 

the gearmotor located behind it. The motor sits inside the motor encasing and remains in a static 

position since it’s mounted to the right mechanical arm. The wheel rotator is designed to have an 

insert that fits the motor shaft output. The advantage of an insert is for the ease of rotation to the 

wheel buckets and wheel rotator. Moreover, the buckets will have a colander tray at the ends to 

efficiently ensure that soil is picked up without getting stuck to the buckets. As for the collector 

wheel (in green) it will remain static and is held by the left mechanical arm. The collector wheel 

main purpose is for soil collection and ensuring that the buckets and wheel stay in its orientation. 

The buckets and rotator will work similar to how a train stays on the tracks. Therefore, it'll spin 

freely while it’s attached to the collector wheel. As the bucket-wheel rotates around the collector 

wheel; it’ll penetrate the ground, collect soil, and carry the soil the peak of the wheel. The reason 

behind a hollow wheel rotator is that the soil must be delivered to the peak where it is dumped 

and collected. 
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Figure 128: Drawing of Wheel Buckets 

 

The designed wheel bucket have a length of 4.125”, a width of 0.75”, and a height of 3.9”. In 

addition, the inner diameter of the wheel bucket is 2.625”.  

 
Figure 129: Drawings of Wheel Rotator 

 

The wheel rotator, shown in figure 129, has an inner diameter of 2.25”, an outer diameter of 

2.625”, and a width of 0.75”. Also, the wheel rotator has a shaft extension with a diameter of 

0.5” and a length of 0.5”. 
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Figure 130: Drawings of Wheel Collector 

 

The current design of the collector wheel has a size a diameter of 2.25” and a width of .675”. The 

collector wheel has a 0.6” by .6” opening located at the peak of the wheel. 
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6.10 Soil Sample Collection Repository 

 
Figure 131: Collection Repository Diagram 

 

As the excavator begins to penetrate the ground and the wheel buckets collect soil, the following 

process will begin: the soil will travel to the peak of the collector wheel where an opening is 

located, shown in figure 131. The soil will free fall and slide down the ramp of the collector 

wheel into the sample collection repository. At this point, the repository is being filled and 

reaching its 10 mL sample target. To determine if the repository has reached its target, the team 

is currently using a time algorithm to stop the rotation of the wheel.  

 

In the requirements, it is stated that the soil sample must be sealed when the repository is filled. 

Consequently, the team will integrate a spring loaded hinge between the repository and the lid. 

The current idea is to tie a nylon string to the top of the lid and tying it to the last diagonal 

support beam. The nylon string will cause the lid to stay open during the entire mission until the 

repository is filled. To relieve the tension of the string so, that the lid can close and seal the 

sample, the team is considering uses a nichrome burn-wire. The burn-wire, which is activated by 

the Arduino Mega, shall to burn through the string closing the lid. 

 

The pros of using a nichrome burn-wire is that this system involves less components, causing the 

system to be lighter in weight. The nichrome wire can be placed anywhere without distributing 

other systems in the vehicle. However, integrating this system does increase the potential hazard 

of a fire or to the user. Also, the team is aware that the nichrome wire can take a roughly a 

minute to activate and burn through the string.  
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6.11 Rover Electrical Design 
 

The team will be implementing an Arduino Mega as the microcontroller of the rover for its ease 

of use, processing speeds, and reliability. The Mega is the brains of the entire operations which 

will control the rover during its mission. The Mega will be safely secured within the upper body 

frame, In addition there is a physical barrier separating the Mega from other electronics. The 

team has designed the body frame to have a barrier between hardware and electrical components.  

 

 
Figure 132: Flow Chart of Plato Electronics 

 

Shown in figure 132, one can see the block diagram of the rovers operation, therefore, all 

electrical components are controlled by the Arduino Mega Microcontroller. The team is using 

deceives as its primary microcontroller choice because it’s best known for its ease of use, 

accessibility to information, and reliability. Therefore, the Mega is the brains of the operation, 

thus, it will store all the code necessary for the photoresistors, motor shields, and burn-wire 

system. The Arduino Mega also accommodates the adafruit motor shield v2.3 which is 

developed to fit the microcontroller. 
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A. Photoresistor Movement Initiation 

 

 
Figure 133: Wiring to Photoresistor 

 

Initiation of Plato will be determined by two photoresistors GL5516 LDR, manufactured by 

GiKfun Inc. One photoresistor is to the mounted to the left mechanical arm while the second 

photoresistor is placed on the right arm. This location was chosen because the photoresistor 

should not experience any shadows from the rover components that could potentially block the 

path of light. Therefore, the photoresistor shall read the most accurate light level reading. Figure 

133, explains the soldered connections to the photoresistors. Each soldered connection is covered 

with heat shrink tubing to prevent connections from being exposed and touching other wires.  

 

B. DC Converter  

 
Figure 134: DC Converter 

 

The motors being used for the movement of Plato, vertical arm displacement, and bucket-wheel 

excavator will utilize a 6V high-power DC motor. Therefore, the decision to use a 7.4V lipo 

battery indicates that a DC step down converter must be used for the functionality of the motors. 

If such system is not added then the risk of damaging, shorten the lifespan, and overheating of 

the motors becomes an issue.  

 

The eboot mini DC to DC buck converter, shown in figure 134, was chosen for its dimensional 

size needed to make Plato operational. The convertor is recessed into the lower body frame of 

Plato. The input voltage required for the converter is from 28V to 4V; output voltage given is 

from 0.8V to 20V; a maximum output current of 3 amps. The converter has an adjustable 
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potentiometer used to step down the voltage. The DC converter has proven to work efficiently in 

the rover movement and has caused no problems to the motor.  

 

C. Motor Controllers 

 

 
Figure 135: Adafruit Motor Shield 2.3V 

 

The Adafruit Motor Shield 2.3V, shown in figure 135, will power the four motor integrated in 

Plato. The motor shield is capable of controlling four DC motors, therefore, this motor shield 

shall control the left back, right back, left front, and right front motors. The motor shield is a 

critical electronic device because the team is able to solder terminals to the shield. Thus, the team 

can work with the other electronics without powering off other systems. Also, the shield provides 

an area in the middle of the board where other electronics can be solder to. 

  
Figure 136: Adafruit Motor Shield 2.3V 

 

The team will also use the L298 Motor drive, shown in figure 136. This motor driver will control 

the DC motors for the vertical arm displacement and Bucket-Wheel Excavator.  
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7. Project Planning 
 

7.1 Testing Plan  
 

7.1.1 Launch Vehicle Ground Testing 

 

Using the equations provide in section 3.4.10, the team was able to calculate the mass amount of 

black powder needed for separation of each section, which was 2.71 g for the main parachute bay 

and 2.52 g for the drogue bay. Each section will be ground tested using six, five, and four 2-56 

shear pins. Figure 137, represent the results that will determined during FRR.  

 

Charge 

Section 

Charge 

Size  

Number of 

Shear Pins 
Results 

Drogue 

Bay 
2.7 grams  

Six  To be Determined (TBD) 

Five  TBD 

Four TBD 

Main 

Parachute 

Bay 

2.5 grams  

Six  TBD 

Five  TBD 

Four TBD 

Figure 137: Ground Testing Results  

 

Ground testing will be conducted by maintaining the launch vehicle avionics bay section in a 

static position, therefore, the payload and fin can section shall separates in opposite direction. 

The team shall carefully load the charges and a run two separate wires from the Avionics bay. 

Each wire pull will be approximately 50 feet; thus, allowing the team to observe from 50-70 feet. 

The distance is appropriate to minimize possible hazards. The energetic charges will be activated 

using a launch controller that runs in series with a 12 volt battery. After the charges are 

deployed, the team will video record and observe the results, which are record using into the 

table in figure 137. If the team and mentor believes that the charges are insufficient for 

separation then the mass of the charge shall be increased and re-tested.  
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7.1.2 Payload testing 

 

A.  Pyrotechnic Bolt Testing  

  
Figure 138: PASCO Material Testing  

 

Purpose: The Lenoir-Rhyne Rocketry Team, decided that one of the best ways to determine the 

shear of the pyrotechnic bolt was to perform a three-point bend test of the material. Hence, this 

test consist of a system that has two spaced anvils that support the analyzed material on a fixed 

platform, and a third anvil that is attached to an upper load that makes contact with the material 

from the top.  

 

Procedure: The three-point bend test will implement the PASCO’s ME-8237 Bending 

Accessory. The distance between the two anvils supporting the pyrotechnic bolt will be 

measured. The distance between anvils is 1.7” which representing the distance of the shackle, 

The upper load will then compress the pyrotechnic bolt and the force applied will be recorded by 

a sensor. The data obtained by the equipment will be sent to the computer and plotted as Force 

(N) over Position (m). Lastly, a linear curve fit will be used to find the slope (F/Δx), which is 

equivalent to stiffness of the length of pyrotechnic bolt being tested. 

 

In figure 138, shows a bolt being tested. The team plans to test multiple bolts of the same 

polymer to see if they attend the expectations. The team is looking for the polymer that can 

withhold the greatest shear load during tests and flights. 
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Figure 139: Testing the 3-point Bend 

 

Results: 

 

 Test 1 of 3/8in Nylon Bolt: 
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Test 2 of 3/8in Nylon Bolt: 

 

 

 Test 1 of 0.5in Nylon Bolt: 
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Test 1 of 0.5in Polycarbonate Bolt: 

 

 

Test 2 of 0.5in Polycarbonate Bolt: 
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⅜” Nylon bolt after test (back) and ½” bolt (front) 

 

 

½” Polycarbonate bolt after test  

 

 

 

Analysis: 

 

The team verified that the ⅜” Nylon bolt could resist to forces of around 430N, which are fairly 

fragile for the launch’s expectations, and past that force, the bolt would bend but wouldn’t break. 

Furthermore, the 0.5 inches Nylon bolt presented capacity to resist to 1150N of force without 

breaking. However, the team noticed that the bolt gradually broke when it was being bent. The 

team believes this was caused by inconsistency of the printer’s nozzle temperature which did not 

happen with the ⅜ “Nylon bolt. The 0.5in Polycarbonate bolt presented the greatest resistance to 

the three-point bend test, while resisting in on a range between 900N and 1450N. Despite its 

resistance, the 0.5in Polycarbonate bolt presented to be inelastic and would shear when exerted 

forces were greater than what the material could handle. 

 

Conclusion/further testing 

 

One of the future tests that the team agreed to execute to identify which material will attend the 

expectations is a jerk test. The test will consist of the 10lbs weight being attached to the bolt with 

a 15 feet shock cord length. This will shall closely the specification given of the payload section. 

Initially, the weight will be next to the bolt, until it is dropped and reaches free fall. Whenever 

the string reaches maximum extension, it will generate a jerk force on the bolt, this will test the 
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material’s shear strength. The team also plans to conduct more 3-point-bend test to verify the 

consistency of the forces being applied to each bolt.   
 

B. Xbee Range and Time Delays  

 

Range from devices (ft)  Time delay (s) 

100 Feet  

500 Feet  

1000 feet  

1500 feet  

2500 feet  

5000 feet  

Figure 140: Xbee Range Table 

 

Figure 140, shows an xbee range table, where results will be recorded by FRR of the Xbee 

communications system. The team shall conduct the test at Rocketry of Central Carolina field in 

Midland, NC. One member will controlled the Xbee transmitter while the other member walks a 

distance, specified in the table, with the Xbee receiver in hand. The time recorded will be when 

the ground station sends the command until the LED on board is turned on. During the launch 

day, the team will refer back to this figure, therefore, before deactivating any circuit the team 

will wait an approximate time according to the distance from the payload.  
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7.1.3 Rover testing  

 

A. Rover Initiation Test   

 

The photoresistors light values start at zero which indicates complete darkness and end at 1,000. 

In this case, the photoresistors are signaling the highest value of light. Testing of photoresistor 

have been conducted, the purpose of these tests is to determine the light levels at different times 

during launch day. The figure below shows the results the team found at 08:00 am to 13:00 hours 

on sunny winter day.  

 

Time of Day Recorded light level Time of Day Recorded light level 

08:00 847 11:00  1000 

09:00 934 12:00  1000 

10:00  987 13:00 1000 

Figure 141: Photoresistor Output at Various Times 

 

After analyzing the data, the team has determined that once both photoresistors satisfy a value 

greater than 750, then Plato shall begin to travel and reach the targeted goal. This number was 

chosen as the minimal standard for initiation since the photoresistors light levels inside the rover 

housing, which is placed inside the phenolic airframe, outputs lower. On launch day, the team 

will verify that the weather conditions satisfy the conditions needed for Plato to operate. If 

needed the team will increase or decrease the value which initiation will begin.  

 

B. Rover Movement  

 
Figure 142: PDR Rover Movement  
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The initial idea for rover movement, presented in PDR, was to turn the vehicle by lowering the 

motor speeds of one side. Therefore, if the right side motors are lowered and the left motors 

speeds remain the same, the rover will experience a curved path to the right, as shown in figure 

142.  However, after conducting preliminary rover movement test, the team observed how the 

rover experience an unwanted amount of resistance to the ground. This caused the rover to skip 

will turning and not travel in the direction the team anticipated would happen. Therefore, the 

team is currently exploring a different method for turning the rover. The new method of turning 

is to program the rover to move similarly to a tank. For example, if the left motors of the rover 

were spun in a forward direction while the right motors spun in the opposite direction, then the 

rover will experience a lateral movement, as shown in figure 143. The team believes this method 

will cause the rover to turn; therefore, the team shall conduct new test and results will be present 

by FRR.  

 
Figure 143: CDR Rover Movement  
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7.2 NASA General Requirements  
 

General Requirements  

Requirements 
Verification  

Method 
Verification Plan Status 

1.1. Students on the team will do 100% of the 

project, including design, construction, written 

reports, presentations, and flight preparation with 

the exception of assembling the motors and 

handling black powder or any variant of ejection 

charges, or preparing and installing electric 

matches (to be done by the team’s mentor). 

Team Inspection 

LRRT members will create all documents 

and facilitate all aspects of the project. The 

Rocket Mentor will only assist during launch 

prep through the handling of energetics. 

Continuously 

verified. 

1.2. The team will provide and maintain a project 

plan to include, but not limited to the following 

items: project milestones, budget and community 

support, checklists, personnel assignments, STEM 

engagement events, and risks and mitigations. 

Inspection/ 

Documentation 

Documentation will be stored in a binder 

labeled “project plan”. This will allow 

project plan information to be kept in a 

concise and portable fashion. Project plan 

info is presented in each milestone package; 

STEM engagement forms have been 

submitted after each engagement. 

Verified now 

and in the 

future. 

1.3. Foreign National (FN) team members must 

be identified by the Preliminary Design Review 

(PDR) and may or may not have access to certain 

activities during launch week due to security 

restrictions. In addition, FN’s may be separated 

from their team during certain activities. 

Team Inspection 

Identify foreign nationals on our team by 

PDR. Not everyone working on this project 

will go to Launch Week. Foreign nationals 

will be briefed about the trip and procedural 

requirements. 

Verified 

1.4. The team must identify all team members 

attending launch week activities by the Critical 

Team 

Inspection/ 

All team members that will travel are 

identified. 
Verified 
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Design Review (CDR). Team members will 

include:  

Evaluation 

1.4.1. Students actively engaged in the project 

throughout the entire year. 

LRRT members keeps a roster of active team 

members throughout the semester record 

attendance at each official LRRT meeting. 

Verified 

1.4.2. One mentor (see requirement 1.13). Dr. Knight’s Bio is in this report. Verified 

1.4.3. No more than two adult educators. 
Adult educators will be listed in all milestone 

documents. 
Verified 

1.5. The team will engage a minimum of 200 

participants in educational, hands-on science, 

technology, engineering, and mathematics 

(STEM) activities, as defined in the STEM 

Engagement Activity Report, by FRR. To satisfy 

this requirement, all events must occur between 

project acceptance and the FRR due date and the 

STEM Engagement Activity Report must be 

submitted via email within two weeks of the 

completion of the event. A sample of the STEM 

Engagement Activity Report can be found on 

page 33 of the handbook.  

Documentation 

Local educational engagement activities are 

planned throughout the year. Submission of 

each STEM engagement form will include 

number of students engaged and kept on file. 

Verified 

1.6. The team will establish a social media 

presence to inform the public about team 

activities. 

Created 

Students have created an Instagram page, 

where milestones have been put in the 

project. 

Verified 

1.7. Teams will email all deliverables to the 

NASA project management team by the deadline 

specified in the handbook for each milestone. In 

the event that a deliverable is too large to attach to 

Inspection 

The LRRT has NASA’s email addresses on 

file to send milestone documents prior to the 

due date. 

Verified 
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an email, inclusion of a link to download the file 

will be sufficient. 

1.8. All deliverables must be in PDF format. Team Inspection 
Team Leads convert submission packages 

into PDF format before submission. 

Continuously 

Verified 

1.9. In every report, teams will provide a table of 

contents including major sections and their 

respective sub-sections. 

Team Inspection 

Team Engineering Lead provide table of 

contents prior to each Milestone document 

submission. 

Continuously 

Verified 

1.10. In every report, the team will include the 

page number at the bottom of the page. 
Team Inspection 

Team Engineering Lead to add page numbers 

before Milestone Document submissions. 

Continuously 

Verified 

1.11. The team will provide any computer 

equipment necessary to perform a video 

teleconference with the review panel. This 

includes, but is not limited to, a computer system, 

video camera, speaker telephone, and a sufficient 

Internet connection. Cellular phones should be 

used for speakerphone capability only as a last 

resort. 

Inspection 

All needed equipment will be accounted for 

at least half an hour prior to each 

teleconference. LRRT has a Vidyo account 

that can be used during each Teleconference. 

Continuously 

Verified 

1.12. All teams will be required to use the launch 

pads provided by Student Launch’s launch 

services provider. No custom pads will be 

permitted on the launch field. Eight foot 1010 

rails and 12 foot 1515 rails will be provided. The 

launch rails will be canted 5 to 10 degrees away 

from the crowd on launch day. The exact cant will 

depend on launch day wind conditions 

Test/ Inspection 

All high powered test launches will be 

completed at the ROCC launch site in 

Midland, NC. If this site is unavailable, other 

NAR verified launch sites will be used. 

Continuously 

Verified 

1.13.  Each team must identify a “mentor.” A 

mentor is defined as an adult who is included as a 

team member, who will be supporting the team 

Inspection 

The Rocket Mentor is Dr. Douglas Knight. 

He is NAR Level II Certified in Model 

Rocketry. 

Verified 
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(or multiple teams) throughout the project year, 

and may or may not be affiliated with the school, 

institution, or organization. The mentor must 

maintain a current certification, and be in good 

standing, through the National Association of 

Rocketry (NAR) or Tripoli Rocketry Association 

(TRA) for the motor impulse of the launch 

vehicle and must have flown and successfully 

recovered (using electronic, staged recovery) a 

minimum of 2 flights in this or a higher impulse 

class, prior to PDR. The mentor is designated as 

the individual owner of the rocket for liability 

purposes and must travel with the team to launch 

week. One travel stipend will be provided per 

mentor regardless of the number of teams he or 

she supports. The stipend will only be provided if 

the team passes FRR and the team and mentor 

attend launch week in April.  

 

 

Vehicle Requirements  

Requirements 
Verification 

Method 
Verification Plan Status 

2.1. The vehicle will deliver the payload to 

an apogee altitude between 4,000 and 5,500 

feet above ground level (AGL). Teams 

flying below 3,500 feet or above 6,000 feet 

on Launch Day will be disqualified and 

receive zero altitude points towards their 

Test flight(s)/ 

Analysis. 

Will determine validity of simulation for 

half and full scale rocket flights. The 

“tweaking” of actual CD will enhance 

altitude prediction accuracy. 

Continuous 

Verification 
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overall project score. 

2.2. Teams shall identify their target 

altitude goal at the PDR milestone. The 

declared target altitude will be used to 

determine the team’s altitude score during 

Launch Week. 

Documentation 
Altitude goal of 4100 feet is in the CDR; 

section 1.2.4. and in Flysheet. 
Verified 

2.3. The vehicle will carry one 

commercially available, barometric 

altimeter for recording the official altitude 

used in determining the Altitude Award 

winner. The Altitude Award will be given 

to the team with the smallest difference 

between their measured apogee and their 

official target altitude on launch day 

Demonstration/ test 

launch 

The Stratologger CF is our chosen altimeter 

for determining our altitude for the 

competition. 

Will be verified 

prior to launch day 

2.4. Each altimeter will be armed by a 

dedicated mechanical arming switch that is 

accessible from the exterior of the rocket 

airframe when the rocket is in the launch 

configuration on the launch pad. 

Demonstration 

Designed in Altimeter Bay system. 

Airframe will have two holes that two keys 

will occupy. Each key will have a red tag 

that says “remove before flight” with the 

action of turning the key that arms the 

altimeter. 

To be verified in 

test launch; prior 

to FRR. 

2.5. Each altimeter will have a dedicated 

power supply. 

Design/ Team 

Inspection 

Each altimeter will be wired to a 9V 

Duracell battery. Each battery will be 

protected in its housing unit in each 

altimeter sled. 

Verified 

2.6. Each arming switch will be capable of 

being locked in the ON position for launch 

(i.e. cannot be disarmed due to flight 

forces). 

Design/ Team 

Inspection 

The keys will remain on the “on” position 

during flight and are not capable of being 

turned unless they are pushed into the 

socket by an LRRT member. 

Verified at the 

Test Launch. 
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2.7. The launch vehicle will be designed to 

be recoverable and reusable. Reusable is 

defined as being able to launch again on the 

same day without repairs or modifications. 

Flight Test/ Design/ 

Inspection 

The launch vehicle design will allow the 

rocket to be flown, recovered, and reused 

on the same day. The launch vehicle design 

is section 3 of this report. 

To be verified 

prior to FRR. 

2.8. The launch vehicle will have a 

maximum of four (4) independent sections. 

An independent section is defined as a 

section that is either tethered to the main 

vehicle or is recovered separately from the 

main vehicle using its own parachute. 

Flight Test/ Design 

LRRT’s design will have three sections: fin 

can, altimeter bay system and the lander / 

payload section. The fin can and altimeter 

bay section will be tethered together via 

shock cord during descent. 

Verified during 

test launches. 

2.8.1. Coupler/airframe shoulders which are 

located at in-flight separation points will be 

at least 1 body diameter in length. 

Design/ Inspection 

Coupler/airframe shoulders are in the 

design; see section 3 in CDR and further 

analysis planned for CDR. 

Verified 

2.8.2. Nosecone shoulders which are 

located at in-flight separation points will be 

at least ½ body diameter in length. 

Design/ Inspection 

See section 3.3.5. Nosecone shoulders will 

be developed and built prior to CDR. 

Currently, the nose cone is sitting at 2.5 

inches; however, the team will modify to 

make it 3 inches 

Verified Prior to 

CDR 

2.9. The launch vehicle will be limited to a 

single stage. 

Inspection of full 

scale rocket 

Design of rocket will limit the rocket to a 

single stage. 
Verified 

2.10.  The launch vehicle will be capable 

of being prepared for flight at the launch 

site within 2 hours of the time the Federal 

Aviation Administration flight waiver 

opens. 

Checklists/ time 

management/ 

inspection 

LRRT will increase launch prep efficiency 

be preparing launch subsystems, 

inventorying items, and conducting 

inspections the night before a launch. 

Continuously 

verified 

2.11.  The launch vehicle will be capable 

of remaining in launch-ready configuration 

on the pad for a minimum of 2 hours 

Test/inspection of 

electronics. 

LRRT will reinforce and inspect electronics 

prior to launch. 

Continuously 

Verified 
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without losing the functionality of any 

critical on-board components. 

2.12.  The launch vehicle will be capable 

of being launched by a standard 12-volt 

direct current firing system. The firing 

system will be provided by the NASA-

designated launch services provider. 

Test launch using 

this system 

LRRT will use direct current firing system 

with igniters at the ROCC test launches in 

Midland, NC. 

Verified during 

planned test 

launches. 

2.13. The launch vehicle will require no 

external circuitry or special ground support 

equipment to initiate launch (other than 

what is provided by the launch services 

provider). 

Inspection of 

electronics prior to 

launch/ Design 

Electronics will be internal circuitry that is 

housed in electronics bays in the rocket.  

Verified 

continuously. 

2.14. The launch vehicle will use a 

commercially available solid motor 

propulsion system using ammonium 

perchlorate composite propellant (APCP) 

which is approved and certified by the 

National Association of Rocketry (NAR), 

Tripoli Rocketry Association (TRA), and/or 

the Canadian Association of Rocketry 

(CAR). 

Design/ Inspection 

The LRRT will use an Aerotech J1000 or 

Cessaroni K660 motor for launch. Upon 

decision of which motor to choose, the 

LRRT will order motors to ensure prompt 

delivery prior to test launched. 

Verified 

2.14.1. Final motor choices will be declared 

by the Critical Design Review (CDR) 

milestone. 

Design See section 1.2.3 Verified 

2.14.2.  Any motor change after CDR must 

be approved by the NASA Range Safety 

Officer (RSO) and will only be approved if 

the change is for the sole purpose of 

increasing the safety margin. A penalty 

Design/ Inspection 

LRRT will not change the motor after the 

CDR milestone. A decision on which motor 

to be used will occur prior to CDR. 

Verified 
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against the team’s overall score will be 

incurred when a motor change is made after 

the CDR milestone, regardless of the 

reason. 

2.15. Pressure vessels on the vehicle will be 

approved by the RSO and will meet the 

following criteria: 

N/A due to no 

pressure vessels in 

rocket or payload 

N/A N/A 

2.15.1. The minimum factor of safety 

(Burst or Ultimate pressure versus Max 

Expected Operating Pressure) will be 4:1 

with supporting design documentation 

included in all milestone reviews. 

N/A due to no 

pressure vessels in 

rocket or payload 

N/A N/A 

2.15.2. Each pressure vessel will include a 

pressure relief valve that sees the full 

pressure of the tank and is capable of 

withstanding the maximum pressure and 

flow rate of the tank. 

N/A due to no 

pressure vessels in 

rocket or payload 

N/A N/A 

2.15.3. Full pedigree of the tank will be 

described, including the application for 

which the tank was designed, and the 

history of the tank, including the number of 

pressure cycles put on the tank, by whom, 

and when. 

N/A,  Tank is not 

used in project. 
N/A N/A 

2.16. The total impulse provided by a 

College or University launch vehicle will 

not exceed 5,120 Newton-seconds (L-

class). The total impulse provided by a 

High School or Middle School launch 

vehicle will not exceed 2,560 Newton-

Design/ test launch 

LRRT will calculate the impulse of the 

motor; LRRT will only launch a K-motor 

or less due to launch site constraints.  

Verified 
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seconds (K-class). 

2.17. The launch vehicle will have a 

minimum static stability margin of 2.0 at 

the point of rail exit. Rail exit is defined at 

the point where the forward rail button 

loses contact with the rail. 

Analysis/ design 
Static stability margin is 2.93/ see flysheet. 

See Section 1.2.4..  

Verified 

Continuously  

2.18. The launch vehicle will accelerate to a 

minimum velocity of 52 fps at rail exit. 
Analysis/ design See flysheet. See section 1.2.4 

Verified 

Continuously  

2.19. All teams will successfully launch and 

recover a subscale model of their rocket 

prior to CDR. Subscales are not required to 

be high power rockets.  

Demonstration  

LRRT will successfully launch a sub-scale 

rocket that follows all safety procedures 

and checklist  

Verified 

2.19.1. The subscale model should 

resemble and perform as similarly as 

possible to the full-scale model, however, 

the full-scale will not be used as the 

subscale model. 

Design/ Inspection 

Sub-scale model is designed to resemble 

the full scale rocket but dimensions are ⅔. 

Unfortunately, due to recurring inclement 

weather present in NC, the team has been 

unable to launch the subscale vehicle before 

CDR. The new plan is to still proceed 

launching and presenting the results by the 

CDR presentation, January 28, 2019 

Verified end of 

January, 2019 

2.19.2.  The subscale model will carry an 

altimeter capable of recording the model’s 

apogee altitude. 

Design/     Test 
The Subscale rocket will carry a 

StratologgerCF altimeter during its flight. 
Verified by FRR 

2.19.3.  The subscale rocket must be a 

newly constructed rocket, designed and 

built specifically for this year’s project. 

Design 

LRRT will build a completely new rocket 

while using experience from last year’s 

project  

Verified 

2.19.4.  Proof of a successful flight shall be Test launches/ Half Scale Launch is scheduled for Not Verified; 
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supplied in the CDR report. Altimeter data 

output may be used to meet this 

requirement. 

documentation November 17, and additional launch was 

planned for December 15; however, due to 

recurring inclement weather in NC each 

week, the team has not been able to fly 

during the launch windows available; 

however, the team does plan to have a 

launch before the CDR presentation 

Verification will 

come during the 

CDR Presentation 

2.20. All teams will complete 

demonstration flights as outlined below 

Test / 

documentation. 

Demonstration flights will be documented, 

recorded, and completed prior to FRR. 
Verified by FRR 

2.20.1. Vehicle Demonstration Flight - All 

teams will successfully launch and recover 

their full-scale rocket prior to FRR in its 

final flight configuration. The rocket flown 

must be the same rocket to be flown on 

launch day. The purpose of the Vehicle 

Demonstration Flight is to validate the 

launch vehicle’s stability, structural 

integrity, recovery systems, and the team’s 

ability to prepare the launch vehicle for 

flight. A successful flight is defined as a 

launch in which all hardware is functioning 

properly (i.e. drogue chute at apogee, main 

chute at the intended lower altitude, 

functioning tracking devices, etc.). The 

following criteria must be met during the 

full-scale demonstration flight: 

Test / 

documentation 

Demonstration flights will be documented, 

recorded, and completed prior to the FRR. 
Verified by FRR 

2.20.1.1. The vehicle and recovery system 

will have functioned as designed. 
Flight testing 

Successful recovery system deployment 

during a test launch will be completed. 
Verified by FRR 

2.20.1.2. The full-scale rocket must be a Design; Rocket Design for Rocket is new for this Verified 
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newly constructed rocket, designed and 

built specifically for this year’s project. 

documentation; tests year; preliminary design is in the PDR and 

will be finalized in the CDR. 

2.20.1.3. The payload does not have 

to be flown during the full-scale Vehicle 

Demonstration Flight. The following 

requirements still apply:  

Test  

Mass simulation will simulate the payload. 

The payload will be tested for flight 

readiness prior to launch day. 

Verified 

2.20.1.3.1. If the payload is not flown, mass 

simulators will be used to simulate the 

payload mass. 

Test/ Analysis 
LRRT will use simulated payload when 

performing test launches. 
Verified 

2.20.1.3.2. The mass simulators will be 

located in the same approximate location on 

the rocket as the missing payload mass. 

Design/ inspection. 
Mass simulators will be placed in the 

rocket’s payload section. 

Verified prior to 

FRR. 

2.20.1.4. If the payload changes the 

external surfaces of the rocket (such as with 

camera housings or external probes) or 

manages the total energy of the vehicle, 

those systems will be active during the full-

scale Vehicle Demonstration Flight. 

Flight test; analysis 
The lander will be tested during the full 

scale demonstration flight. 

Verified prior to 

FRR 

2.20.1.5. Teams shall fly the launch 

day motor for the Vehicle Demonstration 

Flight. The RSO may approve use of an 

alternative motor if the home launch field 

cannot support the full impulse of the 

launch day motor or in other extenuating 

circumstances. 

Test/   Analysis 

LRRT members will only use J or K motors 

that are compliant with launch regulations 

of the ROCC site in Midland, NC. 

Verified by FRR 

2.20.1.6. The vehicle must be flown 

in its fully ballasted configuration during 

the full-scale test flight. Fully ballasted 

Test/  Analysis  
The rocket will be re-flown if ballast are 

added to the rocket.  
Verified by FRR 
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refers to the same amount of ballast that 

will be flown during the launch day flight. 

Additional ballast may not be added 

without a re-flight of the full scale launch 

vehicle. 

2.20.1.7. After successfully 

completing the full-scale demonstration 

flight, the launch vehicle or any of its 

components will not be modified without 

the concurrence of the NASA Range Safety 

Officer (RSO). 

Test/  Analysis 
All rocket components will be tested prior 

to the FRR deadline. 
Verified by FRR. 

2.20.1.8. Proof of a successful flight 

shall be supplied in the FRR report. 

Altimeter data output is required to meet 

this requirement. 

Test/ Documentation  
All altimeter data will be tested and 

recorded.  
Verified by FRR 

2.20.1.9. Vehicle Demonstration 

flights must be completed by the FRR 

submission deadline. If the Student Launch 

office determines that a Vehicle 

Demonstration Re-flight is necessary, then 

an extension may be granted. This 

extension is only valid for re-flights, not 

first-time flights. Teams completing a 

required re-flight must submit an FRR 

Addendum by the FRR Addendum 

deadline. 

Test/ Demonstration  

LRRT will complete full scale test launches 

that follow all checklist and safety 

procedures. 

Verified before 

FRR 

2.20.2. Payload Demonstration Flight - All 

teams will successfully launch and recover 

their full-scale rocket containing the 

Demonstration  

Payload demonstration flight will be 

completed in February 2019 to demonstrate 

flight readiness. 

Verified by FRR. 
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completed payload prior to the Payload 

Demonstration Flight deadline. The rocket 

flown must be the same rocket to be flown 

on launch day. The purpose of the Payload 

Demonstration Flight is to prove the launch 

vehicle’s ability to safely retain the 

constructed payload during flight and to 

show that all aspects of the payload 

perform as designed. A successful flight is 

defined as a launch in which the rocket 

experiences stable ascent, the payload is 

fully retained during ascent and descent, 

and the payload is safely deployed on the 

ground. The following criteria must be met 

during the Payload Demonstration Flight: 

2.20.2.1. The payload must be fully 

retained throughout the entirety of the 

flight, all retention mechanisms must 

function as designed, and the retention 

mechanism must not sustain damage 

requiring repair. 

Inspection, Test, 

Demonstration  

Payload systems will be ground tested prior 

to flight. Payload will be tested in flight 

before flight on launch day to ensure that 

the lander and rover mechanisms function 

properly. 

Verified prior to 

FRR. 

2.20.2.2. The payload flown must be 

the final, active version. 
Inspection  

Payload will be built according to designs; 

which will not be modified after CDR. 

Verified prior to 

FRR. 

2.20.2.3. If the above criteria is met 

during the original Vehicle Demonstration 

Flight, occurring prior to the FRR deadline 

and the information is included in the FRR 

package, the additional flight and FRR 

Addendum are not required. 

Test/ Demonstration  
LRRT’s goal is to complete all flight 

testing prior to FRR.  

Verified prior to 

FRR. 
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2.20.2.4.Payload Demonstration Flights 

must be completed by the FRR Addendum 

deadline. No extensions will be granted. 

Demonstration  

LRRT will have all flight testing and 

demonstration flights completed before the 

FRR due date 

Verified by FRR 

2.21. An FRR Addendum will be required 

for any team completing a Payload 

Demonstration Flight or NASA required 

Vehicle Demonstration Re-flight after the 

submission of the FRR Report. 

Test/ Demonstration  
LRRT’s goal is to have all flight tests 

completed before FRR.  

Verified prior to 

FRR 

2.21.1. Teams required to complete a 

Vehicle Demonstration Re-Flight and 

failing to submit the FRR Addendum by the 

deadline will not be permitted to fly the 

vehicle at launch week. 

Test/ Demonstration  

LRRT’s goal is to have all flight tests 

completed successfully prior to FRR 

deadlines (or FRR Addendum deadlines if 

necessary) to prevent this scenario from 

occurring. 

Verification prior 

to FRR Addendum 

2.21.2. Teams who successfully complete a 

Vehicle Demonstration Flight but fail to 

qualify the payload by satisfactorily 

completing the Payload Demonstration 

Flight requirement will not be permitted to 

fly the payload at launch week. 

Test/ Demonstration  

 LRRT will complete a payload 

demonstration   

And will follow correct safety procedure if 

Payload Demonstration does not go 

according to plan. 

Verified after 

Payload 

Demonstration   

2.21.3. Teams who complete a Payload 

Demonstration Flight which is not fully 

successful may petition the NASA RSO for 

permission to fly the payload at launch 

week. Permission will not be granted if the 

RSO or the Review Panel have any safety 

concerns.  

Test/ Demonstration  

 LRRT will complete a payload 

demonstration   

and will follow correct safety procedure if 

Payload Demonstration does not go 

according to plan. 

Verified after 

Payload 

Demonstration   

2.22. Any structural protuberance on the 

rocket will be located aft of the burnout 

center of gravity. 

Inspection  
LRRT will assess all structural parts of the 

rocket to find center of gravity. 
Verified  
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2.23.  The team’s name and launch day 

contact information shall be in or on the 

rocket airframe as well as in or on any 

section of the vehicle that separates during 

flight and is not tethered to the main 

airframe. This information shall be included 

in a manner that allows the information to 

be retrieved without the need to open or 

separate the vehicle. 

Inspection 

Team leads will ensure all contact 

information will be correctly across 

airframe. 

Verified by FRR  

2.24.1.  The launch vehicle will not utilize 

forward canards. Camera housings will be 

exempted, provided the team can show that 

the housing(s) causes minimal aerodynamic 

effect on the rocket’s stability 

Will not purchase 

canards, or camera 

housing to attach to 

the rocket 

N/A N/A 

2.24.2.  The launch vehicle will not utilize 

forward firing motors. 

Will not put a motor 

in the nosecone of 

the rocket 

N/A N/A 

2.24.3.  The launch vehicle will not utilize 

motors that expel titanium sponges (Sparky, 

Skidmark, MetalStorm, etc.) 

Will not buy a motor 

that has this as a 

material component 

N/A N/A 

2.24.4.  The launch vehicle will not utilize 

hybrid motors. 

Will not buy a motor 

that is a hybrid, only 

APCP type 

N/A N/A 

2.24.5.  The launch vehicle will not utilize a 

cluster of motors. 

Will not buy a motor 

that requires a 

cluster 

 

N/A N/A 

2.24.6.  The launch vehicle will not utilize Will not buy a N/A N/A 
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friction fitting for motors motors that requires 

friction fittings  

2.24.7.  The launch vehicle will not exceed 

Mach 1 at any point during flight. 

Will not buy a motor 

with capabilities of 

reaching Mach 1 

N/A N/A 

2.24.8. Vehicle ballast will not exceed 10% 

of the total unballasted weight of the rocket 

as it would sit on the pad (i.e. a rocket with 

and unballasted weight of 40 lbs. on the pad 

may contain a maximum of 4 lbs. of 

ballast). 

Design; Inspection See section 1.2.1 Verified 

2.24.9. Transmissions from onboard 

transmitters will not exceed 250 mW of 

power. 

Will not acquire 

transmitters capable 

of transmitting 

power exceeding 

250 mW 

N/A N/A 

2.24.10. Excessive and/or dense metal will 

not be utilized in the construction of the 

vehicle. Use of lightweight metal will be 

permitted but limited to the amount 

necessary to ensure structural integrity of 

the airframe under the expected operating 

stresses. 

Design; flight test 

Design of the rocket will limit usage and 

reliance of metal. Airframe, nosecone, 

interior frame, and fin can are all non-metal 

based. 

Verified 

 

 

Recovery System Requirements 

Requirements Verification Verification Plan Status 
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Method 

3.1. The launch vehicle will stage the deployment of 

its recovery devices, where a drogue parachute is 

deployed at apogee and a main parachute is 

deployed at a lower altitude. Tumble or streamer 

recovery from apogee to main parachute deployment 

is also permissible, provided that kinetic energy 

during drogue-stage descent is reasonable, as 

deemed by the RSO. 

Demonstration; 

testing 

LRRT will construct a dual deployment 

recovery system based on ejection 

charges that are triggered through the 

altimeter bay system. The drogue 

parachute will deploy at apogee, and the 

main parachute will deploy at 800 feet of 

altitude. 

Verification 

before FRR 

3.1.1. The main parachute shall be deployed no 

lower than 500 feet. 

Testing; 

Demonstration. 

Main parachute will deploy at 800 feet. 

Altimeter data will verify the height of 

rocket at parachute deployment. 

Verification 

prior to FRR 

3.1.2. The apogee event may contain a delay of no 

more than 2 seconds 

Test; 

demonstration 

Altimeter will be set to deploy the drogue 

parachute immediately with no delay 

upon apogee. Pre-flight inspection and 

programming of altimeter prior to flight 

to ensure this capability. 

Verification 

prior to FRR. 

3.2. Each team must perform a successful ground 

ejection test for both the drogue and main 

parachutes. This must be done prior to the initial 

subscale and full-scale launches. 

Test (ground) 

See Section 7.12: Ground testing. Ground 

testing rig will be constructed with 

ejection charges tested prior to flight. 

Verification 

prior to FRR 

3.3. At landing, each independent section of the 

launch vehicle will have a maximum kinetic energy 

of 75 ft-lbf. 

Testing; flight 

analysis 

LRRT will perform simulations prior to 

flight; see Launch Vehicle Section 3.5.4. 

Continuously 

Verified 

3.4. The recovery system electrical circuits will be 

completely independent of any payload electrical 

circuits. 

Design; 

Inspection 

Electronics bay (altimeter bay) and 

payload will be in completely separate 

locations that are separated by bulkheads. 

Verified 
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3.5. All recovery electronics will be powered by 

commercially available batteries.  
Team Inspection. 

LRRT will use 9V Duracell Batteries to 

power all electronics. Designs will allow 

these batteries to be used. See Electrical 

Schematics. 

Continuously 

Verified 

3.6. The recovery system will contain redundant, 

commercially available altimeters. The term 

“altimeters” includes both simple altimeters and 

more sophisticated flight computers. 

Design; Team 

Inspection 

The team has agreed to use the 

StratologgerCF and Marsa 54 altimeters. 

These altimeters will be housed in the 

altimeter bay system and programmed to 

deploy the parachutes at specific altitudes. 

See sections 3.4.4 and 3.4.3 

Verified 

3.7. Motor ejection is not a permissible form of 

primary or secondary deployment.  
Design; test 

LRRT will use four ejection charges to 

separate the drogue and main parachutes 

for dual deployment. These charges are 

initiated by the altimeter bay system and 

separate from the motor. See section 

3.4.9. 

Verified 

3.8. Removable shear pins will be used for both the 

main parachute compartment and the drogue 

parachute compartment.  

Design; testing 

shear pins 

LRRT will purchase sheer pins and 

perform ground test calculations to 

determine shear pin strength prior to 

flight. Goal is to rely on shear pins in as 

few situations as possible. 

Verified prior 

to FRR. 

3.9. Recovery area will be limited to a 2,500 ft. 

radius from the launch pads.  
Inspection 

LRRT will observe pre-launch checklists, 

inspect recovery section to prevent 

recovery failure modes, and not launch if 

wind speeds are in excess of 15 mph. 

Continuously 

Verified 

3.10. Descent time will be limited to 90 seconds 

(apogee to touch down). 
Test; Analysis 

LRRT flight simulations predict a descent 

time of less than 90 seconds (section 

3.5.3). Descent time is recorded on 

altimeters and analyzed after flight. 

Continuously 

Verified 
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3.11. An electronic tracking device will be installed 

in the launch vehicle and will transmit the position 

of the tethered vehicle or any independent section to 

a ground receiver.  

Test; Design 

Two beeline trackers will be installed in 

our lander and electronics bay of the 

rockets; trackers will be traceable via 

Yagi antennas. 

Verified 

3.11.1. Any rocket section or payload component, 

which lands untethered to the launch vehicle, will 

contain an active electronic tracking device. 

Test; Design 

The only component separated from the 

launch vehicle is the Lander. It will have 

a Beeline Tracker installed to track its 

location with a Yagi antenna. 

Verified 

3.11.2.  The electronic tracking device(s) will be 

fully functional during the official flight on launch 

day. 

Test 

LRRT will charge electronic tracking 

devices prior to launch day and be 

powered on prior to flight and verified 

through receiving transmission through 

the Yagi antenna. 

Verified on 

Launch Day 

3.12. The recovery system electronics will not be 

adversely affected by any other on-board electronic 

devices during flight (from launch until landing). 

Inspection; test 

launch 

demonstration 

Recovery electronics will be shielded 

from other electronics via aluminum foil 

to prevent interference during flight.  

Continuously 

verified. 

3.12.1. The recovery system altimeters will be 

physically located in a separate compartment within 

the vehicle from any other radio frequency 

transmitting device and/or magnetic wave producing 

device. 

Design; 

Inspection 

Recovery system altimeters will be places 

in the altimeter bay system and separated 

from the tracking devices and other 

electronics via aluminum foil and a 

wooden bulkhead. See section 3.4.1. 

Continuously 

Verified 

3.12.2. The recovery system electronics will be 

shielded from all onboard transmitting devices to 

avoid inadvertent excitation of the recovery system 

electronics. 

Inspection; 

Design 

Recovery system electronics will be 

shielded via aluminum foil and inspected 

prior to launch. 

Continuously 

Verified 

3.12.3. The recovery system electronics will be 

shielded from all onboard devices which may 

generate magnetic waves (such as generators, 

Design; 

Inspection 

All electronics not associated with 

recovery will be housed in a separate 

electronics bay. Electronics will be 

Continuously 

Verified. 
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solenoid valves, and Tesla coils) to avoid 

inadvertent excitation of the recovery system. 

shielded with aluminum foil and 

bulkheads to separate sections of the 

altimeter bay. 

3.12.4. The recovery system electronics will be 

shielded from any other onboard devices which may 

adversely affect the proper operation of the recovery 

system electronics 

Design; 

Inspection 

All electronics not associated with 

recovery will be housed in a separate 

electronics bay. Electronics will be 

shielded with aluminum foil and 

bulkheads to separate sections of the 

altimeter bay. Shieling will be inspected 

prior to launch. 

Continuously 

Verified. 

 

Payload Experiment Requirements  

Requirements 
Verification 

Method 
Verification Plan Status 

4.2. College/University Division – Each team will 

choose one experiment option from the following 

list.  

Team Inspection 
Experiment option decision listed in 

proposal and PDR. 
Verified 

4.2.1. An additional experiment (limit of 1) is 

allowed, and may be flown, but will not contribute 

to scoring. 

Documentation 

Team decided to not conduct any 

additional experiments on this 

flight. 

Verified 

4.2.2. If the team chooses to fly an additional 

experiment, they will provide the appropriate 

documentation in all design reports so the 

experiment may be reviewed for flight safety. 

Documentation 
No additional experiment will be 

flown with the rocket. 
Verified 

4.3. Deployable Rover / Soil Sample Recovery 

Requirements 

Inspection / 

Testing 

Team will construct the rover that is 

indicated in the LRRT Proposal and 

Verified prior to 

Launch Week. 
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PDR. 

4.3.1. Teams will design a custom rover that will 

deploy from the internal structure of the launch 

vehicle. 

Inspection / 

Testing 

Team will construct the rover that is 

indicated in the LRRT Proposal and 

PDR. 

Verified prior to 

launch week. 

4.3.2.  The rover will be retained within the 

vehicle utilizing a fail-safe active retention system. 

The retention system will be robust enough to 

retain the rover if atypical flight forces are 

experienced. 

Inspection / Test 

Team will create the rover retention 

system within the lander between 

CDR and FRR. 

Verify via payload 

demonstration flight 

prior to FRR. 

4.3.3.  At landing, and under the supervision of 

the Remote Deployment Officer, the team will 

remotely activate a trigger to deploy the rover from 

the rocket. 

Testing. 

XBee communication system will 

initiate a sequence of events leading 

to rover deployment from the 

lander. 

Verified prior to 

Launch Week. 

4.3.4. After deployment, the rover will 

autonomously move at least 10 ft. (in any direction) 

from the launch vehicle. Once the rover has 

reached its final destination, it will recover a soil 

sample. 

Testing by Team 

LRRT will construct a rover that 

can perform the required tasks as 

required. The rover is detailed in 

the PDR’s Rover Section. 

Have workable rover 

created before 

Launch week. 

4.3.5. The soil sample will be a minimum of 10 

milliliters (mL). 

Testing / 

electronics code 

Construct and label a 10mL soil 

collection container that will be 

filled prior to the sealing of the 

sample. 

Plan to verify prior 

to launch week. 

4.3.6. The soil sample will be contained in an 

onboard container or compartment. The container 

or compartment will be closed or sealed to protect 

the sample after collection. 

Testing 

LRRT will design and build a soil 

collection container with sealing 

mechanism and attach it to the 

rover. 

Verify prior to 

launch week. 

4.3.7.  Teams will ensure the rover’s batteries are Drop Test LRRT will only use fresh batteries Verify prior to FRR. 
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sufficiently protected from impact with the ground. for rocket launches. Battery 

protector compartments will be 

constructed to house the batteries. 

4.3.8.  The batteries powering the rover will be 

brightly colored, clearly marked as a fire hazard, 

and easily distinguishable from other rover parts 

Inspection; labels 

added as needed. 

Batteries used are Duracell 9V 

batteries and are distinguishable 

from other parts. 

Continuously 

Verified 
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Safety Requirements  

Requirements 
Verification 

Method 
Verification Plan Status 

5.1.  Each team will use a launch and 

safety checklist. The final checklists will be 

included in the FRR report and used during 

the Launch Readiness Review (LRR) and any 

launch day operations. 

Team Inspection. 

Checklist items will be marked off one item 

at a time as the checklist is used. After the 

checklist is complete but before launch, the 

Safety Officer, Team Lead, and Rocket 

Mentor will sign the checklist stating that it 

was implemented. Launch checklists will 

scanned and saved electronically after each 

use to verify that the checklists were 

implemented. Original checklists will be 

created and kept on file for use. 

Continuously 

Verified. 

5.2.  Each team must identify a student 

safety officer who will be responsible for all 

items in section 5.3. 

Team Inspection 

The Safety Officer is chosen and 

documented by the team prior to proposal. 

The Safety officer will sign all safety 

documents and checklists to verify his 

participation in safety / prevention. 

Verified. 

5.3.  The role and responsibilities of each 

safety officer will include, but are not limited 

to: 

Documentation / 

Inspection 

Documented actions taken by the Safety 

Officer will be recorded and stored. The 

Safety Officer will create a concise Safety 

Manual for safety documentation throughout 

the project to verify that safe protocols were 

completed and provide important 

information for Lenoir-Rhyne’s rocketry 

program in the future. 

Continuous 

Verification 

5.3.1. Monitor team activities with an Inspection After the Team Lead of user of the checklist Continuously 
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emphasis on Safety during: completes the checklist, the Safety Officer 

will inspect his/her work before signing. 

Safety Officer will sign all checklists that 

are used during the launch process. 

Verified 

5.3.1.1. Design of vehicle and payload 
Testing and 

Analysis 

Conduct risk assessments with regards to 

vehicle and payload design and revise 

designs if deemed unsafe. Team Leads will 

be alerted if any design is unsafe, and they 

must read the risk assessments for their 

portion of the project. 

Verified Prior to 

CDR. 

5.3.1.2. Construction of vehicle and payload 
Team Inspection; 

Documentation 

Members must know safe practices while 

working on the LRRT project. Members are 

required to sign a PPE agreement, safety 

statement, and fill out a Hazardous 

Workplace Assessment Form (when 

applicable). 

Continuous 

Verification 

5.3.1.3. Assembly of vehicle and payload Team Inspection 

Team Leads and/or safety officer will be 

present during the assembly of the rocket. 

Launch prep checklists must be signed prior 

to launch. 

Verified 

Continuously. 

5.3.1.4. Ground testing of vehicle and 

payload 

Inspection; 

documentation 

Team will abide by Testing risk assessments 

and engage in safe ground testing 

techniques. Safety officer will report unsafe 

practices, and all ground testing procedures 

will contain checklists to follow. Checklists 

for ground tests will be created for each 

different test. 

Verified 

continuously 

5.3.1.5. Subscale launch test(s) 
Inspection; 

documentation 

Use a subscale launch checklist and have the 

launch overseen by the Safety Officer or 

Not Verified; 

Will be 
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Rocket Mentor at all times completed before 

CDR Presentation 

5.3.1.6. Full-scale launch test(s) 

Inspection; 

Analysis; 

Documentation 

Use launch and safety checklists when 

launching the full scale rocket prior to 

competition. 

Verify prior to 

FRR. 

5.3.1.7. Launch day 
Documentation; 

Team Inspection 

Assemble systems under supervision prior to 

launch. Safety officer will oversee 

construction of launch vehicle and prep 

during Launch Day. Checklists that will be 

created will be used for assembly prior to 

launch and during launch day. 

Will Verify 

during Launch 

Day 

5.3.1.8. Recovery activities 

Documentation; 

Analysis; Pre-

launch inspection. 

LRRT will abide by a recovery checklist 

during flight and complete all pre-flight 

checklists prior to launch. Sign recovery 

checklists after completion; read and 

understand recovery failure modes analysis. 

Continuously 

Verified 

5.3.1.9. STEM Engagement (STE) Activities Documentation 

LRRT will fill out an STEM Engagement 

form after each STE and submit to NASA. 

Forms submitted for first two STEs; future 

planned STEs are indicated in the STE 

section.  

Continuously 

Verified 

5.3.2.  Implement procedures developed by 

the team for construction, assembly, launch, 

and recovery activities. 

Team Inspection; 

Documentation 

Checklists will be created for launch and 

recovery activities. Procedures will be 

created for construction and assembly. Team 

leads will sign procedure docs while Team 

Leads and Safety Officer will sign all pre-

launch checklists prior to launch, 

Continuously 

Verified  

5.3.3.  Manage and maintain current Documentation; The Safety Officer will create and maintain Continuously 
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revisions of the team’s hazard analyses, 

failure modes analyses, procedures, and 

MSDS/chemical inventory data. 

Analysis a Safety Manual for the LRRT to follow 

throughout the year. The Safety manual will 

be an edible document for the team with 

procedures and checklists to be included in 

the Manual. 

Verified 

5.3.4.  Assist in the writing and 

development of the team’s hazard analyses, 

failure modes analysis, and procedures. 

Documentation; 

Analysis 

Safety Officer’s designated role is to assist 

and write the team’s risk assessment tables. 

The risk assessment tables are included in 

each Milestone submission package. 

Verified 

5.4.  During test flights, teams will abide 

by the rules and guidance of the local 

rocketry club’s RSO. The allowance of 

certain vehicle configurations and/or 

payloads at the NASA Student Launch does 

not give explicit or implicit authority for 

teams to fly those vehicle configurations 

and/or payloads at other club launches. 

Teams should communicate their intentions 

to the local club’s President or Prefect and 

RSO before attending any NAR or TRA 

launch. 

Inspection; 

Analysis; 

Procedural 

Protocol 

The Rocket Mentor has communication with 

the RSO and ROCC, and the LRRT will 

abide by their rules during our test launches 

at the launch facility in Midland, NC. 

Furthermore, any requirements that are 

presented by the RSO and/or ROCC will be 

documented under the team derived 

requirements section of this document. 

Continuously 

Verified. 

5.5. Teams will abide by all rules set forth by 

the FAA. 

Team Inspection; 

Documentation 

The Rocket Mentor and Safety officer will 

ensure that all FAA requirements are met. 

High powered test launches will only take 

place on designated days at the ROCC 

launch site in Midland, NC or at another 

high-powered launch site on their designated 

day. 

Continuously 

Verified 
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7.3 Team-Derived Requirements  
 

7.3.1 Vehicle Requirements   
 

Vehicle Requirements  

Requirements Derivation 
Verification  

Method 
Verification Plan Status 

The launch vehicle must 

reach an apogee within 

100 ft of the target apogee 

of 4100 ft. 

Section 3.5.3A 

Targeted Altitude 

serves as our 

Performance 

Prediction 

Analysis/ 

Demonstrate 

The apogee of the launch vehicle will be 

tested once we have a full scale model. The 

results of this model will be used to alter 

the mass to better reach the target apogee. 

A test launch will demonstrate that the team 

has met this requirement. During this 

launch a Stratologger CF will measure the 

altitude. 

Will be verified 

before and after full 

scale flight, 

February 2019 

The launch vehicle must 

sustain a stable flight 

towards apogee. 

Section 3.5.3B 

Simulated Stability 

Margin serves as 

our Performance 

Prediction 

Analysis/ 

Demonstrate 

Stability margin of the launch vehicle will 

be determined after all parts are fabricated 

and assembled. The full scale will be used 

to show stability in flight. 

Stability margin of 

completed launch 

vehicle will be 

determined before 

full scale flight, 

February 2019 

Wires within the avionics 

bay must stay intact 

during flight until all 

sections separate at 

respected altitudes. 

Section 3.4 

Recovery System 

outlines the 

requirements for the 

avionics bay 

Demonstrate 

Intact wiring will be verified before the full 

scale launch. The electrical wiring will be 

verified after inspecting the ejection 

charges. The half scale will also provide 

information on intact wiring until 

separation. 

Will be verified 

before and after full 

scale flight, 

February 2019 
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The motor retention 

system must successfully 

secure the motor during 

flight. 

Section 3.3.2 Motor 

System Design 

outlines the motor 

retention 

requirements 

Demonstrate 

A secure motor during flight due to the 

motor retention system will be verified after 

the flight of the full scale model to 

determine its success. 

Will be verified 

before and after full 

scale flight, 

February 2019 

All bulkheads can 

withstand the deployment 

of parachutes and force of 

the shock cords. 

 Derived from 

NASA Requirement 

2.7 

Demonstrate 
Verification after a full scale launch will 

confirm bulkhead durability. 

Will be verified 

before and after full 

scale flight, January 

2019 

The launch vehicle will 

separate using black 

powder charges without 

causing damage to 

payload and launch 

vehicle sections. 

Derivation from 

Section 7.1.1  
Testing 

Black powder charges will be ground 

tested. The team will start with charges that 

are smaller than the suspects will be 

necessary and increase the amount of black 

powder to reach the desired amount. This 

should prevent damage to the rocket caused 

by excessive amounts of black powder. 

Will be verified 

before the full scale 

flight in February 

2019 

The LR Lander Payload 

System and avionics bay 

touch the ground without 

sustaining any damage. 

Derived from 

NASA Requirement 

2.7 

Demonstrate 

Verification of these systems not sustaining 

damage will be confirmed after a full scale 

flight. Based on results we will alter the 

recovery system for a safer descent. 

Will be verified 

before and after full 

scale flight, 

February 2019 

 

7.3.2 Recovery Requirements 
 

Recovery Requirements  

Requirements Derivation 
Verification  

Method 
Verification Plan Status 

All wires must be properly Section 4.3.2B is used Demonstrate Ground testing the full scale model. Will be verified 
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connected before launch. as a rubric for the 

preparation for a 

launch 

before full scale 

flight, January 

2019 

Altimeters are functioning as 

expected. 

Section 4.3.2B is used 

as a rubric for the 

preparation for a 

launch 

Test 

Verifying a proper function of the 

altimeters will be confirmed by the 

device providing confirmation beeps 

before and after flight. 

Will be verified 

before and after 

full scale flight, 

January 2019 

Check if parachutes are 

properly stored in the full scale 

rocket and deploy at respective 

altitudes. 

Section 4.3.2A is used 

as a rubric for the 

preparation for a 

launch 

Inspection 

Parachutes are properly deployed due 

to correct folding and storing for 

verification. 

Will be verified 

before and after 

full scale flight, 

January 2019 

Trackers emit the set frequency 

that the team has programmed 

in order to locate the rocket. 

Section 4.3.2B is used 

as a rubric for the 

preparation for a 

launch 

Test 

For verification of trackers, they will be 

placed in an unknown location and be 

located by using the respective 

handheld devices and Yagi antenna. 

Will be verified 

before full scale 

flight, January 

2019 

All batteries last longer than 3 

hours after turning on 

respected devices. 

The NASA 

Requirement 2.11 and 

3.3.5E 

Test 
For verification all devices will be 

monitored for battery durability. 

Will be verified 

before full scale 

flight, January 

2019 

 

7.3.3 Payload Requirements  
 

Payload Requirements  

Requirements Derivation 
Verification  

Method 
Verification Plan Status 

Landing legs must deploy  Altimeter shall deploy legs as Test and Test landing legs from an Will be 
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by secondary charge at 

800 feet. 

derived from section 5.4.1 & 

3.4 Recovery System Diagram  

Demonstration elevated platform and conduct 

full scale flight. 

verified by 

February 2019 

Rotary door latches must 

be able to open door after 

landing. 

Derivation from section 5.4.3 

Lander Door Deployment  

Test and 

Demonstration 

Ground test rotary latches and 

conduct full scale flight. 

Will be 

verified by 

February 2019 

Electrical connections 

must be verified prior to 

flight. 

Derivation from section 4.3.4, 

Ares Lander Preliminary  

Checklist 

Inspection 

Verify electrical schematics, 

tug and pull on connections, 

verify no shortage connections 

Will be 

verified by 

February 2019 

Parachute must release 

successfully from U-bolt. 

Section 5.4.2 and test plan 7.1.2 

A 

Test and 

Demonstration 

Ground test showing separation 

and full scale flight 

Will be 

verified by 

February 2019 

U-bolt must hold a 25:1 

weight ratio of the 

payload.  

Derivation from section 3.4.6 
Analysis, Test, and 

Demonstration 

Conduct analysis on bolt 

strength, Ground test and full 

scale flight  

Will be 

verified by 

February 2019 

 

7.3.4 Rover Requirements  
 

Rover Requirements  

Requirements Derivation 
Verification  

Method 
Verification Plan Status 

The rover shall begin its travel 

sequence when the 

photoresistors are at adequate 

level.  

Section 7.1.3 A 

emphasize test plan 

for rover initiation 

Demonstration  

LRRT will observe that the 

photoresistors onboard will cause the 

rover to travels away from its original 

location.  

Completed 

See section 

7.1.3 A 
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After photoresistor initiation, 

the rover shall travel 

autonomously at least 10 feet 

from any direction of the 

launch vehicle.  

Section 7.1.3 B is 

used as preliminary 

test plan for rover 

movement 

Test and 

Demonstration 

The team shall test travel movements in 

similar terrain condition at Bragg 

Farms. Additionally, a full scale launch 

shall be conducted to verify the travel 

distance of 10 feet.   

Will be 

verified by 

February 

2019 

The rover must begin its 

excavation sequence of 10 mL 

after the rover reaches the 

targeted distance.   

The collection of soil 

sample collection 

derived from section 

6.10 

Test and 

Demonstration 

The team shall conduct multiple ground 

penetration tests in terrains similar to 

that of Bragg Farms. 

Will be 

verified by 

February 

2019 

Electrical connections must be 

verified prior to flight and 

testing  

Requirement is 

derived from Plato 

preliminary checklist 

section 4.3.5  

Inspection 

Verify electrical schematics, tug and 

pull on connections, verify no shortage 

connections 

Will be 

verified by 

February 

2019 

Mechanical structure of the 

rover shall be tested for 

rigidity.  

NASA Requirement 

2.7  

Analysis, Test, 

and 

Demonstration  

The team shall conduct component 

analysis of compressive stress and 

strength. Rover will perform multiple 

tests, and full scale launch will be 

conducted to verify structure rigidity.  

Will be 

verified by 

February 

2019 

 

 

7.3.6 Safety Requirements  

Safety Requirements 

Requirement Derivation 
Verification 

Method 
Verification Plan Status 

All items must be inventoried 

and accounted for prior to launch 

day. 

Pre-Launch FMEA 

Table in Safety 

Section. 

Inspection 

Pre-launch checklists and 

materials list to take place the 

night before the launch. 

Continuously 

verified; to be 

verified prior to 
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launch.  

All subsystems must be 

inspected prior to launch day. 

Pre-launch FMEA 

Table in Safety 

Section. 

Inspection 

Inspection of subsystems by 

LRRT members and Team 

Leads prior to each launch are 

mandated by launch checklists. 

Verified prior to 

any launch. 

The rocket must be inspected 

prior to launch on launch day and 

all electronics tested for 

continuity. 

Pre-launch checklist. Inspection. 

Pre-launch checklists require 

team lead and SO to sign off 

(indicating completion) prior to 

launch. 

Verified prior to 

any launch. 

All checklists are required to be 

signed by Safety Officer and 

Team Lead(s) prior to launch. 

Safety checklists; 

derived from goal to 

avert any failure 

modes against the 

project. 

Inspection 
Team Leads and SO required to 

be present at each launch. 

Continuously 

verified. 

Extra money must be available in 

the budget (a minimum of 

$1000) in case the team 

encounters a major failure mode 

to the project plan. 

Project Plan Risk 

Assessment Failure 

Modes Mitigation. 

Demonstration 

Keep a minimum of $1000+ of 

emergency funds stored to 

mitigate failure modes of 

project plan; funds can be 

released immediately. 

Verified 

Electronics wiring must be 

clearly labeled and procedures 

created on how to assemble 

rocket subsystmes while wiring 

them correctly. 

Electronics FMEA 

table in Safety Section. 

Design, 

Demonstration 

Label all electronics wiring and 

where the wiring goes in each 

subsystem prior to launch using 

harmless labelling methods (i.e. 

marking). 

Verified prior to 

FRR. 

Tracker and communication 

frequencies must be set to not 

interfere with other teams’ 

frequencies during launch day. 

Electronics FMEA 

Table in Safety 

Section. 

Demonstration, 

test. 

Set Yagi antenna frequency to 

unique frequency to 

communicate with trackers and 

test with antennae prior to 

Verified prior to 

FRR. 
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launch. 

No equipment or items may be 

left unattended during launch 

day. 

Pre-launch FMEA 

table in Safety Section. 
Inspection 

LRRT is required to not leave 

any items unattended during 

launch day with all items being 

stored in their prior locations 

prior to leaving. 

Continuously 

verified. 

LRRT must police the rocket 

recovery site and practice “leave 

no trace” at the launch site. 

Hazards to the 

Environment Table in 

Safety Section. 

Inspection. 

Recovery checklist states that 

recovery site must be cleaned 

up with all trash packed out 

prior to leaving launch site 

Verified at each 

launch. 

LRRT members are required to 

clean the worksite after each use 

during the project. 

Hazards to the 

Environment Table in 

Safety Section. 

Inspection. 

LRRT members to clean and 

vacuum each area after use and 

place all items in appropriate 

locations prior to vacating 

room. 

Verified 

continuously. 

MSDS sheets must be available 

for each chemical used. 

Derived from Safety 

Plan. 
Inspection. 

MSDS sheets are available in a 

MSDS binder that is kept on file 

with additional MSDS sheets 

required to be added with each 

chemical used.  

Verified 

continuously. 
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7.4 Outreach 
 

The Lenoir-Rhyne Rocketry Team plans to do many outreach events on and off Lenoir-Rhyne 

University’s campus.  On campus, the Rocket Team plans to raffle an item at specific home 

basketball games throughout the year.  For off-campus engagement, the Rocket Team plans to 

travel to surrounding school districts and institutions to engage the community in related 

activities, which include about STEM, rocketry, and safety.  In addition, the Rocket Team plans 

to educate the students about types of careers in the STEM field.  These surrounding districts and 

institutions include East Alexander Middle School, Catawba Science Center, Gamewell 

Elementary School, West Wilkes High School, and University Christian High School.  

Following these outreach activities, the Lenoir-Rhyne Rocketry Team will be asking for 

feedback in various forms to indicate the performance of the event.  In addition, the Lenoir-

Rhyne Rocketry Team will be using platforms of social media to market the Rocket Team and 

the BEAR Club to the community. 

 

7.4.1 East Alexander Middle School 
 

The Lenoir-Rhyne Rocketry Team plans to lead a “Rocket Day” at East Alexander Middle 

School each year.  This year, we attended East Alexander Middle School on Thursday, October 

18th to engage the students in this educational experience.  At the beginning of the day, we 

gathered all students and showed a presentation explaining the history of space exploration.  In 

the afternoon, all of the students headed out to an open field to watch the launch of two mid 

power rockets.  195 students actively participated in the day by asking questions about the 

history of space exploration and STEM career fields in the morning and engaged in the rocket 

launching in the afternoon. 

 

7.4.2 Catawba Science Center 
 

To engage with the community, the Lenoir-Rhyne Rocketry Team is planning to present at the 

Catawba Science Center in Hickory, North Carolina.  Although the date is still to be determined, 

the Lenoir-Rhyne Rocketry Team plans to engage the community with a presentation about 

Lenoir-Rhyne’s USLI campaign, rocketry, and safety.  In addition, the Lenoir-Rhyne Rocketry 

Team plans to include information about STEM career paths in their presentation. 

   

7.4.3 Gamewell Elementary School 
 

The Lenoir-Rhyne Rocketry Team travelled to Gamewell Elementary School on November 27th 

to educate the students about rocketry, safety, and STEM career fields.  The members of the 

Lenoir-Rhyne Rocketry Team started the day with a PowerPoint presentation about rocketry, 

safety, and potential STEM career paths for the elementary school students to pursue.  After the 

presentation, all of the students were divided into teams of five members and challenged to build 
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a water bottle rocket with available materials.  The PowerPoint presentation included ideas to 

help start the students when building the water bottle rockets, but the students were challenged to 

work in their groups to construct the best water bottle rocket.  After the students were finished 

building their water bottle rockets, Lenoir-Rhyne Rocket Team Members lead the students 

outside to fly each team’s water bottle rocket.  The team with the highest recorded time and best 

engineering design was awarded a certificate and a sticker from the Lenoir-Rhyne Rocket Team.  

After the event was completed, the Lenoir-Rhyne Rocketry Team created a survey for Gamewell 

Elementary staff members to fill out about the event.  The Lenoir-Rhyne Rocket Team received 

feedback from all of the staff members including parts they felt the students enjoyed and parts 

about improving the presentation.  In addition, the local newspaper came to this event to take 

pictures of the students, teachers, and members of the Lenoir-Rhyne Rocket Team.  This press 

announcement was shared on all platforms of social media of the Lenoir-Rhyne Rocket Team. 

 

7.4.4 West Wilkes High School 
 

To ensure engagement with all levels of education, the Lenoir-Rhyne University Rocket Team 

plans to present at West Wilkes High School.  Like all of the other engagements, the Lenoir-

Rhyne University Rocket Team plans to give a presentation about rocketry, safety, and STEM 

career paths.  In the afternoon, the high school students will build their own Water Bottle 

Rockets.  The engagement of high school students in this community outreach is effective 

because the students will be learning about the components of rocketry while creating their own 

rocket in a safe environment.  After the students build their Water Bottle Rockets, the students 

will be shooting them off in a safe, controlled environment.  After the community event is 

finished, the Lenoir-Rhyne Rocketry Team will be looking for feedback from the faculty and 

staff of West Wilkes High School and will be sharing the event on the social media platforms. 

 

7.4.5 University Christian High School 
 

The Lenoir-Rhyne Rocketry Team will be presenting to University Christian in Hickory, North 

Carolina.  The presentation will consist of the STEM career paths, rocketry, and safety.  The 

Lenoir-Rhyne Rocketry Team plans to engage the students in an educational activity in the 

afternoon.  However, that activity is to be determined based on the time allotted. 
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7.5 Budget 
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Figure 144: LRRT Budget 

 

Based on the projected budget in figure 144, LRRT has accounted for possible shipping cost of 

all materials needed, as well as state tax rates which combined accounts for a total of 10% of the 

project budget. The shipping and tax rates are subject to change as they are ordered throughout 

the competition, therefore, the total projected budget is at $9,127.29. 

 

7.6 Funding Plan 
 

The bulk of the funding will come from a proposal for the Student Team Competition to be 

submitted to North Carolina Space Grant. The grant this year is for up to $5000 and we plan to 

ask for the full amount to cover a large portion of the team expenses. We believe this funding 

will occur but is a big risk to the project if it is not approved. A generous donation from a 

previous alumnus of $5,000, has put the rocket team into prime position to fund the project. 

Along with this money a plan has been put in place to do a fundraiser at LR with the goal of 

$500. We also plan to ask for donations from previous rocket team members associated with Dr. 

Knight and others associated with LR and think we will be able to obtain at least $500 of 

donations. We are also in the process of writing a proposal to the SGA at LR and are confident 

we can get at least $500 of funding from the Student Governing Association and clubs in both 

the fall and spring semesters. Also, a GoFundMe page has been set up with a goal of $1000, and 

plans have been made to outreach into the community to help the Lenoir-Rhyne Rocketry Team 

reach their final budget. This gives us a total base of funds of $12,500. Based on our budget 

estimates, this should suffice to cover all expected expenses. 
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7.7 Timeline 
 

The following Gantt chart have been split into three different sections because of limitations, 

restraints, and compatibility issues. Figure 145, explains the timeline from turning in the 

proposal to Critical Design Review. The Gantt chart in Figure 146, explains the timeline after 

Critical Design Review to the First Full-Scale Launch. Figure 147, explain the project timeline 

from First Full-Scale Launch to the Post-Launch Assessment Review. 

 

 

 
Figure 145: Timeline from Proposal to Preliminary Design Review 
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Timeline from PDR to First Full-scale Launch 

 

 
Figure 146: 
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Timeline from First Full Scale-Launch to Due date of Post-Launch Assessment Review 
 

 
Figure 147: 
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